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H A P T E R

I

INTRODTJCTION

Many investigations have been made in Britain of
periglacial features especially patterned ground (Hollingworth,
1934; Hay, 1936; Caine,

1963) and tors (Linton, 1955, 1958,

1964; Palmer and Radley, 1961; Palmer and Neilson,

1962) but

little quantitative information is known of their distribution,

dimensions and interrelationships.

The object of this thesis

is to provide detailed and exact information of periglacial

features from which a clearer understanding of the processes

governing them should emerge.

In order to achieve this

objective, the author decided to map all the periglacial

features in the Cairngorm Mountains, an area in which such

features abound.

He also obtained quantitative information

about four of the main features: lobes, denuded surfaces,

patterned ground and tors.

Where possible, this information

was analysed statistically.

Five factors were considered of

major importance: lithology, angle of slope, altitude,

vegetation and aspect.
to

How these factors varied in relation

each feature was noted.

Most of the mapping was done from 1:10,000 aerial

photographs taken on 31st. August, 1961.

Since these

photographs did not cover the entire area and were in places
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obscured by cloud, 1:10,000 aerial photographs taken on
22nd. July, 1955 were also used.

The aerial photographs

were examined in detail under a mirror stereoscope using

low

and high magnification and obvious features such as rock outcrops,

streams and rills were delineated.

Features were then classified

and delineated from each other by topographic form, tone and
texture of vegetation and materials, and linear elements (King,
1964).

During the first field season, the whole area was examined
and the features observed were demarcated.

Uncertain areas

were rectified during the second field season.

When the final

boundaries had been drawn in, they were transferred to Six -inch
Ordnance Survey maps by means of a Sketchmaster.

Considerable

difficulty was experienced here due to distortion of the aerial
photographs both between the centre and the outside, and at
different altitudes.

The Ordnance Survey maps were also found

However, a position of best fit

to be inaccurate in places.

was obtained.
The boundaries were found to be too closely spaced and

overlapping to put on one map.

The features were therefore

classified into five groups and each group put on one map.
The area was also divided into four parts.
of twenty maps.

size.

This made a total

Each map was photo -copied at half its original

These final maps are found in the separate folder

accompanying this thesis.

These four groups of features are

-3-

classified as follows: 1.

Terrain:

including outcrops; boulder fields

comprising felsenmeere, scree and glacial deposits; streams;
rills; avalanches; erosion channels; frost heaving; isolated

boulder streams (not associated with lobes or stripes); peat
and the peat line.

The peat line represents the highest

altitude at which peat is almost ubiquitous.
features were only mapped above this line.

The afore -mentioned

Below this line,

the terrain is not only frequently obscured by peat but also

more related to glaciation than to periglaciation.
2.

Snow patches:

including those subpermanent as seen

on the aerial photographs of 31st. August, 1961; very late -lying
as seen on the aerial photographs of 22nd.

July, 1955 and those

not so late -lying but well developed in the spring.

This last

group of snow patches was found to cause patches of mat -grass
(Nardus stricter) which could be outlined on the aerial photographe

Nivation hollows, mounds and terracettes are also shown on this
map.
3.

Lobes, terraces and benches.

This map also includes

grassy depressions and boulder hollows.
4.

Denuded surfaces.

5.

Polygons,

stripes, tors and gliding boulders.

In addition, each map shows the main rivers,

generalized

contours (taken from the One -inch Ordnance Survey maps) at
250 ft intervals and principal names.

and thesis

'A!

Throughout the maps

stands for 'allt' meaning 'stream',

'L'.

stands
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for 'loch' or 'lochan'
'corrie'.

(small loch) and

'C.'

stands for

Corries as named on the maps are not necessarily

corries in the geomorphic sense.

Some of the feature symbols

are taken from de Planhol and Bilgin (1964,Figures 2 and 3),

some from Rudberg (1962, Figure 1) and the remainder have been

devised by the author.
As mentioned before, the area has also been divided into

four quadrants which are shown on the One -inch Ordnance Survey
map found in the separate folder.

The quadrant in which the

place occurs and the national grid reference are given after
place names e.g. Carn a' Phris ghiubhais (Ng 934032).

The table

of features is always given in the north-eastern quadrant.

Other investigations were undertaken in addition to the
mapping:

stakes were placed in certain localities (using all

conbinations of the five factors: lithology, angle of slope,
altitude, vegetation and aspect); patterned ground was disturbed;
and quantitative measurements were taken of lobes, denuded

surfaces, patterned ground and tors.
to measure angles of slope.

An abney level was used

Soil and snow temperatures at a

few points were measured with thermistors.
A week was also spent in the Kebnekaise region of northern
Sweden.

Here, the more severe climate, the lack of vegetation

and the different rock types (mostly phyllites) provided au

interesting comparison with the Cairngorm Mountains.

H A P T E R

C

GENERAL

DESCRIPTION

II.

OF

THE

AREA

The Cairngorm Mountains in the north -eastern part of
the Grampians straddle thé borders of the counties of Inverness,

Banff and Aberdeen.

The area mapped extends 12 miles (19 km)

in an east -west and 10 miles (16 km) in a north -south direction

and includes all the ground above 1,500 ft (450 m) between
3° 35'

and 3° 55'Wand 57° 2' and 57 °10' N.

into four mas

(Figure 1).

-,ifs

It can be divided

separated by three north -south deep valleys

The Carn Ban Mor massif lies in the west and

is separated from the Braeriach -Einich Cairn- Cairn Toul

massif by Gleann Einich.

In the centre of the area lies the

impressive Lairig Ghru breach.

The Cairn Gorm - Ben Macdui

massif lies in the east separated from the smaller Bynach More
massif in the north- eastern corner of the area by Strath Nethy.
There is marked asymmetry between the eastern and western

slopes of the Carn Ban Mor massif.

The eastern slopes are

steep (greater than 25 °) especially to the west of L. Einich
where there are cliffs and intense gullying.
slopes are,

The western

however, comparatively gentle (15° - 200).

There

is a plateau at about 3,500 ft (1,100 m) on top of the

*

A small southern extension in the south -eastern corner
was mapped to include a schistose hill.
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Carn Ban Mor massif and further north, there seems to be a
plateau at about 2,200

Figure

-

2,400 ft (650 - 750 m) (Plate 13).

Geological sketch map of the Cairngorm Mountains.
Vertical shading: main granite; horizontal shading::
porphyritic granite; diagonal shading: granite of
uncertain status; crossed shading: diorite; dotted
shading: quartzite and quartz schist; unshaded: Moine
schists and gneisses; f-f: faulted boundary; double
After
lines: access roads; crossed line: railway.
Geological Survey and W.T. Harr

1.

.

To the east of the Carn Ban Mor massif, Gleann Einich

narrows southwards to L. Einich which is almost surrounded

by cliffs and corries.

South of L. Einich, there is a plateau

at about 3,000 ft (900 m) with scattereirock outcrops but it is

covered by peat in the south -west.
To the east of Gleann Einich, lies the Braeriach -

Einich Cairn - Cairn Toul massif.

At Einich Cairn, there is

a 4,000 ft (1,200 m) plateau but greater altitudes are found

at the Braeriach (4,248 ft, 1,300 m) (frontispiece) and

Cairn Toul (4,241 ft, 1,300 m) ends where there are conspicuous
massif
aretes.
The northern face of the Braeriach /consists of three
striking corries.

There is another low plateau (2,200 -2,400 ft,

650-750 m) north of this massif.
The Lairig Ghru is a striking cleft in the mountains

(Plate l

)

and was one of the passes used for driving livestock

from Strath Spey to Braemar.

Its northern end begins at 9603;

it rises to the watershed at 974013 and descends past the

Pools of Dee (SE, 973007) formed by scree from both valley sides,
and opens up to a wide valley where it is joined by the
A.

a'Gharbh- choire which drains a vast amphitheatre of four

corries.

North of Cairn Gorm (NE,005041), the Cairn Gorm massif is
flanked by valleys descending to the north -west and the cliff

overhanging Strath Nethy.

Mam Sizim

(]E,

018092) is separated

from the northern limb of the Cairn Gorm massif by the narrow

-8-

gorge of Stac na h- Iolaire (NE,018087), which is a glacial

meltwater channel.

The 2,200 - 2,400 ft (650 - 750 m)

plateau is again developed on Mam Suim.

South-west of

Cairn Gorm, a sinuous ridge is produced by corries on its
north-western side and valleys descending to the cliff
overhanging the deep trough occupied by L. Avon (NE and SE,0102
on its south -eastern side.

One of the valleys appears to

continue on the south -eastern side of L. Avon as if the latter
did not exist suggesting,

therefore, that the valleys to the

south -west of the Cairn Gorm massif are preglacial (Plate 1).

Plate

General view of Cairn Gorm (NE,005041) (A) and
Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 024016) (B), looking from the
'C' is the L. Avon trough and
south (SE,012996).
'DE' is a possible trimline. 'F' is part of
L. Etchachan (0000) and 'G', Little L. Etchachan (011004)
Note skew denuded steps
'H' is C. Etchachan ((1109 ).

1.

at

'I'.

Ben Macdui (SE, 989990) is surmounted by a flattish
plateau (4,200 - 4,300 ft, 1,280 - 1,320 m).

Its northern

slopes are relatively gentle (15 °) but the southern and eastern

slopes are flanked by cliffs.

The western slopes descend

steeply (300 -35 °) to the Lairig Ghru.
Derry Cairngorm (SE, 017980) is a south -eastern promontary
of the Cairn Gorm - Ben Macdui massif.

Much of it is covered

by a boulder field and except for a small cliff on its southwestern side, its slopes are moderately gentle (150).

East

of Derry Cairngorm however, cliffs and steep slopes (30 °)

descend to the Derry Burn which lies just to the east of the
area mapped.

The headwaters of the Derry Burn lie in the

steep -sided C. Etchachan (SE, 0299) which is surmounted by
L.

Etchachan (SE, 0000) (Plate 1).
Strath Nethy, between the Cairn Gorm and Bynack More

massifs is flanked by 30° slopes and two nivation hollows on
its eastern side.

It rises to The Saddle (NE, 018035)

overlooking L. Avon (NE and SE, 0102).

The Bynack More

massif forms a gently undulating surface between 3,000 and
3,500 ft (9P0- 1,100 m) rising to a roughly north -south

ridge forming the tor- capped Bynack More (NE, 041063).

On its eastern slope, occur the huge tors of the Barns of Bynack

(NE,046057).
Throughout the area, west -facing slopes were generally

found to be gentler than east facing ones.

This is probably

because of the lack of large glacial troughs aligned NW - SE.
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2.1

Drainage.
The area is drained by tributaries of two of the largest

rivers in Scotland:

the Spey and the Dee.

The Dee rises in

the Cairngorm Mountains at the Wells of Dee (SW 938989) on the

Einich Cairn plateau.

It flows through the Lairig Ghru and

is joined by A. Clais an t- Sabhail (SW and SE, 950961) draining

the south -western slopes of Cairn Toul; and Lui Water, by means
of the Luibeg Burn (SE, 012947) and Derry Burn drain most of

the south -east.

The four main tributaries of the Spey draining the area

are the Feshie, which occurs just to the west of the area and

drains the western and southern slopes of the Carn Ban Mor

massif and the southern slopes of Einich Cairn; the Druie which

bifurcates into the Am Beanaidh emanating from Gleann Einich
and by means of the A. Druidh tributary the northern part of
the Lairig Ghru, and the A. Mor which issues from the northern

slopes of the Cairn Gorm massif; the Nethy and the Avon which
drains the eastern slopes of Bynack More and Beinn
(SE, 024016) and by means of L. Avon (NE and SE,

Mheadhain

0102) most

of the eastern slopes of the Cairn Gorm - Ben Macdui massif.
2.2.

Geology.
The Cairngorm Mountains are a granite pluton intruded

into the Moine Séries.

"The pluton consists of at least two

units and appears tp be a discordant stock -like mass" (Harry,
1965. p.7).

Harry differentiated two granite units (Figure 1).

He described the Main Granite as follows:

"oligoclase is

abundant as well- twinned commonly rectangular sericitised
crystals which are occasionally weakly bent.
is plentiful,

Microcline

often slightly perthitic, and frequently

encloses rectangular tablets of plagioclase.
irregular areas up to

1

Quartz forms

cm or so long, each composed of

several crystals of different orientation and frequently

moulded on idiomorphic felspars.

Dark brown disseminated

flakes of biotite are sometimes replaced by haematite.

Muscovite occurs as ragged, apparently secondary, areas in
felspar.

Zircon can occur in biotite as small inclusions

surrounded by pleochroic haloes, or outside biotite as tiny
prisms with pyramidal terminations.
occur."

Accessory garnet may

Grain size increases from the Moine contact to the

interior.

Harry's second unit is porphyritic and darker.

Both

units are extensively jointed but "the Porphyritic Granite
is jointed regularly and more closely than the Main Granite ".

Westoll (1942,

p.

223) wrote:

"there are two main sets of

nearly vertical joints, and irregularly developed horizontal
joints.

But a set of oblique joints, at about 45° to the

horizontal, is frequently found in addition ".

The present

author has often seen many oblique joints (as 'well as the

vertical and horizontal) at varying angles.

Near the Moine

contact (e.g. Cann Eilrig, NW, 937 053), the jointing in the
same plane as the Moine foliation becomes closely spaced.
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Quartz veins are often developed along dominant joints;
a yellow or smoky brown variety forms the cairngorm semi-

precious stone As pointed out by Sugden (1965), pseudobedding
parallels the plateau topography but is truncated by cliffs
(Plate 2).

Plate

2.

Headwall of C. an Lochain (ATE, 983026).
Note pseudobedding and frost heaving at 'A'.

The Moine Series consists, for the most part, of schists
and is represented in this thesis by the hill in south- western

corner (SW, 8694), Mam Suim (NE, 0109) and the hill (NE, 6608)

north -west of L. na Beine.

In addition, there is the large

area south of Carn Ban Mor (Figure 1) but this is largely
covered by peat or peaty soil and bedrock is rarely seen.

-132.3

Soils.

Pears (1965) described three main soils:

(1) forest

podsol up to 1,500 ft (450 m); (2) nanopodsol (dwarf podsol)
at about 2,400 ft (750 m); and (3) podsol ranker (A horizon on

granite (no B horizon)) at heights above 3,000 ft (900 m).
In addition, there are skeletal, solifluction and organic(peat)
soils.

In this thesis, the author refers to a feldspathic soil.

By this term, he is referring to the podsol ranker or surf icial
soils lacking fines and with a high feldspathic content.

It

covers most of the Einich Cairn plateau (SW, 940995) and in
other places also where the ground has been denuded.

Digging

to 1 m depth on the Einich Cairn plateau (Plate 3) did not

reveal its base but a hole dug to 45 cm on a spur (NE, 007033)

south of Cairn Gorm did reveal decomposed granite.

It mostly

consists of feldspar grains, 1 cm in diameter, decreasing with
depth to about

1

mm at 30 cm depth.

There is a high proportion

(sometimes predominant) of quartz in the grains.

Mica is

also a common constituent and under the binocular microscope,

hornblende is frequently seen.
2.4

Vegetation.
Watt and Jones (1948) designated five main vegetation

zones:

forest, Calluna, Empetrum- Vaccinium, Juncus trifidus

and snow patch.

Below 1,700 ft (520 m), there are scattered

-14-

Plate

3.

Hole dug in feldspathic soil on the

Einich Cairn plateau (SW, 940995).
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patches of pine forest (see One -inch Ordnance Survey map in

accompanying folder).

Occasional stunted pines are found

at higher altitudes and the remains of ancient forests are

found in peat at 3,000 ft (900 m) (Lewis, 1906).

The

Calluna zone extends from 1,700 ft (500 m) to 2,700 - 3,200 ft
(830 -980 m) depending on snow duration.

It is not found

in any late -lying snow patches (chapter 4).

Above the

Calluna zone, the vegetation depends upon exposure and snow The Empetrum- Vaccinium zone extends to the high platea

cover.

(section 2.7.1) but is absent from the more exposed places
where it is replaced by the Juncus trifidus zone.

It is

also absent from areas covered by very late -lying and

subpermanent snow patches (see sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.1).
Juncus trifidus "is the characteristic species of exposed slope

above 3,200 ft" (98 0 m) and the high plateau.

"It can stand

long burial by snow, being absent only from those areas where
the snow lies longest;

places ".

it is also absent from the wettest

The vegetation types, associated with snow patches

are described in chapter 4.

2.5.

Nardus stricta is the most common.

Erosion Surfaces.

Many jighland investigators (e.g. Peach at al., 1912,
1913) have described accordant summits and the possible existenc
of one or more erosion surfaces.

The Grampian Main Surface

(Fleet, 1938) attains 3,000 ft (910 m) and would presumably
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be represented in the Cairngorm Mountains by the plateau
south of L. Einich and the saddle (NE, 037055) between

A °Choinneach and Bynack More.

If this surface did not reach

of

an advanced stage /peneplanation or pediplanation,

it could

also be represented by A'Choinneach (NE, 032048) itself and
the Carn Ban Mor plateau.

King (1962, p.389) has suggested

that the Grampian Main Surface "tentatively be regarded as

belonging to a late -Cainozoic cycle ".

The Einich Cairn

(SW, 9499) and possibly the smaller Ben Macddi (SE,9998)

plateaux probably belong to an earlier surface which King
has suggested might be early Cainozoic.

(650 - 750

ni)

The 2,200 - 2,400 ft

level developed in the north of the area may be

part of the Grampian Lower Surface (Fleet, 1938).

The

Grampian Main and Lower surfaces could be fragments of the
late -Cainozoic cycles

1

and 2 respectively of King (1962, p.226;

Glaciation

2.6

The Cairngorm Mountains are well known for their striking

glacial features.

The corries, whose headwalls are about

500 ft (150 m) high, are particularly impressive.

They

mostly face north (e.g. those on the north faces of Braeriach
and Cairn Gorm massifs) to east (e.g. An Garbh Choire, SW,9498).

Valley glaciation has deepened and widened preglacial valleys
*

to form the characteristic U -shape and some deep troughs

(e.g. L. Einich, SW, 9199 and L. Avon, NE and SE, 0102).

valley floors are littered with fluvioglacial deposits and
*

The V-shaped Lairig Ghru is due to scree.

The

-17moraines.

Glacial deposits are also found occasionally

at higher altitudes (e.g. the plateau (SW, 9196) south of
C.

Odhar (Sugden, 1965)).

There are also excellent

examples of watershed breaching (e.g. LairigGhru, SE, 9701
and The Saddle, NE, 018033) caused by glacial diffluence
(Linton, 1951).

Many of the spurs, especially those

trending north-west from the Carn Ban Mor massif, are

breached by meltwater col channels.

Stac na h- Iolaire

(NE, 018087) and Creag a' Chalamain (NE, 965052) are two

very imposing col channels.

Much of the glacial literature on the Cairngorm
Mountains is to be found in the Memoirs of the Geological
Survey.

They mostly described two main periods of

glaciation:

continental and local.

Barrow and Cunningham

Craig (1912) stated that "the general flow of the

[continental

ice -flow took an easterly direction down the Dee valley ".

They went on to write "with the waning of the glacier period
the condition of local valley glaciers set in, and in all
the larger valleys the trend of the movement was practically

determined by the local configuration of the surface.

To this

phase belongs the formation of lateral and terminal valley
moraines, which are a marked feature of almost every moderately
large glen in the district, but which always attains the

greatest dimensions where the direction of the glen coincides,
in the main, with the direction of easiest escape of the ice ".

Barrow et al. (1913) considered that the Cairngorm and Ben Alder
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(to the south -west) centres of glaciation interacted at

about the area of Glenfeshie Forest and forced a protusion
of ice between the Carn Ban Mor and Cairn Toul massifs down

into Gleann Einich to gouge out L. Einich (SW, 9198).

They

also thought that the very pronounced lateral moraine (SW,938010;

trending north from C. an Lochain to "mare a period of rest

during the time when the valley glaciers were confluent over
all the minor ridges and water -sheds,

and only tae higher

parts of the mountains rose above the ice ".

They further

considered that the valley glaciation destroyed most of the
evidence of earlier continental glaciation.

Hinxman et al.

(1915) described the glacial sequence as follows: 1.

Ice sheet from the west.

2.

Ice sheet with Cairngorm Mountains as centre.

3.

Valley glaciation.

4.

Corrie glaciation.

He considered there was a mass of ice in Glen More

(989)

during the corrie period which "protruded into the lower
parts of Gleann Einich, the Lairig Ghru and other smaller
glens of the Cairngorms ".

Linton (1949 -50) emphasized how the present scenery in
the Cairngorm Mountains is mostly due to the period of valley

glaciation.

He pointed out that the northern and eastern

parts of the Ben Macdui massif must have supported large
snowfields which caused the L. Avon (NE and SE, 0102),
L.

Etchachan (SE, 0000) and C. Etchachan (SE, 0299) troughs.

-9In more recent years, Sugden (1965) has written a thesis on
the glaciation in the Cairngorm Mountains.

He described

three generations of corrie glaciation, the earliest of which

formed in preglacial valley heads and heralded the

Scottish Ice -sheet of Riss or earlier glaciations.

He

considered most of the glacial erosion was due to this ice sheet.

The second and main generation of corrie glaciation

together with "severe mountain glaciation" occurred during
the early Würm.

In the middle Würm,

"basins were out into

the north-east facing cliffs of a few of the larger corries"

and there was "marginal glaciation ".

Sugden (1965, pp. 194 -5) wrote: "it might be argued
that in view of the lack of erratics on the summit plateau,
and the remarkable trimline on the western flanks of Einich

Cairn separating undisturbed interglacial
ice -smoothed rock and glacial drift,

escaped the last glaciation.

(

?) gravels from

the Cairngorm summits

The presence of block fields

on Ben Macdui and Derry Cairngorm may be found to be too

extensive to be attributed to post -glacial time and might
appear to add weight to this view.

In such a case the

drift evidence to the north and south could represent not

only the minimum surface altitude of the ice during the
early stages of deglaciation but also the maximum of the
last glaciation.

However, such a proposal raisesa number

of apparently unacceptable difficulties "such as the strange

ice -sheet configuration; lack of evidence of a moraine
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containing westerly- derived schists circumscribing the

Cairngorm Mountains; and the presence of striated and
smoothed rock surfaces.

Sugden, therefore, considered

there was a thin ice -sheet covering the Cairngorm Mountains
in the late W{irm.

During the subsequent deglaciation, at

about Zone III, he considered there was a nunatak stage; the

nunataks being the Sgoran Dubh Mor
and Cairn Toul (SE, 963972).

-

Sgor Gaoith ridge (SW, 9099)

Sissons (1964, pp. 144 -5),

however, assigned valley glaciation, conforming with other

areas in Scotland, to Zone III.

According to Sugden, there

was another later interruption in the rapid deglaciation, which
he called the Cairngorm Retreat Stage.

Finally, he described a period of renewed corrie

glaciation at about 1740 A.D.
2.7

Periglaciation.
The prefix 'peri' comes from the Greek and means

'all around,

about'.

or about glaciation'.

Thus

'periglaciation' means

'all around

Antevs and Mac Clintock (1934)

defined periglacial as having a position marginal to but

beyond the glacier.

The term was first introduced by

Lozinski in 1909 and "the concept of a vague periglacial zone
of ind6finite extent beyond the former ice sheets come to be

identified both with frozen -ground features and with sheets of
loess "(Flint, 1957, p.195).

Most of the features classified

under periglacial do not necessitate permanently frozen
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ground (e.g. patterned ground); in fact, oscillations about
the freezing point are considered more important.

Also,

'periglacial features can be produced a long way from
present glaciers (e.g. Cairngorm Mountains).

Sharp (1942)

defined the periglacial zone as "characterized by low
temperatures,

strong winds, and many fluctuations across

the freezing point at certain seasons ".

This definition

accords with the climatic conditions in the Cairngorm

Mountains and the features mapped and described in this
and following chapters can be considered periglacial.

Troll (1958, p.4) distinguished between polar regions
and high altitudes in the tropics.

He wrote:

"The frost

climate of the polar regions is distinguished by a pronounced

annual cycle,:d temperature with daily fluctuations almost
lacking.

In the climate of the tropics, in which the mean

annual temperature resembles that of polar regions, annual

temperature changes are almost completely absent; therefore

daily fluctuations of temperatures are the more pronounced."
On page 14 he listed four main differences between tropical
and polar structure soils:"

1.

Tropical structure soils are more regular and

homogeneous in the sorting of materials than polar.
2.

The inner measure of the forms (the cross section

of the polygons, width of stripes) is quite generally very

small (10 -25 cm).
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They are either completely without vegetation,

3.

or at most are covered with certain fructicose lichens,

which do not cling to the soil or stones, but lie completely
loose on top.

They are more closely associated with cohesive,

4.

argillaceous, water -retaining rocks than in polar regions."
Troll (p.78) considered periglaciation in temperate
oceanic climates (e.g. southern Iceland and British Isles)
to be more similar to the tropical than to the polar type.

A case could be made out for differentiating three types:
tropical, icelandic and polar.

These are represented by

the following patterns of oscillation about the freezing
point: daily, annual with many oscillations at the equinoxes,

and annual with little or no oscillation at the equinoxes.

According to these definitions, those features in the

Cairngorm Mountains which are active today would be called
icelandic and those which were active in the late- glacial
would be called polar.

For the purpose of describing the periglaciation in
the Cairngorm Mountains, the area can be divided into four

domains

:-

high plateau (above 3,000 ft, 900 m); low plateau

(below 3,000 ft, 900 m); steep slopes (greater than 25°);
and moderate and gentle slopes (less than 250).
2.7;1 High Plateau.

The high plateau is characterised by two main terrains:

feldspathic soil on the lower and felsenmeere on the higher
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ground.

Feldspathic soil has already been described

earlier in this chapter.

Felsenmeere consist of fields

of boulders with an average diameter of

in size with depth.

3

ft (1 m) decreasing

The upper sides of the boulders are

well rounded but their under sides are only subrounded in
terms of Pettijohn's definitions (1956, Figure 28).

Much

has been written about rounded boulders or 'boules'.

Shaler (1868) first devised the concept of exfoliation which
is normally found in and attributed to a warm climate.

No

exfoliation spalls were found in the Cairngorm Mountains.
Kemp (19Q9) proposed the theory of thermal expansion and
contraction which has now been discredited by Blackwelder (1925).
Geikìe (1882) propounded the theory of hydration and

hydrolysis and this was employed by Rondeau (1958) to explain
boules in the Pyrenees Orientales and Galicia, Spain.
wrote (p.213):

He

"alors que dans la roche fraîche, les cristaux

sont disposés n'importe comment, dans cette auréole les

cristaux ou fragments de cristaux sont orientés en circles
concentriques,

comme si les alternances de gonflement et de

diminution de volume des minéraux argileux avaient obliges
les minéraux encore cohérents á se disposer sur des niveaux
de moindre énergie ".

Tamm (1924) has shown that hydrolysis

of silicate powder can take place at only 2 °C.

Boye (1950, p.94) proposed that boules may be due to
frost weathering and also introduced the concept of the

erosive effects of dark lichen.

Cailleux (1962) developed

this further from his observations of granitic boules at

Mc Murdo, Antarctica.

i.e

considered that when the exterior
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grains are "wet, they swell and possibly help to separate
the mineral grains.

Small quartz or other grains - 5 -10 v.-

act as wedges and help the intervals to remain open" (personal

communication).
the intervals.

He supposed that the next freezing broadens
He also considered the possible effects of

endolithic algae and described (1962, p.23) a marble erratic

containing four zones which from the interior to the exterior
were as follows: fresh rocks; a zone of thin tapering fissures;
some pistacio green algae; and finally a fissure zone

containing mineral dust.
The present author studied the feldspathic grains, which

seemed to be derived from the boules, under a binocular

microscope.
feldspar.

They contained a high proportion of plagioclase
Hornblende was also common.

are unstable chemically (Goldich, 1938).

Both these minerals
Further, the

boundaries of the grains seemed to cut across minerals
although aeolian rounding prevented an exact assessment.
The foregoing evidence and the low temperature favour frost

shattering.

Frost shattering is probably also responsible

for the pan -holes which are sometimes seen developed on the

tops of the boulders (plate 4).

Pan-holes are also found

on tors and are more fully discussed in section 12.3.6
The average diameter of boulder pan-holes is 8 in (20 cm)

which is smaller than those on tors.
Many boulders are boat -shaped (Plate 5).

Such concave

fractu_.es are supposed to be typical of frost action (Tivy,1962,

P.64).
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Plate 4.

Pan-hole.
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Evidence to support this hypothesis is provided by a
boulder on the ridge (SE, 025958) south of Derry Cairngorm.
The boulder is split by a concave fracture producing a
lft (30 cm) wide vertical fissure.

The compatibility of

the two separated portions suggests that the fissure was

caused by horizontal movement (i.e. frost splitting).

Plate

5.

Boat- shaped boulder.
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Plate 6 shows a ,eliv -ation scarp.

A similar scarp

was seen on the upper surface of a boulder at Kebnekaise.

There, present -day frost action could be seen breaking

blocks off the scarp and wearing it back.

Plate 6.

Gelivation scarp, seen on the boulder surface
behind the hammer.

Quart$ boulders are heavily shattered but it is
difficult to separate the activities of nature and man
since many quartz boulders are broken up in the hunt for
cairngorms.

Rudberg (1962,

p.

313) stated that hard

fissured rocks, amphibolites, granites and quartzites are
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of

particularly susceptible to the formation/felsenmeere.
Galloway,

(1961, p.82) described indurated schists as being

the most affected on Ben Wyvis.

Waters (1964, p.79)

devised a sequence of susceptibility to frost breaking for

Dartmoor rock types.
it is as follows:

Beginning with the least susceptible,

coarsed -grained granite; quartz -schorl;

tourmalinised medium -grained granite; elvan; diabase; finegrained granite; metamorphosed sediments.
Mountains,

In the Cairngorm

the finest -grained granite comprises most of the

Carn Ban Mor massif (Harry, 1965, p.4) which is devoid of
f elsenmeere.

Presumably, it has been completely

disintegrated.
Fine -grained and laminated rocks tend to be differently
affected by frost action than coarse -grained ones.

The

former are broken up by V- shaped fissures, horizontal sliding,
collapse and even vertical upthrusting (Yardley, 1951).

Coarse- grained rocks mostly undergo granular disintegration
resulting in boulés and hollows (Cailleux, 1962).

However,

the former features also occur extensively in the Cairngorm

Mountains (Plates 7 and 8) particularly north-east of The Saddle
(NE,

023037) where there are huge V- shaped fissures, one of
(These fissures

which can be seen on the aerial photographs.

are not due to glacier ice since the blocks have been moved
in a direction perpendicular to ice flow).

It is 15 ft

(42 m) wide at its base and 25 ft (8 m) deep.

Most
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Plate

Frost riving.

7.

r

Plate 8.

Frost collapse.

Block A has been

undermined and collapsed.
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of the other fissures in the area are Oft (1

15 ft

0-2

m) deep.

m) wide

All the frost riving features are

rounded in detail and there is no evidence of present -day
activity.

Presumably therefore frost riving and felsenmeere

can only take place under a severe climate (e.g. late glacial)

whereas granular disintegration can take place under a wide
range of climates.

Evidence of granular disintegration

having taken place under a previous more severe climate
is suggested by pan -holes being truncated by fissures

(Plate 67

).

There are two main types of frost shattering in the

Cairngorm Mountains designated here as 15 and 60 cm gelivation
after the average size of the fragments.

60 cm gelivation

is best displayed on corrie headwalls (Plate 2) and cliffs

(Plate 9) but it can beufound at least as low as 2,000 ft
(600 m) (Strath Nethy, NE, 022052).

Rock outcrops are

highly shattered and often look like boulders piled on top
of each other (Plate 10).

Nowhere do they show fresh

surfaces and the frost shattering is presumably not active
today.

Above 3,000 ft

(990

m) and in exposed places,

such as

above the scarps overlooking corries, there are patches of

fresh 15 cm gelivation (Plate 11).
schist, however,

altitudes,

Plate 12).

Where developed on

this type of gelivation is found at lower

e.g. Stac na h- Iolaire (2,400 ft,

730m,

NE, 018087,

Here fresh gelivation is found overlying fossil

Plate 9.

60 cm gelivation of cliff overhanging

Strath Nethy (NE, 016058).

r

Plate 10.

Frost riving and rounding.
planes.
Boulders still seem to be aligned by joint
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Plate 11.

15 cm gelivation above cliff overhanging

an L. Uaine (SE, 958974).

Plate 12.

Headwall of Stac na h- Iolaire (NE,018087).

Showing fresh overlying fossil gelivation.
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gelivation but both types appear smaller than 15 and 60

cm.

This is probably due to the lithological difference.

Waters (1964, p.79) considered the parting plane density to
be inversely proportional to the texture.

Since frost

action is very selective, corrie scarps are indented and
occasionally castellated in the horizontal plane (e.g. southern
wall of C. Dhondail, SW, 928983).

The wind is funnelled

through the chimneys and it is in such exposed places that
15 cm gelivation is often seen.

There are two main areas of tor development on the
high plateau

(1) in the north -east,

particularly north-east

of Cairn Gorm (NE, 015050) and on Bynack More (NE, 0406)

where are found the huge Barns of Bynack (NE, 046057);
(2) along the ridge trending north from Sgoran Dubh Mor
(SW,

905003).

The Braeriach -Einich Cairn-Cairn Toul massif

is completely devoid of tors.

There are three types of patterned ground, in addition
to mounds,

found on thehigh plateau: coarse, fine and Wurmerde.

Coarse polygons consist of pockets of feldspathic soil amongst
felsenmeere.

Fine polygons, which occur in damp areas (often

near and in stream beds),consist of boulder rings surrounding
feldspathic soil.

Wurmerde, which are strings of black

humic clay lying on the surface (Plate 79

over the Einich Cairn plateau (SW, 9499).
are mostly inactive;

),

occur extensively
Coarse polygons

fine and Wurmerde are active.
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Low Plateau

2.7.2

Peat is nearly always present in the soil below
3,000 ft (900 m), but it is only designated on the maps

where it is greater than 2 ft (60cm) thick and forms
a bog.

Much of the peat is being eroded especially in

the Moine Mhor area (SW, 8995).

These eroded bogs are

similar to badlands: grass- topped residuals of varying

diameter and 6in - 3ft (15 -90 cm) high surmount concave
peat slopes, the upper parts of which are covered with

irregular pinnacles

3 -4

in (72 - 10 cm) high.

Pseudo -raised bogs are found on most of the northernmost
spurs (Plate 13).

They have an average height of

2 ft (60 cm),

occur between 2,250 ft (700 m) and 2,600 ft (800 m) and are

restricted to level ground.

They often contain pools of

minerotrophic water and are surrounded by minerotrophic
channels.

Much of the low plateau is covered by small patches
of denuded ground designated in this thesis as denuded

surfaces.
1

In places,

they have been enlarged into hollows

ft(30 cm) deep and up to 20 ft (6m) across which are

here called deflation hollows.

2.7.3

Steep Slopes.
Steep slopes generally consist of scree mostly

vegetated and inactive but patches of bare and active scree
are found where the slope is surmounted by a cliff.

average diameter of boulders compiling scree is about
6 in (15 cm) but the range is great.

Below the high

The
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A

Plate 13.

Looking eastwards from Creag Follais (NW, 892043)
towards the 2,200 - 2,400 ft (650 -750 m) plateau.

Argyll Stone (NW, 905040) on ridge in background (A).
Pseudo -raised bog just behind haversack in foreground.
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vertical cliff (SW, 002016) overlooking the south -western
end of L.

Avon,

in diameter,

there are huge boulders many tens of feet

the most famous of which is the Shelter Stone

which is a huge block lying on top of others and thus
forming a cave.

Most of the scree boulders are rounded,

even in the bare parts, and covered with lichen of varying

diameter with a maximum of about

1

ft (30 cm).

Where

scree is covered with vegetation patches, it often looks
like patterned ground (Plate 14).

Scree often piles up

on the upslope side of outcrops resembling crag- and -tail.

Ridges running parallel to or slightly across the
contours are often found at the base (and sometimes higher
up the slope) of both bare and vegetated scree slopes.

Many of these ridges are lateral moraines and many have
been classified by Sugden(1965) as ice- contact features.
Many others, however, have not been classified by Sugden
and even some of those that have, could be protalus

ramparts.

Differentiating protalus ramparts from glacial

features seems very difficult.
to

The former are supposed

have a downslope boulder orientation but in the Cairngorm

Mountains, there was a chaotic assemblage.

Most of the

boulders forming a lateral moraine are probably derived
from the slope above anyway.

All the features that seemed

as if they might be protalus ramparts were designated on

the map as such.

The author investigated Sugden's suggested 1740 A.D.

moraine in C. an Lochain (NE, 981029) to see if it could
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Plate 14.

Boulder patches on slope (SE, 030988)

between

C.

an L. Uaine and C. Etchachan.
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be a protalus rampart.

The boulders forming the moraine

seemed to be more angular than usual but not significantly
There was no evidence of striae on the boulders but

so.

there was also no evidence of the 60 cm gelivation which
is found on the corrie

headwall (Plate 2).

Although this

evidence is negative, the author considers the last one
more important since there is probably a greater chance
of finding 60 cm gelivation on boulders derived from the

headwall than of finding striated or plucked glacially -

derived boulders.

Stone orientation was again impossible

because of the chaotic assemblage and lack of fines.
Very tentatively then, the author supports the moraine
hypothesis.
There is presumably a greater chance of finding large

boulders in a large moraine than in a small one.

Certainly,

the outer and larger moraines of C. an Lochain seemed to

contain bigger boulders.

A cursory examination seemed to

indicate that there was a correlation between boulders

and maximum lichen size.

The author therefore measured

a hundred maximum lichen diameters on boulders in C. an Lochain

and compared them with boulder diameters.

Lichen diameters

were measured to the nearest 4 in and the smallest diameter
was taken of elliptical thalli.

measured to the nearest inch.
Figure

2.

Boulder diameters were
The results are shown in

The coefficient of correlation is 0.5675 and

using the t -test, the significance was found to be greater
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than 99.9 %.

The only way of making sure that the lichen

diameters recorded are the maximum attainable, is either
to make sure, by inspection, that the boulders, on which

the lichen are measured are sufficiently large for the

maximum lichen diameter to be freely and consistently
attained) or) better, to plot maximum lichen diameters

against boulder diameters and the lichen diameter recorded
should be that where the graph levels out (Figure 3).

Point A in Figure 2 may be the maximum lichen diameter
but other boulders of 9 ft or more diameter should be

inspected to be sure that 42 ins is the maximum lichen

diameter for the area.
the

Most of/protalus ramparts are separated from the
hill slope by about 40 ft (12 m) although scree protrusions

They are on average

sometimes extend to the rampart.
40 ft (12 m) high and 50 ft

0.5

m) broad and are symmetrical

but the side of the ridge facing the hill slope usually
contains coarser boulders (maximum diameter of about
6 ft,

2 m)

than that facing away from the slope which

usually has a maximum diameter of
vegetated.
ramparts.

3

ft (1 m) and is more

This may be a way of differentiating protalus
It was,

lateral moraine in

however, also found to be true of the
C.

an t- Sneachda (NE, 995040, Plate 15).

The vegetation covering of protalus ramparts suggests

inactivity.

Plate 16 shows

the end of winter.

C.

Beanaidh (NE, 958005) at

A B is a protalus rampart.

The snow
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2.

Distribution of lichen diameters with respect

to boulder diameters in C.

an Lochain (NE, 981029).
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Boulder Diameter

Figure

3.

Theoretical diagram showing variation of
lichen diameters with boulder diameters.

1

Plate 15.

Lateral moraine in

C.

an t- Sneachda (NE, 995040)
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patch behind it is still some distance back from the rampart
although boulders dislodged from the cliff would presumably
end up at the rampart.

They were probably therefore

mostly developed under a more severe climate than today.',

i

Plate 16.

C.

Beanaidh (NE, 958005) at the end of

winter (April, 1966).

AB is a protalus rampart.

The upper parts of steep slopes are often occupied by

avalanches but the main part is covered with rills.

Present -day meltwater channels are common on east -facing
slopes which do not display bare scree (e.g. eastern slope
of Bynack More, NE, 0405).

They are about 12 ft (34 m)

wide and 4 ft (1* m) deep and have a V- shaped cross section.

They often run parallel to each other separated by only
a few yards.
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2.7.4

Moderate and Gentle Slopes
On gentle slopes above 3,500 ft (1,100 m), erosion

channels, about 2 ft (60 cm) deep, are often developed in
the feldspathic soil.

These high gentle slopes are also

often terraced or benched.
Stone -banked lobes are found on slopes between
20° and 35° and vegetation- covered lobes occur on slopes

between 10° and 20 °.

Grassy depressions, resembling

hollows between lobes which have become disguised by
vegetation, are found below 3,500 ft (1,100 m) especially
on convex slopes.

Many hollows filled with boulders are

found on west- facing slopes below 3,500 ft (1,100 m).

Denuded surfaces with small risers 2 -3 ft (60 cm high occur at all angles to the horizontal.

1 m)

They, together

with mounds, sometimes grade into terracettes on north facing slopes.

Gliding boulders are also often found

associated with terracettes.

Both terracettes and mounds

occur as larger and different forms at low altitudes.

CHAPTER

CLIMATE

In Chapter 1,

AND

III

MICROCLIMATE

the author decided to accept Sharp's (1942)

definition of a periglacial zone which is "characterized by
low temperatures, strong winds, and many fluctuations across
the freezing -point at certain seasons ".

Before assessing

how applicable this definition is to the Cairngorm Mountains,
it is necessary to understand what is meant by "fluctuations

across the freezing -point
3.1

".

Air Temperatures
Russel (1943) defined a freeze as lowering of the air

temperature to 28 °F (- 2.2 °C) and a thaw as raising it to or
above 32 °F (0 °C).

iPraser (1959, p.42),

however, defined

a freeze -thaw cycle as an oscillation of air temperature

between 34° and 28 °F (1.1° and- 2.2 °C).

In this thesis, the

more detailed work of Frasér is accepted and his limits are

shown on Figures 4,6,7,10 and 11.

Figure 4 shows means of

monthly means recorded at the White Lady Shieling (2,500 ft,
750 m, NE, 995053) and at the top of the chair lift (3,575 ft,

1,100 m, NE, 004048) since August, 1963.

The only year which

has a complete record for every month is 1964; its annual mean

was 4.7 °C at 2,500 ft (750 m) and 2.3 °C at 3,575 ft (1,100m).
The lowest documented temperature for the area is from

-45Braemar (1491) at 1,111 ft (340 m) in February, 1895 when
a temperature of -2700 was recorded.

The high January

temperatures in Figure 4 are due to an abnormally warm,

January in 1964.

Baird's (1957) measurements from Ben Macdui

(4,300 ft, 1,300 m, SE, 989990) in 1956 are also shown.

His

low February temperature is taken from only twelve days.
The figure shows that freeze -thaw oscillations could take

place at any time in the winter, especially at low altitudes,

although they are most likely and frequent in spring and
autumn.
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3.2

Soil Temperatures

Antevs (1932, p.41) pointed out:

"since thawing can

occur on sunny exposures at an air temperature of several

degrees below 32 °F., freezing does not require
air temperature from above to below 32 °F.

does so, however

a

drop of

Normally, it

Its chief place of activity is the

ground surface, for observations show that even if the
air temperature undergoes frequent fluctuations about the

freezing point, the oscillations seldom penetrate to any
depth in the ground after the top layer has thawed in
spring or frozen in autumn."

Cook (1960, p.133) wrote:

"there appears to be little correlation between number or

intensity of freeze -thaw cycles in the standard Stevenson
screen and those on the surface of the ground...

Freeze -

thaw cycles begin at the surface of the ground some weeks

before they are shown by the ambient air temperatures
recorded in the screen."
wrote:

Cook and Raiche (1962, p.73)

"the effect of temperature lingering barely below

freezing is the same as a much more pronounced drop of
short duration.

Ground will become frozen in 4 days when

subjected to a surface temperature of -1.1 °C."

Freeze -

thaw cycle limits of ± 1.1 °C are therefore shown in Figure

5

which shows soil temperatures measured at different altitudes
throughout the year.

Soil temperature measurements were

also made for different aspects, vegetation cover and nature
of material.

_47_

Altitude

3.2.1

From the end of May, 1966 till the beginning of May, 1967,
soil temperature measurements were recorded monthly at 2,500 ft

(762 m), 3,000 ft (918 m), 3,500 ft (1,070 m) and 4,000 ft
(1,220 m).

The three lower altitude measurements were taken

along the Fiacaill a' C. Chais (NE,99

?4);

the 4,000 ft (1,220 m)

measurement was taken on the western slope (NE, 004040) of
Cairn Gorm.

Temperatures were measured with thermistors and

their probes left in the soil at 9 in (23 cm)depth which was

considered sufficient to avoid diurnal variations.
results are shown in Figure

5.

The

The hiatuses represent

periods when the thermistors needed recalibrating.

At 2,500 ft

(762 m) the summer soil temperatures do not vary much from

those measured in the Stevenson screen (Figure 4) but the

winter soil temperatures seem to be warmer than the winter
air temparatures presumably due to snow protection.

At 3,500 ft

(1,070 m), the summer soil temperatures are a degree or two

lower than the air temperatures.
9

This may be due to the

in (23 cm) of soil being more protective at higher altitudes

or because the western side (where the 3,500 ft (1,070 m)

probe was placed) of Fiacaill a' C. Chais is more exposed
chair
than the top of the /lift.
Presumably the higher winter
soil temperatures are again due to snow protection.

reason why the temperatures at 3,500 ft (1,070 m) are

The

-48sometimes higher than those at 4,000 ft (1,220 m) in summer
is probably due to the greater exposure and soil- moisture

content at the 3,500 ft (1,070 m) locality.

seemed

'.Winds

stronger at the 3,500 ft (1,070 m) position than at the
4,000 ft (1,220 m) on the top of the chair lift.

The fore-

going suggests that at high altitudes, exposure and /or water
content have a greater influence on soil temperature than
altitude.

Figure

5

shows more strongly than Figure 4

that freeze -thaw cycles not only occur

in spring

and autumn

but can also occur at any time in the winter, particularly
at 3,500 ft (1,070 m).
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3.2.2

Aspect

Temperature measurements (with thermistors) were taken
every hour from dawn to sunset of 18th May, 1966 on a

north-facing, south- facing and flat summit of a roche moutonnée
(NF,,

007032) on the southern slopes of Cairn Gorm.

Graphs of

temperature against time were plotted for each aspect (Figure 6).
For the first two hours, there was no direct sunlight on any
of the probes but there was a south -westerly wind which seemed
to cool the south- facing slope.

At 0723 hours, there was

direct sunlight on the south -facing slope and its temperature
rose 3.7 °C whereas the flat and north -facing surfaces only

rose 1.6° and 0.9 °C respectively.

At 0823 hours, the wind

dropped and there was direct sunlight on all three probes;

temperatures varied by only 0.2°C.

At 0924 hours, the

south-westerly wind picked up again but the north-facing
slope went into shade.

Despite the south- weste1y wind, the

south -facing surface rose 3.8 °C, the flat surface rose 2.8 °C
and the north -facing surface dropped 1.0 °C although protected

from the south-westerly wind.

This seems to show that aspect

has a greater influence on soil temperature than exposure at

least under conditions of a moderate wind.

At 1024 hours,

when the north -facffg slope was again in direct sunlight, its
temperature increased 3.2 °C but was still 1.4 °C below the
flat surface temperature and 2.0 °C below the south -facing

surface temperature.
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Figure 6.

Graph of temperature against time for
north -facing, level and south-facing surfaces.
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During the rest of the morning and afternoon, the sun
was intermittently obscured by clouds and there were occasional
sleet
light /showers.
During the cloudy intervals, temperature

decreases of about 3oC were recorded.

The higher temperature

of the south-facing slopes, despite the south-westerly wind,

during these shady periods is probably due to heat accumulated
in the soil or possibly the low angle of incidence of the sun's

infra -red rays passing through the clouds.

The effect of the

north -westerly- setting sun is shown at 2024 hours.

3.2.3

Ve'etation Cover and Nature of Material
On the 19th May, 1966 at the same locality as for section

3.2.2, temperatures of a 6 in (15 cm) boulder and of grass -

covered and denuded feldspathic soil were measured.
of temperature against time are shown in Figure 7.

Graphs
The

meandering vertical lines represent hiatuses in the measurements.
A strong westerly wind blew all day and there were scattered

sleet showers alternating with bright periods all morning.

During the morning the temperature of the grass -covered
surface was the highest except for one occasion during a
sunny interval when the denuded surface was the highest.
Grass presumably absorbs and radiates heat less rapidly than
the other surfaces.

due to exposure.

The boulder low temperatures are probably

The denuded surface could possibly also

absorb more heat than a boulder because of the irregularity

_52_

of the former and consequent high internal reflection.

At 1232 hours, snow started falling and settled on the
grass resulting in a marked lowering of temperature.

The

low boulder temperature is due to the probe itself being

immersed in snow.

Further measurements were abandoned due

to snow until 1615 hours when it

stopped falling and had

melted from the boulder and denuded surface.
removed from the probe in the grass.
of the afternoon,

Snow was

During the rest

there was continuous sunshine but patches

of snow remained in the grass keeping its temperature down.

Readings taken during the night show very little
difference between the three surfaces.

The slight rise

during the early hours of the morning is probably due to
the gradual easing of the very strong wind which was blowing
at midnight.

By about 0700 hours, the denuded surface

clearly had the highest temperature and the boulder the
lowest.

This situation was mostly maintained during the

rest of the morning which consisted of sunshine with

cloudy intervals.

The low boulder temperature was probably

again due to exposure.

This hypothesis is supported by the

An example of a granular surface producing high internal
reflection is provided by a desert pavement, consisting
of quartz and quartzite pebbles, in South Nest Africa.
The pavement produced a dark grey tone on aerial photographs
suggesting little external reflection.
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-54intermediate position of the boulder temperature at sunny
periods of 0800 and 1000 hours.

From the foregoing a rough order of decreasing importance
of the various factors investigated can be devised: (1) altitud
of the order of thousands of feet,
(3) exposure,

(2) aspect or vegetal cover,

(4) altitude of the order of hundreds of feet

and (5) nature of material.

Wind

3.3.

Strong winds were stipulated in Sharp's (1942) periglacial
definition.

They are certainly very evident to the field

worker in the Cairngorm Mountains;
are frequently carried by the wind.

1

cm feldspathic grains

Extensive detailed

records of the Cairngorm Mountains in the past are not forthcoming but records from Ben Nevis between 1884 and 1903 show
that "during thirteen years, an average of 261 gales a year

with wind velocities exceeding 50 miles an hour was recorded
at the summit of the mountain" (Pearsall, 1950, p.31).

Detailed measurements of wind velocity and direction have

been recorded from the top of the chair lift since 1st May 1966.
The mean monthly velocity recorded over the period between
1st May, 1966 and 28th February, 1967 was 17.23 knots; a record

gust of 134 knots was recorded in March, 1967.
9 show

Figures 8 and

wind directions for the period 1st May, 1966 to 28th

February,
direction.

1967.

They both show a predominantly westerly

Many large velocities, however, have not been

recorded due to icing up of the anemometer cups.

Also

-55recorders have noticed in the early mornings that the
instrument has been overshooting its maximal reading

before anyone had a chance to recalibrate.

N

w

E

s

Figure

8.

Rose diagram of 22-33 knot winds for the

period 1st May, 1966 to 28th February, 1967.
Isopleths are in hours.

Figure 8 also shows fairly strong southerly and
south -easterly winds.

Alexander (1928 p.10) wrote: "When

the wind backs to the south and south -east bad weather is
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5

Figure

9.

Rose diagram of greater than or equal to

34 knot winds for the period 1st May, 1966 to

28th February, 1967.

Isopleths are in hours.

-5generally expected.

The wind from the latter quarter, the

characteristic commencement of a cyclonic storm, has long

been known to the Gaelic speakers as the 'gaoth na Maoirn'that is, the

'wind from the Mearns'."

This is not, however

supported by Figure 8 which could be accounted for in three
ways:

(1) predominant wind directions may have changed since

1928;

(2) the period from which the figures were plotted is

unrepresentative; or (3) the

'

goath na Maoirn' may get its

name from the precipitation it brings with it and not due
to any increase in wind velocity.

The present author used

to align his tent in an east -west direction in order to be

streamlined against the predominantly westerly wind.

Every

now and again, however, there was a sudden backing to the
south which frequently used to break the middle guy on the

southern side of the tent.

This was, however, noticed

more often in 1965 than 1966.
3.4

Rainfall
The total rainfall recorded at the White Lady Shieling

(NF, 995053) for 1964 was 49.39 in (125 cm).

Jamieson (1991;

measured the precipitation on Ben Macui (SE, 989990) from
5th June 1900 to 24th June 1901.

The total precipitation

per
over that period was 144 ins (366 cm) (140 in (355 cm)
in the
Green (1964, p.24) wrote of the rainfall
eastern Highlands: "the mast characteristic distribution

year).

-58...

is a gradual rise from January to December, with slight

maxima in late summer and in early winter, the latter

being almost always rather more pronounced than the former...
The east would, however, have a much smaller rainfall in
the summer if it were not for the convectional storms in

unstable air

Characteristic of these storms are their

heavy falls in short periods."
Figures 6 and

7)

Mill and Slater (1915,

stated that in the Cairngorm Mountains

20% of the annual rainfall falls in winter (December to

February) and 27% in summer (June to Aumust).

3.5

Mist and Humidity

Mist (Plate 17) is very °Dmmon in the Cairngorm Mountains

Green (1964, p.26) pointed out:
only features of the

"fog and mist

'humidity environment';

are not

they reduce

temperatures, and also, like cloud, reduce light intensity."

Humidity is probably very high in the Cairngorm Mountains.
was
"The average relative humidity of the air on Ben Nevis

little
94 per cent of saturation with water vapour, showing

when
variation throughout the year except in June,

it fell

high
temporarily to 90 per cent, still an exceptionally

average figure"

(Pearsall, 1950, p.32).
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Plate 17.

Mist on Beinn Mheadhoin (SE; 024014).
The photograph was taken from A in plate

65.
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3.6

Snow

Very rarely snow falls in the middle of summer.
In August, 1965, light snow fell on ground above 3,250 ft

(1,000 m) and settled for a few days on ground above

4,000 ft (1,200 m).
in October.

The first snow, however, usually falls

Snow lies on the high plateau (section 2.7.1)

to a depth of several inches from October to May (Plate 18).

Below about 3,000 ft (900 m), snow cover in winter is

very variable depending on weather

fluctuations.

For

instance, when the author visited the area in the middle
of February, 1967,

only the hollows below 3,000 ft (900m)

contained snow whereas in November, 1966, the whole area
mapped was covered in snow to about

*

I.n

1964,: the first

9

in (23 cm) deep.

snow fell on 4th November;

on 31st October and in 1966 on 15th October.

in 1965,

-61-

Plate 18.

Northern slope of Sgoran Dubh Mor (SW, 906003)
in May, 1966.

Note wind- moulded cornices.

Whereas snow patches seem to be melted by the sun's
rays,

evinced by their preference for north -east facing

slopes (Chapter 4), the general snow cover seems to be

removed by wind and rain.

During one morning in the

afore -mentioned (beginning of this section) cold period
in August, 1965, snow fell on the already lightly snow -

covered summit of Braeriach (SE, 953999).

In the afternoon,

there were heavy showers and a strong wind with very short

(quarter of an hour at the most) sunny periods.

By the

evening, the snow had almost completely disappeared.
Further evidence of the melting action of wind and rain

was afforded by a very windy and wet forthight at the

-62-

beginning of June, 1966 which melted practically all the
high plateau snow.

Shumskii (1964, Table 4) classified five main snow
types: fluffy, blown, fine-grained, granular and sand.

Fluffy snow is initial snow from direct precipitation.
Blown snow is that which collects in dunes (Plate 19) and
banks.

On page 238, Shumskii wrote:

"on a level area,where

the average wind velocity is constant with respect to the
the
neighbouring areas, the snow removed by/wind is compensated

for by snow brought in by the wind.

Snow is redeposited,

but the average depth remains constant due to shifting.

However, the snow cover is blown away from the convex

elements of relief ", such as the summit of Cairn Gorm
(NE, 006041),

"where the lines of air converge and the

wind velocity increases, while the snow accumulates and
is

deposited on the concave elements ", such as corries,

nivation and other smaller hollows such as between lobes,
"where the lines of air diverge ".

Since the wind direction

in the Cairngorm Mountains is dominantly westerly (Figures
8 and 9),

the preference of snow patches for east -facing

hollows (Chapter 4) is partly due to the greater accumulation
there.
are fresh,
Ihereas both fluffy and blown snow types
has
fine -grained snow has settled for several months and
for
begun diagenesis.
Where the snow has been lying

subpermanent
nearly a year or more (i.e. in the lower layers of
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snow patches (section 4.1.1)), granular and sand snow
types, which are undergoing epigenesis, are found.

Plate 19.

Snow dunes.

A comparison of Figures 4 and

5 seems to

indicate

that snow protects the ground from very low temperatures.
A snow patch was investigated on 14th (Figure 10),

15th

and 16th (Figure 11) April, 1966, to see how effective this
was.

The snow patch was located on the north -western

slope (NE, 988072) of An- t- Aonach.

The angle of slope of

the snow patch was 23°20' and it extended 30ft (91u) down -

slope and 50 ft (15 m) across slope.

Three thermistors

were placed at its centre: one at its base

(

9 in (23 cm)

-64-

below its surface); one at 42 in (11 cm) depth; and another
at 1 in (22 cm) depth.

A fourth thermistor was placed at

the side of the snow patch to record the grass minimum.

An easterly wind blew throughout the period of measurement
and there were intermittent snow showers on the 14th.

Readings were taken every hour on the 14th.

The probe

at 42 in (11 cm) depth did not start reading until about

midday.

The first reading of the probe at

1

in (22 cm)

depth was below the lowest temperature reading on the scale.
This may however have been due to a fault in the instrument.

Readings were taken from 0900 hours on the 15th approximately
every hour during the day and about every hour and a half

during the night till dawn of the 16th when they were taken
every half hour.

Figure 11 shows that the lowest recorded

minimum of the grass minimum was -5.4 °C about three quarters
of an hour after the sun had risen.

The maximum grass

minimum occurred at about 1500 hours with a temperature of
7.5 °C.

Superimposed on this daily cycle, the grass minimum

temperature oscillated, without any time lag, according to
the amount of sunshine.

The temperature just below the

surface of the the snow patch lagged slightly behind the
grass minimum, reaching its minimum at about 1000 hours and
its maximum between 1500 and 1600 hours.

Its daily cycle

also has a smaller amplitude than the grass minimum.
The upper part of snow (about 4 in (2 cm)) often solidifies

-65into ice as a result of freezing.

It then takes longer

to melt than underlying layers so that the edges of the

snow patch protrude a few inches above the ground (Plate 20).
This situation is prevalent during freezing nights and sunny
days.

The temperature at 42 in (11 cm) depth reached a

minimum at times differing from 1312 hours on the 14th to
0922 hours on the 16th.

It reached its maximum of 0.0 °C

at about 1800 hours on the 14th and remained there till

measurements were stopped at 2230 hours.

On the following

day it reached a maximum of 0.3 °C at 1513 hours then dropped
to 0.0 °C at 1613 hours and remained there until 2230 hours

after which it started to decrease.

It was not affected

by small grass minimum or snow surface temperature oscillations.
The temperature at the base of the snow patch reached a minimum

between 1000 and 1100 hours and

a maximum at about 1800 hours.

It never went below -1 °C or above 0.2 °C despite grass minimum

variations between - 5.4 °C and 7.5 °C.

Again small grass

minimum or snow surface temperature oscillations were not
to below the level of accuracy

reflected (unless dampened
of reading the thermistor

(

to the nearest tenth of a degree))

at the base of the snow patch.

The above can be summarised as follows: the grass

minimum has the greatest amplitude of its daily cycle and
is the most sensitive.

The base of the snow patch has

the least amplitude and is the least sensitive.

These

represent the two ends of a series into which other depths
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Figure 10.

Graphs of temperature against time at different

depths in a snow patch, measured on 14th April, 1966.
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Graphs of temperature against time
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depths in a snow patch, measured on 15th

April,

1966.
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Plate 20.
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Surficial freezing of snow.
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can be inserted.

In addition,

there is a progressive lag

in the daily cycle from the grass minimum down to the base

of the snow patch;

the former.
(11 cm)

A

the latter is about three hours behind

depth of snow of slightly less than 42 in

seems sufficient to protect the surface of the

ground from freeze -thaw oscillations if the grass minimum

oscillations are of the order of

5 °C

each side of 0 °C.

During the temperature measurements of the snow patch,
it was observed that during precipitation,

snow Melted on

reaching the ground around the snow patch but did not melt
when it reached the snow patch itself.

It was also

observed that snow did not melt when it settled on the
white boxes used to protect the thermistors but did
melt when it settled on green boxes similar in shape and
size.

These differences are presumably due to differences

in radiation and absorption of the two colours.

Once a

snow patch has developed therefore, even after it has filled
up the hollow into which it originally accumulated, there
is still a

greater propensity for snow to build up further

on the snow patch than on the surrounding ground.

Hoar Frost and Pipkrake

3.7

spikes
Hoar frost often forms on boulders in winter as
direction.
ins (5 -72 cm) long, pointing towards the wind
Pipkrake are commonly seen in spring, autumn and winter.
They attain lengths of 1 - 3 in ( 22 - 7- cm) divided into
2 -

3
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one or more layers.

Kakkonen stated that "each layer or

stage is formed in one day" (Beskow, 1935,
p.7) but
Beskow noted: "one often finds hoar -frost of several
days

growth to be homogeneous, and there are cases of layers
of less than a day's growth ".

one freeze -thaw cycle.
a

Each layer probably represents

Pipkrake heave soil and stones into

very irregular and lumpy surface.

A detailed account

of the effect of pipkrake on vegetation will be given in

section 9.1 and its effects on soil and stones will be

discussed in section

13.3.1.

Plate 52 shows the erosive effect

of pipkrake.

3.8

Past Climate

By studying travellers' accounts and past meteorol6.ical
and snow patch observations, it is possible to see how the

climate has changed in the last few hundred years.

Most

travellers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

described perennial snow (e.g. Taylor, 1618; Pennant, 1771,
p.

107).

Mossman (1896, p.688) stated that there were

"great frosts experienced at the end of the last Cl8th) and

beginning of the present (19th) century."

He went on to

write: "the mean temperature of the winters was more than
half a degree lower thati the values calculated from the

*

Hoar -frost here presumably means pipkrake and
a mistake in the translation.

is
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shorter average, but during the other seasons there was
a

slight excess during the longer period."

Figure
ii

¡¡

5,

Comparing

it seems there would be a greater chance of

freeze- thaw oscillations at low altitudes (e.g. 2,500 ft,
750 m) and a less chance at high altitudes (e.g. 4,000 ft,

1,200 m)

than -at the present time.

period 1801 -20:

Mossman wrote of the

"warm summers continued to prevail till

about 1808, but thereafter the depression of temperature

manifested itself in a prominent degree throughout the
month and seasons.

In the heart of the great cold occurred

some of the worst harvests of the century.

The outstanding

feature of the meteorology of the period under review was,
however,
order,

the frequency of hyperborean storms of the first

these snowstorms being of

a

severity, extent and

character which has not been equalled since."

In Edinburgh,

the average number of frost days per year over this period

was 65 and a temperature of 5 °F

(

-15 °C) was recorded on

26th January, 1809.
The weather remained cold during much of the nineteenth
century.

As late as 1864, Burton (p.15) still described

"fields of eternal snow ".
(SE,

On page 40, he described Braeriach

a "few
953999) as a smooth perpetual snow surface with

irregularities ".

He also described a snow field,

of which can be seen in Plate 21

,

the remains

in a "slight depression" on

the Ben Macdui massif which seems to refer to the nivation
is hardened
hollow at SE, 9999.
Heulote: "the snow -field
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by pressure into a consistence resembling that of ice...This
field of snow,
so

which

I

believe has never been known to perspire

much in the hottest season as to evaporate altogether,

constitutes the main source of the Avon."
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

accounts continued to refer to later -lying snow patches than
at present and occasional very cold years.

In 1895, á

temperature of -17 0F (27.2 °C) was recorded at Braemar.

Cruickshank (1902,

p.

33) wrote:

"the spring and early summer

of 1902 will long be remembered in Strathspey for the severity

of the weather."

On page 36, he stated that the main snow

accumulations "are of so solid a nature that they are likely
to persist in considerable measure throughout the summer."

Pearsall (1950, p.37) described An Garbh Choire (SW, 9498)
as having a permanent snow drift "for some fifty years"

which 'finally disappeared for a time in the summer of 1935."
Since then, there have been two subpermanent snow patches
in An Garbh Choire

(S`.V,

942980) and one in C. Sputan Dearg

(SE, 000988) (see section 4.1.1).

Manley (1964, p.174)

described higher temperatures for The British Isles since
1916 of spring, summer and autumn.

"Wind direction, when

averaged for 1931 -60 has backed a little from that of 1901 -30.
Snowfalls have become more concentrated in the three winter
months, December - February.
With warmer springs, vegetation
has been more forward; but although frosts have quite clearly
been less frequent, they tend in months such as May to be
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quite as severe in individual years as those we know of in
the past."

The increase in vernal and autumnal temperatures

decrease the possibility of freeze -thaw cycles but this is

partly offset by the snowfall concentration since the ground
is more

exposed in the equinoxes.

probably further exposed ground.

Biotic activities have

C H A

P T E R

SNOW

4.1

IV

PATCHES

Duration

Snow patches have been classified on the maps into
three main types: subpermanent,

4.1.1

very late -lying and late -lying.

Subpermanent
Every snow patch in the Cairngorm Mountains has been

completely melted at least once in the last few years.

The

only snow patches that are usually unmelted in late September
and occasionally survive the year are two in An Garbh Choire
(SW,

942980) at 4,000 ft (1,200 m) and one in

(SE,

999989) at 3,750 ft (1,150 m).

C.

Sputan Dearg

Both these positions

are east- facing but are also well protected from the sun's

rays from the south.

McVean (1958, p.199) described the

Vegetation of semi -permanent snow patches as "communities
of damp -loving mosses of the genus Webera (Pohlia)."

4.1.2

Very Late -lying
Very late -lying snow patches (Plate 21) were mapped

as those seen on the aerial photographs of 22nd July, 1955.

-74Field checking showed that in the years 1965 and 1966, they
were mostly the same snow patches.

They mostly face north-

east and range between north and east with one facing southeast in the nivation hollow (SW, 935977) south of Einich
Cairn.

The lowest altitude at which they are found is

3,250 ft (1,000 m).

They occur on slopes between 15°

(e.g. north-eastern slope of Ben Macdui (SE, 9999)) and

350 (below corrie headwalls).

Plate 21

Very late -lying snow patch on the eastern
slope of Ben Macdui (SE, 991992).

When the snow eventually melts from these snow patches,
the ground is almost bare (Plate 22) and covered with

meltwater erosion channels.
and saturated with water.

The ground is also very soft
Step -like accumulationsof gravel

-75are sometimes found on those lying
on 300 -350 slopes.
In the Tweedsmuir hills, sheeptracks were
often seen

leading away from areas in which these steps
occurred,
suggesting that the steps may have been caused by

sheep.

In the Cairngorm Mountains, sheep were often seen
grazing

in these areas, presumably because of the vegetation that

grows there.

McVean (1958,p. 197) wrote: "prolonged

snow cover results in the persistence of open communities
in which plants intolerant of competition from more vigorous

species can find a niche."

Later (p.199), he stated that

"communities of mosses Dicranum starkei and Polytrichum
norvegicum" are characteristic of snow cover lasting till

July or August.

Plate 22.

Very late -lying snow patch, south-east of

Cairn Lochan (NE, 989021).
revealed after snow -melt.

'A'is a bare patch
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4.1.3

Late - lying

Those snow patches that are still extensive in the
spring and last till June are here called 'late- lying'.

They can be picked out on theaerial photographs and in
the field after they have melted, by grassy patches amongst

the heather (Plate 23) called 'Schneeflecken' by the Swiss.

In the Scottish Highlands, McVean (1958) described similar
mat -grass (Nardus stricta) depressions caused by snow.
He stated that common heather (Calluna vulgaris)cannot

tolerate prolonged snow cover.

Smith (1911, p. 316)

considered the chief factors responsible for Schneeflecken
to be "patches of fine silty soil derived from dust accumulated

in the snow, and an abundant supply of cold water by which
the soil is saturated."

Not only "dust" but wind -blown

feldspathic soil was often seen settling on snow patches in
the Cairngorm Mountains.

McVean (1958, p.197) wrote:

"snow -lie

acts upon vegetation in several different ways: re- distribution
of precipitation;

shortening of the growing season both by

prolonged snow cover and by spring irrigation with melt water;

protection from frost; and deposition of wind -blown material
and plant debris from the snow beds."

Inspection of the maps shows that late-lying snow patches
do not seem to favour any particular aspect.

They occur

between 1,750 ft (550 m) and 4,000 ft (1,200 m), on slopes
between 15° and 35° but are not influenced by lithology.
Clayey sand and humus are the prevalent soil types in the
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Plate 23.

Grassy patch amongst the heather(Schneefleck)

caused by a late -lying "circular" snow patch.
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Schneeflecken.

Gliding boulders, elongated mounds and

terracettes are frequently found in Schneeflecken and
occasionally, e.g. north -east of Meall Dubhag (SW, 885959),
their upper boundaries are scarped (aft, lm) suggesting
nivation.

These scarps intersect denuded surfaces and

thus postdate them.

4.2

They are, therefore, recent features.

Shape

Lewis (1939, p.153) defined from Snafell, Iceland three
types of snow patch:

"first transverse snow patches whose

major axes lie transverse to the lines of drainage, secondly
longitudinal snow patches elongated down -hill, and thirdly
This classification accords with

circular snow patches."

the snow patches of the Cairngorm Mountains, although they
do also accumulate on footpaths and deer tracks (Plate 24).

Longitudinal snow patches in the Cairngorm Mountains lie
along drainage lines, particularly subglacial chutes.

The

drainage lines not only trap the snow but also protect it
from the sun's rays.

"Circular" snow patches are very

irregular both in shape and distribution.

During melting,

longitudinal snow patches are mostly swept away by subnival
streams.

At one locality a subnival "esker" was exposed

after melting (Plate 25).

',Where

subnival streams are

found below circular (as well as longitudinal) snow patches,
collapse structures often develop (Plate 26).
4.2.1

Transverse

Transverse snow patches (Plate 31) are found on the
western slopes of the Carn Ban Mor massif and on the spur
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Plate 24.

Plate 25.

Snow patch accumulated in a footpath.

Subnival "esker ".
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Plate 26.

Collapse structure in a circular snow patch.
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(NE, 9703) between C. an Lochain and Creag an Leth-choin.

They lie between 2,500 and 3,500 ft (750 -1,050 m), on northwest facing slopes and between 15 °and 25°.

They also

occur on the steepest part of the convex slope although
the Schneeflecken itself

are

concave.

Long after the snow

has melted, the Schneeflecken are very damp and it is often

the site of a spring or a series of springs.

Transverse snow patches face north -west rather than
north -east partly because of opportunity for development.
The lobe, terrace and bench map shows that lobe fronts on

the eastern slopes of the Carn ßqn Mor massif mostly trend

roughly NE-SW even to the extent of trending obliquely
across the slope (C. Ruadh, ST, 889979).
a

There is presumably

strong structural control in this direction.

Lewis (1939,

p.156) has already suggested (without going into details) a

structural origin for transverse snow patches.
their upper boundary is usually multilobate.

Furthermore,
The evidence

suggests that transverse snow patches are governed by lobe
fronts which are in turn governed by structure.

Plate 31

shows the relationship between lobe fronts and transverse

snow patches.

C

H A P T E R

NIVATION

V.

HOLLOWS

Any valley with a roughly circular (Plate 27) or pearshaped plan, which does not possess obvious evidence of
corrie glaciation,

has been mapped in this thesis as a

nivation hollow, although there is no obvious evidence of
nivation.

The distribution of nivation hollows with

respect to their diameters is shown in Figure 12.

mean diameter is 0.32 miles

deviation of 0.08 miles (0.13 km).

km) with

Their

standard

The mean diameter of

corries in the Cairngorm Mountains, calculated from

Westoll's (1942, p.218) measurements, is 0.59 miles (0.95 km)
which is just greater than the maximal diameter of nivation
hollows.

The lower values of the corrie distribution,

therefore, presumably overlap the upper values of the

nivation hollow distribution (Figure 13).

The area of

overlap of the two curves can be accounted for by variations
in the effectiveness of corrie development due to such

factors as aspect, structure of the bedrock, angle of slope
and differences in topography above the hollows affecting
the compilation of snow (see section 3.6).

The left hand

side of the corrie curve represents corries where these

factors are favourable for corrie development, and the
right hand side of the nivation hollow

curve represents
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nivation hollows where these factors are unfavourable for
corrie development.

Generally, however, there appears

to be a gradation in size from nivation hollows to corries.

Western slopes of the Ben Macdui massif.

Plate 27.
'A'

is nivation hollow.

BC is possibly a trim line.

The distribution of nivation hollows with respect to

their depths (measured as the vertical distance between rim
and lip) is shown in Figurel4.

The mean depth is 715 ft

(219 m) with a standard deviation of 370 ft (113 m) but
the figure shows that the distribution is not normal.

The distribution below the mean seems to be increasing
a sharp
logarithmically but just above the mean there is
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Figure 12.

Distribution of nivation hollows with
respect to their diameter.

Nivation Hollows
-

-Corries

Diameter in miles

Diagrammatic representation of the distributions
(broken
of nivation hollows (full line) and corries
Vertical
line) with respect to their diameters.
lines are means.

Figure 13.
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decline.

This seems to suggest that most hollows with

a depth greater than 800 ft (250 m) can easily
be recognized
as corries (as opposed to nivation hollows) by
obvious

evidence of glacial erosion and /or deposition such as lip
*

moraines and the characteristic down-at -heel appearance.
It cannot, however, be assumed that hollows with a depth

of less than 800 ft (250 m) are not corries, especially
since snow to a depth of 100-150 ft (30 -45m) can move as

glacier ice, but merely that any 7lacial erosion and

deposition was not of such an extent to be obvious.

10

Frequency

2-

0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1

200

1,400

1,600

1,800
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Figure 14.

Distribution of nivation hollows with respect
to their depths.

*

Most of the nivation hollows mapped in this thesis have
a radius of curvature much greater than the radius of
their plan.
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A comparison of corrie (Westoll, 1942, p.218) and

nivation hollow (Table 1) orientations, suggests that
whereas nivation hollows do not have any preferential
orientation, they are mostly only enlarged into corries
on north-west to east -facing slopes.

The positions of

nivation hollows can only really be investigated by
considering them in relation to their environment.
There are three main localities:- steep gradient, sub -plateau
and valley head.

/

Direction

E

Average height of rim

Z Highest Lowest
Ft

Ft

Mean
Ft

Diameter

Average height of f loor
Highest Lowest
Ft

Mean

Ft

Ft

Greatest Smallest
Miles
Miles

Mean

Miles

-NE

1

4200

4200

4200

3700

3700

3700

0.38

0.38

0.38

-E

2

4300

2750

3500

3500

1950

2700

0.45

0.20

0.38

-SE

4

3000

2500

3250

3500

2000

2750

0.35

0.17

0.20

SE -S

o

S -SW

2

4000

3750

3900

3350

2950

3150

0.37

0.22

0.30

SW-W

4

4300

3900

3850

3550

2250

2800

0.52

0-23

0.35

W -NW

0'

4200

2500

3400

4050

2200

2700

0.42

0.18

0.32

NW -N

2

3500

3150

3300

2850

2800

2800

0.40

0.15

0.28

N

NE
E

Table 1.

height and
Relation between orientation and

diameter of nivation hollows.
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Steep Gradient

In this section, will be considered the four nivation

hollows with depths greater than 800 ft (250 m).
C.

Mor (SE, 977995),

(SW, 929984) and C.

C.

They are

Bogha - cloiche (SW, 9399),

Clach nan Taillear (SE, 9898).

C.nan Cl
Their

depths are 950 ft (300 m), 1,350 ft (400 m), 1,600 ft (500 m)
and 1,600 ft (500 m) respectively.

They all occur as

indentations in steep slopes which explains their apparent
inordinate depths, since the depth measured was the vertical

distance between rim and lip which for identations on

a steep

slope does not give true measure of maximal snow depth

(Figure 15).

This exaggeration is true to a small extent

for all nivation hollows because of their small curvature,

but it is very marked with the nivation hollows described
in this section.

Diagram to show difference between the depth
of a nivation hollow measured as the vertical
distance between rim and lip (AB), and maximal
snow depth (CD).

Figure 15.
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C.

Mor, C. Clach nan Taillear and possibly C. Bogha- cloiche

all seem to be developed along steep river valleys.

Snow can

be seen to -day collecting in small riverine troughs to produce

longitudinal snow patches (section 4.2) which Bull (1960,p.64)
suggested was the first stage in the production of a nivation
hollow.

Most of the snow is likely to collect where the

Tradient changes from gentle to steep since snow will be

blown over the gentle slope to collect in the steep slope
below.

Str$m (1 ')45) has described corries in the Rondane

Mountains, Norway, occurring in areas of steepening river
Tradient.

Sugden (1965, p.79) has also described corries

in the Cairngorm Mountains as being produced in such localities.
It seems reasonable to assume that nivation hollows will be

found there.

C.

Mor, C. Clach nan Taillear and C. Bogha -

cloiche could all be produced by snow collecting in a

steepening river gradient although

C.

Mor is probably primarily

situated where it is as a result of valley widening due to
a tributary join.

C.

Bogha

-

cloiche may also owe its

origin to the presence of a small enclave of closely jointed
Porphyritic Granite bedrock (Figure 1) which is probably
more susceptible to frost wedging than the surrounding

Main Granite.

C.

nan Clach seems to be related to

C.

Dhondail

(SW, 9298), which is a corrie in the geomorphic sense, and is

possibly merely an extension of it.

-89Sub -plateau

5.2

Many of the nivation hollows mapped are found cut into,
slopes flanking plateaux.
(SE, 964000); C.
(SE, 0295);
C.

C.

They are as follows:

C.

Ruadh

na Cloiche (SE, 0296); C. na Saobhaidh

Creagach (NW, 904031);

C.

Dhuibh (NE, 037077);

Dheirg (NE, 032066); unnamed hollow (SE, 988988) on the

western slope of Ben Macdui; and Fionnar Choire (Plate 68
SW,
C.

888948).

C.

,

Ruadh, C. na Cliche, C. na Saobhaidh and

Creagach are all east -facing and are most probably the

result of snow driven by westerly winds blowing over the

plateau above and building up on the slopes below (section
3.6).

C.

Dhuibh and

C.

Dheirg face north -west and occur

at the northern end of the Bynack More plateau.

They

are probably due to the accumulation of snow blown across
the length of the Bynack More plateau by southerly and

south -easterly winds (Figures 8 and 9).

The unnamed hollow

on the western slope of Ben Macdui may be due to rare easteriz

winds at high altitude since easterly and north -easterly
winds, although rare, seem to bring more snow than other winds

during the numerous relatively mild periods of the year such
as the equinoxes.

It may, however, also belong in section

5.1 but has not developed great depth.

Fionnar Choire may

also be caused by northerly to easterly winds blowing over
the

Cam

Ban Mor massif.

It could also be included in

section 5.1 again not having attained great depth, or it may

-90be just an extension of

C.

Tar_bhlach (8894).

C.

Buidhe

(SE, 0101) can be considered in this section, although it

occurs on the plateau rather than below.

argued that it is not

a

nivation hollow at all but mere7.Y

looks like one because of its
5.3

It could be

'Y'- shaped drainage pattern.

Valley Head.
The smallest nivation hollows lie in valley heads.

They are as follows: unnamed hollow (Plate 28, SE, 989993)
cut into the Ben Macdui plateau; unnamed hollow(SE, 9999)
at the head of the Avon, described by Burton (1864, p.40)

(see section 3.8); unnamed hollow(SE, 9997) cut into the

Sron Riach;

C.

an t- Sabhail (SE, 964972), regarded by

Sugden (1965, appendix vi) as an "embryo nunatak corn

e ";

C.

Laough Mor (NE, 013066); Margaret's Coffin (NE, 012046);

C.

Gorm a' Chram - alltain (ST, 898991); and the unnamed

hollow at the head of the main tributary of A. Luineag.
None of the foregoing appears to be directly related to

glaciation.

They can, therefore, be considered examples

of extreme youth in the glacial cycle.

Since these valley

heads occur on or at the edge of the high plateau (section 2.7.

they are also probably collecting troughs for snow blown
across the plateau.

Valley heads are also the features in

a fluvial landscape that most closely resemble nivation

hollows and since the latter are self- perpetuating,

the

former are the most likely Positions for nivation to develop.
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5.4

Altitude Compared with Size
Figure 16 shows altitudes of nivation hollows plotted,

against their diameters.

.

At first glance, there appears

to be a negative correlation, but this disregards different

type of nivation hollows and local factors.

Diameter varier

with size, provided the ratio of diameter to radius of
curvature remains the same.

This is true for most nivation

hollows except for those described under section 5.1 where

the radii of curvature are large compared with their diamete:

4,200

Altitude

in feet

4,00

3,000

2,50

2,20

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

Diameter in miles

Figure 16.

Distribution of nivation hollow altitude with

respect to diameter.
'2'

Figures refer to sections,

is a nivation hollow discussed in section 5.2.

Figure 16 shows many nivation hollows described under
section 5.2 at low altitude.

They are enclosed by the

i.
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dashed line and are
C.

C.

na Cloiche, Fionnar Choire, C. Dheirg,

Dhuibh, C. Creagach and C. na Saobhaidh.

Sugden,(1965,

pp. 80 -1) considered that "the lower corries... lying on low

spurs trending north -south, notably in Glen Derry [039] and

Einich

...

represent a stage of extreme corrie glaciation

when the tlaciation limit' was low."
Gleann Einich and

C.

C.

Creagach in

na Cloiche and C. na Saobhaidh in

Glen Derry can be considered examples of these "lower corries
C.

Dheirg and

C.

Dhuibh in Strath Nethy and Fionnar Choire

in C. Garbhiach (8894) occupy similar positions.

These

hollows may have possessed lip moraines at one time but their

glacial evidence has probably been removed by valley glaciatic
since, according to Sugen, (Figure 64), this period of corrie
f,

development occurred as long ago as the early Wurm.

These

hollows are probably therefore not nivation hollows but
remains of corries, although nivation has probably operated
in them since they were corries.
If C. Buidhe, nivation hollows described under section

5.1 and those in section 5.2 included in the dashed line of

Figure 16 are disregarded, the other values of altitude and
diameter show a correlation of +0.08.

Using the t -test,

the significance was found to be less than 20%.

It appears,

therefore, that for a small number of nivation hollows with

altitude extent of 1,200 ft (350 m) other factors such as
rock structure may be more important in determining the

position of nivation hollows than altitude.-

CHAPTER

TERRACES

LOBES,

VI

AND

BENCHES

Galloway (1961) described lobes and terraces as
"comprising a mixture of large and small stones in a scanty
f ine- grained matrix.

They form steps on slopes with 'rise]

from a few inches to several feet high, usually aligned aloe
the contour."

end of the

'U'

Lobes are 'U'- shaped in plan with the open
on the upslope side.

an approximately straight plan.
of lobes:

Terraces and benches

There are three main type:

stone -banked, turf -banked and vegetation- covered.

Stone- banked lobes have a stone garland.

Turf -banked lobee

are garlanded by a turf levée and vegetation- covered lobes
do not possess a stone garland or a turf levée.

6.1

t

Description
Lobes are the most extensive periglacial feature in

the area studied.

They are particularly abundant on the

northern and north -eastern slopes of the Cairn Gorm and

Braeriach massifs.

Stone -banked lobes usually occur at

higher altitudes and on slopes with a greater angle of
slope than vegetation- covered lobes.

Galloway (1961, p.82)

pointed out that lobes on Ben Wyvis are mostly found on
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indurated schists.

Watson (1961, p.12) observed many

lobes on mudstones and greywac

volcanics.

.es

in mid -Wales but not on

The author has also seen vegetation- covered

lobes on greywackes in the Tweedsmuir hills but they were
not common.

Dutkiewicz (1961, p.288) wrote of Spitsbergen:

"While the lobes that developed on schist bedrock are

usually flat and relatively wide, the same forms occurring
on dolomites are much higher and better differentiated into

debris and earthy parts."
6.1.1

Stone -banked Lobes
Stone -banked lobes occur over a wide range of altitude:

from just below the highest mountain summits (4,250 ft,
1,300 m) to

100

ft (550 m) which is almost the lowest altitude

in the area mapped.

Where stone -banked and vegetation -

covered lobes are present on the same constant -angle slope
(e.g. between A.

a'Chram- alltain and C. Ruadh, NW, 893985),

stone -banked lobes occupy the higher part.

Nevertheless,

angle of slope is more important in determining the presence
of stone -banked lobes than altitude.

Evidence of this can

be seen on the slope between C. Bogha- cloiche and

C.

an

Lochain (NW, 933003) where stone -banked lobes are observed
the
at a lower altitude than vegetation-covered lobes because

lower part of the slope is steeper (25 °) than the upper
part (15 °).

at the base
Stone -banked lobes are often found

between
of scree slopes (Plate 28) (i.e. at the boundary
bare scree and soil overlying scree).
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Plate 28.

Looking east towards Derry Cairngorm.

Note

Felsenmeere (A); felsenmeere becoming scree(B);
stone- banked lobes (C); rills developed on scree(D);

denuded surfaces trending across the slope (E);

Schneeflecken (F).
Stone- banked lobes generally occur on slopes between
20 °and 35° but can also occur on slopes as low as 10°.

These figures can be compared with those of Spitsbergen

described by Klatka (1961) who found 'garlands' (stonebanked lobes) on slopes between 11 °or 12° and 28°- 30 °.
Stone- banked lobes seem to favour west- facing (as opposed
to east- facing) slopes.
to angle of slope.

This again seems to be largely due

Stone- banked lobes are not found on

many east -facing slopes because they have been steepened by
glacial erosion.
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The interior of stone -banked lobes consists of boulders,
soil and vegetation.

The exterior consists of larger

boulders and no soil or vegetation (Plate 29).

Plate 30

from Kebnekaise shows these differences in soil and boulder
content when the vegetation cover has been removed.

Figure 17

shows the distribution of boulder sizes for the front, side
and centre (A, B and C respectively in Figure 19) of four

stone -banked lobes.

The sites chosen were as follows:

slope north of C. Laogh Mor (26 °, NE, 011070); east- facing
slope east of Creag an Leth-choin (22 °, NE, 972035); east -facing
slope of C. Sputan Dearg (28 °, SE, 003985); and west- facing s1o;
of C.

Sputan Dearg (18 °, SE, 007987).

Samples of twenty-five

were taken from each front, side and centre of each lobe.

The

diameter of the longest axis of each boulder was measured to
Any stone below

the nearest inch.

3 in.

(72 cm), which is

the usual smallest stone diameter of the exterior, was

disregarded.

The curves in Figure 17 are second degree

Higher degree curves would fit

curves fitted to logarithms.

more closely but the sample size did not warrant such refinement
The equations of the curves are:-

Front:

log y

=

1.01

-

0.0566x + 0.000484x2

Side

log

=

1.25

-

0.0952x + 0.00126x2

:

ár

Centre: log y = 1.42 - 0.252x + 0.0119x2
The mean boulder diameters of the front, side and centre
(12.6 cm)
are 12.78 in (32.5 cm), 9.28 in (23.5 cm) and 4.98 in

respectively.

lobe,
The mean boulder diameter of the entire

as indicated by the samples, is 9.02 in (23.0 cm).

size also appears to increase with depth.

Boulder
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Plate 29.

Stone- banked lobes in the

valley (NE, 998040).

C.

an t- Sneachda

Note the boulder stream

at Ä.

Plate 30.

Stone -fronted lobe at Kebnekaise.

angularity of phyllite boulders.

Note
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Nearly all boulders appear well rounded but their upper
sides are slightly more rounded than their under sides.
The examples investigated seem typical of many lobes in
the Cairngorm Mountains but some have much bigger
boulders.

Thus many of those formed on the north -west slope of

Creag an Leth-choin (NE, 968043) have average boulder

diameters in the garlands, of

3 ft

(1 m).

The risers

here are also steeper than usual.

Percentage
Frequency

-

30

Front

-- -Side

Centre

20-

10-

26

6'

5'
3'

Boulder Diameter

Figure 17.

Frequency curves of the boulder sizes of
the front,

side and centre of stone- banked lobes.

-99A hundred stone- banked lobes were measured from areas

scattered throughout the Cairngorm Mountains; their size

distribution is shown in Figure 18.

The maximal lobe widths

(i.e. D in Figure 19) to the nearest foot were measured for

each lobe.

In Figure 18,

groups of ten feet.

the results are plotted in frequency

A curve was not calculated because even

a logarithmic normal curve was found to depart greatly (greater

than 99.5% significance) from observed values.

The mean width

is 44.5 ft (13.6 m) with a standard deviation of 19.8 ft (6.1 m).

The distribution has a skew to the right which is more than 98%

statistically significant, and appears logarithmic but with a
lower limit which presumably represents the smallest width a
lobe can attain without losing its form.

The limit is, however,

gradual which may be due to a relationship between lobe width
and boulder size or variations in joint density.
The average angle of slope of risers is 45° and their heights
seem to increase with altitude and angle of slope of the ground.
No rock outcrops were observed.

Lobes occur in series.
series.

Figure 19 shows two lobes of a

The other lobes of the series will extend both sides

lobe
of these lobes such that the line AA, here defined as the /front,

approximately tangential to all the lobes of the series.

is

Examples can be seen in Plate 31.

A lobe series usually but not

necessarily relates to the series upslope and downslope.

Lobe

fronts usually parallel contours and their distance between them
(AB in Figure 20) varies from 10 to 200 yards (9 to 180m).
A

mean calculated from pacing several distances was found to be

75 yards (70 m).
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25.
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15.
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Figure 18.
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40
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Lobe Width in feet

70

80
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100

110

Histogram of stone-banked lobe widths.

o
Ea

Figure 19.
Theoretical diagram showing the plan of two
Arrow indicates downslope
lobes of a series.
Small circles represent stone garland.
direction.
stream.
'A -A' is the lobe front. 'E' is a boulder

120
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Plate 31.
Lobes on Carn Ban Mor (SW, 893974).
Note lobes
series, lobe front, boulder streams between lobes and
transverse snow patches associated with lobe fronts.

Arrow indicates
Figure 20.
Plan of two lobe series.
Broken lines are lobe fronts.
downslope direction.
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Many stone garlands extend upslope (40 ft (12 m) and
in places 80 ft (24 m)) from the lobes themselves to form

'boulder streams'

(E in Figure 19 and Plates 29 -31).

They

are usually about 6 ft (2 m) wide and wdre seen to extend
at least 3 - 6 ft (1 - 2 m) below the ground surface and

often have a concave upper surface.

A mound, a few feet

high and in diameter, is often found at their upslope end.
The diameters of the boulders comprising boulder streams
are similar to those in stone garlands.

Downslope from many stone -banked lobes, especially
where they are developed on convex slopes, there are large
areas,

often lobate, of bare boulders, here called 'lobe

scree'.

The boulders forming lobe scree have a similar

diameter to those forming stone garlands.

They frequently

extend upslope from boulder streams and very occasionally

join so as to enclose a vegetated island (Figure 21).

Lobe

scree is sometimes garlanded by a turf levée, as shown in

Figure 21.

Where a boulder stream merges into lobe scree,

the upper surface of the lobe scree is concave similar to the

boulder stream upslope from it.

Vegetated
island

Figure 21.
Plan of a lobe scree (small circles).
indicates downslope direction.

Arrow
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Plate 32.

Looking east towards Ben Macdui (SE, 989990).

The line AB looks like a trim line but is probably
a structural horizon.

developed.

Above the line, lobes are

Below the line, boulder hollows occur.
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Lobes often occur in areas where boulder fields lie
on an angle of slope of between 20° and 35 °, such as where

felsenmeere merges into scree (Plate 32).

Although these

lobes do not have vegetated centres, they have been classified

on the maps under stone- banked lobes.

6.1.2

Vegetation- covered Lobes

The maps show that vegetation -covered lobes occupy a

much greater area than stone -banked ones.

They occur over

a similar altitude range to stone -banked lobes (viz.

4,000 ft

(1,200 m) to 1,750 ft (550 m)); but as mentioned above, they

usually occupy the lower part of a constant angle slope where
stone -banked lobes occupy the upper part.
at

They do not occur

quite the same maximal altitude as stone -banked lobes

because slopes at altitudes greater than 4,000 ft (1,200 m)
support very little soil.

Vegetation- covered lobes generally develop on slopes

between 10°

- 20° but they do also rarely occur on slopes as

steep as 30° and as gentle as

5 °.

These figures can be

compared with those for Spitsbergen described by Dutkiewicz
(1961) who found lobes occurring on slopes between 3° and 20 °.

Sharp (1942) described lobes in the Yukon on slopes between
5° and 15 °.

Neither of these authors differentiated between

vegetation - covered and stone -banked lobes.
Vegetation- covered lobes favour both concave and convex
the
slopes in preference to straight ones, possibly because
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former have a lower mean angle of slope than the latter.
In this regard, it has already been mentioned that the

straight steep portion of the concavo- convex slope between
C.

Bogha -cloiche and C. an Lochain (NW, 993ì03) is largely

occupied by stone -banked lobes.

Vegetation- covered lobes

also seem to favour west -facing as opposed to east -facing
slopes but this again seems to be due to differences in

angle of slope.

They are absent from schistose areas

although the schistose areas mapped are small and their
altitude low.
Plates 33 and 34 show-vegetation-covered lobes.

As defined, they do not possess a stone garland but excavation
(Plate 35) into the border of some lobes did reveal large

boulders.

Figure 22 shows the distribution of boulder

sizes for the front, side and centre (A, B and C respectively
in Figure 19 as before) of four vegetation- covered lobes.

The sites chosen were as follows. on the spur between the two

main tributaries of A. Creag an Leth-choin (17
western slope of Fiacaill

a'

C.

NE, 979041);

Chais (16 °, NE, 988048);

northern slope of Derry Cairngorm
western slope of Sgoran Dubh Mor

°,

(14,° SE,
(18,° SW,

016992); and south-

901000)

.

The same

methods of sampling, measurement and curve fitting were used
as for stone -banked lobes.

The equations of the vegetation -

covered lobe curves are:-

Front
Side

:

Centre:

log y

=

log y

=

log y

=

1.24 - 0.122x + 0.00266x2
1.15 - 0.075x + 0.000800x2
1.48 - 0.190x + 0.00595x2

The mean boulder diameters of the front, side and centre
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are 8.62 in (21.9 cm), 11.14 in (28.2 cm) and 6.08 in (13.4 cm)

respectively.

The mean boulder diameter of the entire lobe

as indicated by the samples is 8.61 in (21.9 cm).

The

rounding of the boulders is similar to that of stone -banked
lobes.

Plate 33.

vegetation- covered lobes on the western slope

of Sgoran Dubh Mor (SW, 903998)

.
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Plate 34.

Vegetation covered lobes on the slope between
C. Bogha-cloiche and C. an Lochain (NW,
Note
993003).
the snow lying in the hollows between the lobes.
Lobe A was staked to record movement.

Plate 35.
Excavation into the border of a ve;.etationcovered lobe.
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Boulder Diameter

Frequency curves of the boulder sizes of
the front, side and centre of vegetation- covered lobes.

Figure 22.

A hundred vegetation- covered lobe widths were also

measured from samples scattered throughout the area studied.
Their size distribution is shown in Figure 23.

Methods of

measurement and plotting were the same as for stone -banked
lobes.

The mean width was found to be 42.0 ft (12.8 m)

with a standard deviation of 24.6 ft (7.6

cmm).

Again a

right hand skew (more than 98% statistically significant)
appears.

The distribution is also leptokurtic (more than

99% statistically significant) and even further removed
from a logarithmic normal curve than that of the stone -banked
lobes.

The geomorphic significance of these factors will

be discussed in section 6.4.1.
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Histogram of vegetation- covered lobe widths.

The average angle of slope of vegetation- covered lobe

risers is also about 45° but their heights, which are

2 -3 ft

(lm) and do not seem to vary with altitude and angle of slope,

tend to be smaller than those of stone -banked lobes.

Distances

between lobe fronts are similar to those of stone -banked lobes.
No rock outcrops were observed.

6.1.3

Turf- banked Lobes

Turf -banked lobes (Plate 36) are not very common in the

Cairngorm Mountains although they do occur occasionally on
Their centres are flush
especially steep slopes (300-350).
with the turf exterior which forms a scarp one foot (30 cm)
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high (Figure 24).

According to Galloway (1961,p.82),

turf -banked lobes on Ben Wyvis have more fines than stone -

banked lobes.

This was not found to be true in the

Cairngorm Mountains which may be due to a confusion in terms.

Many of Galloway's turf -banked lobes would probably be
described in this thesis as vegetation- covered lobes.

;es

Plate 36.

Turf -banked lobe.

/A

Figure 24.

Cross- section of a turf- banked lobe (A).
Levées are indicated at 'B'.

Galloway (1958) suggested that turf levées indicate
present -day activity.

He proposed that the lobe tends to

burrow into the soil.

The activity hypothesis is supported

by the present author's observations, especially on the

western slope of Carn Ban Mor (SW, 893974) where above
2,900 ft (900 m) lobes are turf -banked and there are no lichen
on the boulders whereas below this height, turf banks are absent

and lichen present.

6.1.4

Grassy Depressions
Below 3,500 ft (1,100 m), grassy depressions (averaging

2 ft

(60 cm) in depth) in the heather are often developed.

Plate 37 shows the upslope end:of one such depression.

They

are included in this chapter because they are similar in

appearance to hollows between lobes.
in section 6.4.2 of this chapter.

Their origin is discussed

They are found mostly in

the south -western part of the area mapped (e.g. on the slopes
of Carn Ban Beag, SW,

8698).

They have no preferred aspect

and their presence in the south -west is probably due to the
prevalence'of moderately steep and smooth slopes below 3,000 ft

(900 m).

They occur on slopes between 15°and 25° and seem to
appear to

favour convex slopes.

Their distribution does not /depend

on lithology.

6.1.5

Altiplanation Terraces
Definitions of altiplanation terraces are confused in

the literature.

Eakin (1916) defined them as "certain terrace
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Plate 37.

A grassy depression.

-113forms and flattened summits and passes that are essentially

accumulations of loose rock materials."

Other authors have

used the term 'solifluction terrace' to describe features
similar to those described by Eakin; and others have described

altiplanation terraces as erosional bedrock benches with only
a veneer of deposit (e.g. Te Punga, 1956, pp.

332 -3).

In the

U.S.S.R., the term 'roletz terrace' (e.g. Denguin, 1930; Jorre,
1933) is mostly used to describe this latter type.

In this

thesis, altiplanation terrace and altiplanation bench are
Eakin's

considered to be the two extremes of a series.

definition will be used for altiplanation terrace and an
altiplanation bench is here defined as an erosional bedrock
feature,

step -like in appearance, with little or no deposit.

Altiplanation terraces appear above 2,750 ft (850 m)
close to summits and on arétes.
"

Demek (1964, p.55) wrote:

Altiplanation terraces occur in regions with

a

high relief

in which long hillsides and narrow watershed -ridges are

prevailing."

In the Cairngorm Mountains, they are mostly

developed on slopes of 10° with upper and lower limits of
20° and 5 °.

They are restricted to convex slopes and do

not have any preferred aspect.

They are normally developed

on Main Granite but also occur on Geal -charn (SW, 884012)

which is porphyritic Granite.

Most authors state that

altiplanation terraces and benches are not developed on
Punga,
coarse -grained intrusive rocks (Eakin, 1916, p.81; Te
1956,

p.338; Demek, 1964, pp.58 -9).
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Altiplanation terraces have straight (not lobate)
risers which are usually about 6 ft (2 m) high, 50 ft (15 m)
long and generally parallel the contours, although terraces

trending obliquely across the slope also occur.
are often seen at the base of the risers.
the base of some oblique

Rock outcrops

Rock outcrops at

(across slope) terraces at Kebnekaise

revealed a foliation strike parallel to the riser.

Some,

however, occurred at the side (parallel to the lobe axis of

symmetry)of lobes.
lobe development.

They were providing a lateral limit to
This may indicate a structural relation-

ship with lobe width in Kebnekaise.

It was not,

however,

seen in the Cairngorm Mountains.

Small terraces, perpendicular to the stream flow direction,
are found along the beds of many streams, especially above

3,000 ft (900 m).
(2 -3 ft

They sometimes occur as vegetated supports

(lm) high) producing a series of ponds.

More frequent]

they form boulder dams.
6.

Altiplanation Benches

1.6

Many of the mapped altiplanation benches (Plate 38) could
be modified roches moutonnées.

They are mostly developed

on the north -eastern slopes of Ben Macdui (SE, 9900) but they

are also found on the north -western slopes of Beinn Mheadhoin
(SE, 012017) and on a small spur on the southern slope of

Cairn Gorm (NE, 007032).

In the last named locality, the

benches are developed on the upstream slope of a large roche
moutonnge.

Since the benches are facing the direction of
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ice flow, they themselves cannot be roches moutonnées.

Obvious roche moutonnées in the Cairngorm Mountains were
seen to have a convex upstream longitudinal profile whereas
the features mapped here as altiplanation benches have

concave longitudinal profiles between risers.

Altiplanation bench.

Plate 38.

Note differential erosion

and rounding of pseudobeds.

Altiplanation benches are found above 2,750 ft (850 m)
and developed on convex slopes with an average angle of

slope of 15 °.

They aré not extensive enough to show

preferred aspect although none of them occurs on a southfacing slope.

They are all developed on Main Granite.

The height of the riser is 6 -12 ft (2 - 4 m) and the distance
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between risers varies from several feet
about 100 ft (90 m).

(

a few metres) to

Pseudobedding parallels the benches

and is brought out in strong relief in the risers
and 39).

(Plat38

Demek (1964, pp. 58 -9) states that altiplanatión

terraces and benches are found on quartzites, phyllites and
sandstones.

Altiplanation benches are certainly more

extensively developed in the phyllites of Kebnekaise than
the granites of the Cairngorm Mountains.

This may be

due to the more rigorous conditions at Kebnekaise.

Plate 39.

Differential erosion and rounding of an

altiplination bench.
background.

Denuded surfaces in the
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6.2

Discussion ofHypotheses

6.2.1

Lobes

Hypotheses put forward to explain lobes are listed below: -

Earth creep (Peach et al., 1912, p.160)
Snow-aided soil creep (Peach et al., 1913, p.99)

Snow patch weight (Williams, 1959)

Meltwater weight (Williams, 1959)
Meltwater decreasing soil strenth (Williams, 1959)
Trost heave

+

viscous flowage (Jahn, 1961, p.13)

Other hypotheses which could be added are:

-

Ni vation

Slumping
Avalanching of soil over boulder field.
Peach et al. put forward earth creep as
did not go into any details.

a

hypothesis but

Since creep is a generic term

1921; Bryan, 1923), most of the other hypotheses

(Cox et al.,

could be considered types of creep.

6.2.1.1

Snow

Peach et al.
going into details.

also suggested snow-aided soil creep without

?illiams (amongst other hypotheses)

proposed that the weight of a snow patch could initiate
movement.

He stated (1957b, p.53) that in the Rondane

Mountains, Norway:

"the terrace is seen protruding from under

the lower edge of the snow ,patch.... It is commonly observed
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there and verified by ground temperature measurements that
these snow patches melt substantially from the underside.

The soil is entirely thawed while there is still a substantial
snow patch present."

In the Cairngorm Mountains, however,

snow patches occurred between lobes (Plate 34) rather than on
On the other hand,

them.

if a lobe of one series occurred

downslope from the re- entrant of the series above as at B in

Plate 34, and if the lobe fronts are sufficiently close together,
the weight of the snow patch could possibly affect the lobe

downslope.

But, mostly, lobes follow each other downslope and,

in any case,

lobes probably govern the position of the snow

patches, not the reverse.
In sections 4.1.3 and 8.1.4, the author has shown that

nivation could be an erosive agent.

The hollows produced

by nivation (chapter 5) would be roughly circular but the
hollows between lobes are mostly cuspate upslope.

This was

found by measurement of a hundred samples, to be 100% true
for stone- banked lobes and 95% true for vegetation- covered
lobes.
'9,

These figures were calculated as follows: in Figure

B and C are the points of inflection;

the proportion

AB:AC was measured for the hundred sample lobes.

The 5%

concavity downslope, which does not appear to have any other
obvious explanation, could be due to nivation caused by
snow patches lying between lobes (Plate 34).

The concavity

is restricted to vegetation- covered lobes because they have

probably been inactive for a longer period than stone- banked
lobes (section 6.3) and nivation has therefore had a longer

-119time to operate exclusively.

6.2.1.2

Meltwater

Landslide investigations have frequently shown that the
part water plays is primarily to decrease soil strength.
Soil strength provides frictional resistance along any

potential shear plane.

A decrease in soil strength will

mean a decrease in frictional resistance and movement may
take place.

The weight of the water will in fact increase

the frictional resistance but this is more than counteracted

by the decrease in soil strength.

Williams (1959) showed

that when meltwater was added to a soil, pressures measured
to a depth of 56 cm only recorded pressure equivalent to

that of 25 cm.

Meltwater would cause maximal movement in the spring
which was found to be true of Victoria Island, Arctic Canada
(Washburn, 1947, p.92).
Hudberg, 1958; Smith,

Most authors (Williams, 1957 a and b;

1960; and Jahn 1961) however, found

maximal movement in both spring and autumn.

Furthermore, the

present author did not see any evidence of shear planes in
lobes in the Cairngorm Mountains or the Kebnekaise region.

6.2.1.3

Slumping

Tivy (1962, p. 68) discovered that lobes on the Lowther
Hills, Southern Uplands of Scotland, are underlain by alconcave

boundary between the Ci and C2 soil horizons.

This could
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suggest slumping.

However, there is no evidence in the

Lowther Hills or in the Cairngorm Mountains of any of the
features normally associated with slumping, such as horseshoe shaped scarps, tension cracks,

slump grabens and bulging

of the toe with associated tension cracks.

Further one

would have expected the material to have moved out of the
slump and not still be in it.

The concave soil boundary

could be due to structural effects (section 6.2.3).

6.2.1.4

Viscous Flowage

It has already been shown that the equations

of the

curves in Figure 17 are :Front:

log y

Side:

log y = 1.25 - 0.0952x + 0.00126x2

Centre: log y

=

=

1.01 - 0.0566x + 0.000 484x2

1.42 - 0.252x

+

0.0119x2

The constant term is the logarithm of the intersection
of the curve with the y-axis, i.e.

it gives the logarithm

of the percentage of stones of 3 in (71 cm) diameter.

The

coefficient of x is an average logarithmic gradient, i.e.
a

generalisation of the distribution and is the most important

coefficient to consider.

The centre coefficient is much

less than the front or side.

'X2

tests

show that there

is

a greater than 99.5% statistical difference between the

front and centre distributions and a greater than 99.5%

statistical difference between the side and centre distributions.

Any theory to explain lobes must account for this sorting.
experiments of Dzulinski and Walton (1963) have shown that

The
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viscous flowage produces sorting and also a lobe border
as the coarse material "immediately ahead...

forward and aside."

Jahn

(1961),

The italics are theirs.

is pushed

Furthermore,

who put forward the hypothesis of viscous

flowage for the gravitational component of lobe development,
found that stakes in the lobe centres moved farther than those
at the sides.

On Victoria Island, Arctic Canada, Washburn

(1947, p.92) found a similar convex downslope curvature of

movement.

Lundqvist (1949, p.335) suggested that the

boulder streams between lobes are the borders of the lobes
'as they move downslope.

Dzulinski and ;Halton (1963, p.281)

also showed that coarse material "piles up between neighbouring

convexities to form the ridge."

Boulder streams in the

Cairngorm Mountains are probably maintained after their
formation by eluviation.

Very rarely, running water was

heard beneath them and also very rarely, small fans of

feldspathic soil are found at their downslope end.

The

mounds at their heads may be the initiation of some form of
sorting caused possibly by the outflow of water beneath their
surfaces.

Stone orientations of stone -banked and vegetation- covered
lobes were measured and compared with a featureless slope,

The values are shown in Figure 25.

Four sites of twenty five

stoles each were chosen for each diagram.

The stone-banked

lobe and featureless slope measurements all came from the

Angle of Slop*

Stone - banked lobes

Vegetation- covered lobes

Featureless slope

1s°

ss°
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western slope of Carn Ban Mor (SW, 9097).

The vegetation -

covered lobe measurements came from the same sites as for

Figure 22.

C in Figure 19 was the position chosen on the

lobe itself.

Orientation measurements were taken to the

nearest 5° and angle of dip measurements to the nearest
degree.

Orientations were measured of stones with a minimal

elongation of

3 :2

for long to intermediate axis.

The

smallest long axis measured was 22 in (64 cm).
The diagrams show a preferred orientation downslope.

The orientation percentage strengths are shown in Table 2.

Angle of Slope
Stone -banked lobes

15°

25°

16.6

56.6

Vegetation- covered lobes

28.7

Featureless

39.4

Table 2.

slope';

70.3

Percentage strengths of stone orientations of

lobes compared with a featureless slope.
The only value which is not statistically significant

(Currey,1956) is that of stone- banked lobes on a slope of
15 °.

The table shows, as expected, that strengths increase

with angle of slope but it also shows that orientations on
a featureless slope have a greater strength than in lobes.

The statistical significances of

tests using the featureless

slope as the norm are shown in Table 3.
*

The apparent slight right-hand preference is probably
an experimental error due to inaccuracies in measuring
deviations from the downslope direction.

-123Angle of Slope

150

50

Stone -banked lobes

99.5

97.5

Vegetation- covered lobes
Table

3

-X

2 tests

expressed as percentages of significance

of stone -orientation strength of lobes compared with
a featureless slope.

tically

A dash indicates "not statis-

significant''..

The foregoing calculations suggest that there is some

force in lobes preventing high downslope orientation strengths.

Lundqvist (1949, Figure 8) claimed that lobes have a radial
orientation in the centre and a tangential orientation in
the circumference.

There is no obvious sign of circumferential

orientation in the chaotic assemblages of rounded boulders
which form stone garlands in the Cairngorm Mountains but
it was observed

in the platy phyllite boulders of Kebnekaise

especially in areas of high lobe and patterned ground density.
The orientation in the sides in areas of high density is

presumably due to interaction with neighbours.

The orientation

in the front and in the sides where there is a lower density
is

probably due to interaction with boulders (Plate 30) and /or

rock outcrops in the lobe's path.

After the lobes have

become inactive, normal surficial solifluction as on the

featureless slope, would tend to increase the downslope

orientation strength.

This would act longer on the more

easily stabilised vegetation- covered lobes than on the
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stone -banked ones, thus explaining the intermediate position
of the vegetation -covered lobes in Table 2.

6.2.1.5

Patterned Ground

Lobes are probably initiated by patterned ground
which
merging downslope into lobes /can be seen on the western slope
of Carn Ban Mor (SW, 8929 72).

Where the slope reaches 10 °,

the area between the boulder stripes becomes protuberant

(22 ft, 0.6m).

Farther down the slope (15 °), the downslope

ends of these protuberances become steeper and a lobate form

developes.

In Kebnekaise, direct overspilling of patterned

ground produced lobate forms (Plate 40).

Similar direct

overspilling was observed on the spur between the two main
tributaries of A. Luineag (SW, 937967).

Here lobes were

formed by avalanching of feldspathic soil over felsenmeere.

i

Plate 40.

Avalanching of stones over boulders to form a
a lobe at Kebnekaise.
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6.2.2

Lobe Scree

Lobe scree appears to be connected to boulder streams
(Figure 21) and is not a boulder field overrun by a lobe.

Much of the lobe scree seems to be the result of sorting
continuing even though lobe movement as a whole has stopped.
The lobe riser would provide a smallscarp from which coarse

boulders would be dislodged.

This suggestion seems to be

supported by a large scree area developed on Carn Ban Mor
(SW, 892972) where there is a sudden steepening of slope

below lobes.

Dislodging seems more likely than exposure

of the centre as there is no gradation of boulder size

towards the front and there

an abrupt

of slope

at the riser.

The vegetated island in Figure 21 may be due to

cessation of movement while the outside is kept bare by
eluviation fed from boulder streams.

The levee could be

caused by eluviation since many of the streams in the

Cairngorm Mountains are bordered by levees.
6.2.3

Lobe Front

Lobe fronts were mentioned earlier in this chapter
as being parallel to the contours but, in many places,

they

are aligned across the slope *, although the axes of the

lobes themselves are still downslope.

Lobe fronts trending

across slope were investigated in detail on the north -western
*Skew lobe fronts have also been observed in Norway (Williams,
19571),p.42).
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slope of Monadh Mor (SW, 931956).

There was also a less

well- developed lobe front direction perpendicular to the

dominant one.

In a rock outcrop nearby, the dominant

jointing direction was found to coincide exactly with the
dominant lobe front direction.

This seemed to hold true

in other areas of skew lobe fronts although mañiifold jointing

directions made proof inconclusive.
The above would suggest that structure is an important

factor in positioning a lobe front, although whereas rock
outcrops were observed in terraces, they were never observed
in lobes.

It will be pointed out later in this chapter

(section 6.2.4.5) that frost action is very selective:
weak bands are easily eroded and stepped slopes (altiplanation
benches) are common in periglacial climates.

As lobes

approach the edge of a bench, they are decelerated.

Massive

downslope movement and weathering of the bench would obliterate
its outcrop although it may still influence movement.

In

areas of dense structural control and strong bedrock influence
(e.g. arétes), where the distance between supporting benches
is small and the lobate form has not the distance or thickness

of materials to develop, altiplanation terraces would be

found.

Although no direct evidence of resistant bands

preventing lobe movement was observed in the Cairngorm
Mountains, evidence was seen in the Kebnekaise region: many
lobes were seen resting on resistant bands and in one place,
a lobe was seen diverging round a large rock outcrop.
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Lobe movement in some places is prevented by large boulders.
In the Cairngorm Mountains, a small 12 ft (3.7 m) wide

stone -banked lobe contained two 10 ft (3m) diameter boulders
in its stone garland which appeared effectively to be

preventing further movement.
seen at Kebnekaise.

Here the large boulders appeared to

have disintegrated in situ

6.2.4

Similar evidence was frequently

from rock outcrops.

Altiplanation Benches
The following hypotheses have been advanced to explain

altiplanation benches:Marine strand flats - Barrow, 1908, p.384

Summer drainage

-

Nivation hollows

- Denguin,

Tiulina
1930

Nivation and mechanical weathering - Guilcher, 1950.
Structural

- Waters, 1964,

p.94

Bedrock downwearing
Bedrock backwearing - Boch and Krasnov, 1951
Frost heaving

- Eakin,

1916

Frost heaving, shattering and gravitative debris transfer
- Waters,

1962, p.89.

To these could be added:

Glacial erosion, e.g. formation of roches moutonnées.
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6.2.4.1

Summer Drainage

The crudely concave longitudinal profile between risers

could be caused by sheet wash.
as sheet wash

Summer drainage could occur

since there is little or no vegetation.

No direct

evidence of sheet wash was, seen but direct evidence is difficult
to find even in an arid environment.

The presence of little or

no deposit might be indicative of sheet wash which might modify

the profile between risers especially in a colder and possibly

drier climate than now present in the Cairngorm Mountains
(i.e. when the ground is frozen but not covered by snow).
It does not,

6.2.4.2

however, explain the risers themselves.

Nivation

Altiplanation benches in the Cairngorm Mountains possess
a totally different form to that normally associated with

nivation.

Te Punga (1956, p.335), however, suggested that

transverse snow patches might initiate altiplanation benches.

Section 4.2.1 showed that most transverse snow patches in the
Cairngorm Mountains face north -west, where their position seems
to be governed by lobe fronts, whereas altiplanation benches

face north -east.

6.2.4.3

Structural

Waters (1964, p.94), using evidence from Dartmoor, proposed
a

that altiplanation benches have/structural origin.

Their treads

in the Cairngorm Mountains parallel the pseudobedding (Plate 38)

and the plane of the riser usually parallels a joint plane.
The weathering process is presumably governed by joints and
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pseudobedding.

6.2.4.4

Bedrock Downwearing and Backwearing

Deep weathering under a warm Tertiary (Linton, 1964)
or interglacial climate and later excavation could possibly

produce altiplanation but the regularity of form is difficult
to explain.

Downwearing could also occur in a cold climate

by frost shattering or heaving but the smoothness of the treads
would preclude this hypothesis.

Waters,

that at Blomesletta, Vest -Spitsbergen:

(1962, p.98) stated

"the ubiquity of rock-

cliffs on the steeper parts of the hillsides suggests that

downwearing is subordinate to backwearing, at least during the
early stages of slope development."

Demek wrote of altiplanation

benches in Czechoslavakia: "the proofs of their backwearing can
be found in form of differently shaped tors in front of the

frost -riven cliffs."

The indented nature of the risers in

Plates 38 and 39 suggest backwearing.
6.2.4.5

Frost Heaving and Shattering

Demek (1964, p.59) stated that altiplanation benches
"are found expecially on places where rocks more or less resistant
to

mácrogelivation alternate."

Plate 39 shows the high degree

of differential erosion which, on a larger scale, could produce
the benches themselves.

Eakin (1916) first proposed frost

heaving to explain altiplanation benches.

Frost heaving would

produce an irregular tread and a coarse debris slope in front
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of the riser.

There are no coarse debris slopes in front of

the altiplanation benches in the Cairngorm Mountains but there

are in front of the altiplanation benches in the Kebnekaise`

region.

In the latter area, the risers were more irregular

than in the Cairngorm Mountains.

Large blocks were detached

from the riser by lateral sliding and there was considerable
tilting.

In the Kebnekaise region and in other areas of

fine -grained rocks, frost heaving is probably the most important
process.

In the Cairngorm Mountains, however, frost shattering

resulting in granular disintegration seems the most important
factor.

The lack of disturbance, the distinct rounding

(plate 39) and the ill -developed debris slope consisting of

feldspathic soil would all suggest granular disintegration.
Rate of Movement

6.3

The most obious way of investigating rate of movement

would be to put stakes in a lobe and see how much they are

displaced over a period of time.

A lobe at the base of a

slope at high altitude was chosen as likely to be the most

active.

Two rows of stakes, 10 ft (3 m) and 18 ft (52 m)

from its snout, were placed in lobe A of Plate 34.

The

maximal width of the lobe is 40 ft (12 m) and its length
Its height is 5 ft (li m),

the angle of

slope of the ground 20° and it faced N 16° W.

The stakes

is 35 ft (11 m).

consisted of hollow metal curtain rods
2 ft

(0.61 m) long.

2 in (1* cm)

in diameter,

into
There possible, they were hammered
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the ground flush with the surface.

Where this was not

possible, the amount protruding above the ground was measured.
A metal tape was stretched across the lobe between.marker

stakes placed both sides of the lobe at the ends of the rows.
The distances along (AB in Figure 26) and perpendicular from
(BC) the tape for each stake were measured.

In addition,

the inclination of each stake with the vertical was measured

by placing a 4 ft (1* m) metal rod to fit tightly into each
curtain rod and measuring its inclination with an abney level.
This was done because it was realized that with the level of

accuracy at which measurement was possible, over a period of
12 years it was unlikely that significant measurements of

absolute movement would be obtained.

Rudberg (1958), who

measured lobe movement in Sweden with small "test pillars"
found over a similar period a movement of 2 cm for the surface
layer, 1 cm at a depth of 50 cm and no movement at a depth
of 80 cm.

His evidence and that of others (e.g. Williams,

1957a) indicates a decrease in movement with depth *.
stake,

therefore,

is pushed into the ground,

If a

after a period

of time its inclination from the vertical should have increased.

Measurements showed that only 8 out of 17 moved by more than
a degree and not one moved

by more than two degrees.

Moreover

only 3 out of 8 increased their angle with the vertical.

This

either indicates a preponderence of slumping or more likely
is an experimental error.

*

Like most geomorphic processes, movement is erratic in both
space and time.
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Figure 26.

Measurements taken of staked lobe.

The sight was chosen at the beginning of the field work

before the significant differences between stone -banked and

vegetation- covered lobes were realized.

Plate 34 shows that

the lobe chosen is a vegetation- covered lobe.

The experiment

suggests therefore that vegetation- covered lobes are immobile,

although very slow movement cannot be excluded.

It is also

possible that rapid movements take place at considerable
intervals of time and that the author's experiment did not
include a period of such movement.

Since some stone -banked lobes possess turf levées
(western slope of Carn Ban Mor, ST, 8997), some at least are
active although the majority are mostly inactive, as indicated

by the presence of lichen on their boulders..
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Differences between Stone -banked and Vegetation- covered

6.4

lobes.

Stone -banked differ from vegetation- covered lobes in their
vegetation, angle of slope, stone orientation, regularity of

width distribution (Figures 18 and 23) and sorting.

Under this

section, the last two differences will be discussed in further
detail.

Regularity of Width Distribution

6.4.1
A

comparison of Figures 18 and 23 shows that the widths

of stone -banked lobes more closely approach a logarithmic

normal

curve than do the widths of vegetation- covered lobes.

XZtests show that there
dissimilarity.

is no statistical similarity or

Lobes may be initially, and on low angle

slope, strongly influenced by structural control.

Further

development may tend to negate these structural controls and
approximate to a logarithmic normal curve.

The secondary

peak between 60 and 70 ft in Figure 23 may be due to resistant

bands of this spacing in the localities sampled (see penultimate

paragraph of section 6.1.5).

The difference in frequency of

10 - 20 ft between Figures 18 and 23 may be due to the incorporatio]
of smaller lobes by larger ones in the more active stone -banked

Evidence suggestive of this was found very occasionally:
Figure 27 shows a stone -banked lobe which seemsto have overrun
lobes.

a

smaller one which has sines become partly vegetated.
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Figure 27.

Incorporation of a partly vegetation- covered

lobe (broken line) in a larger stone -banked lobe.

Full circles:

stone garland; broken circles: buried

stone garland.

6.4.2

Sorting
It has already been shown that equations of the curves

in Figure 22 are: -

Front: log y

=

1.24 - 0.122 x

Side

log y

=

1.15 - 0.0 ?55x + 0.000800x2

Centre:log y

=

1.48 - 0.190x

:

+

+

0.00266x2

0.00595x2

and the equations of the curves in Figure 17 are-: -

Front

:

log y

=

1.01 - 0.0566x + 0.000484x2

Side

:

log y

=

1.25 - 0.0952x + 0.00126x2

Centre: log y

=

1.42 - 0.252x + 0.0119x2

It can be seen that these equations differ, especially

their coefficients of x.

However,)(2 tests showed that there

was no statistical difference between the equations for the
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front and side but there was a greater than 99.5% significant

difference between the equations for the centre.

Comparison

between Figures 17 and 22 shows that the equation for the centre
in Figure 22 has a greater area under the curve than the equation

for the centre in Figure 17.

This means that in the centre of a

vegetation- covered lobe there is a significantly greater proportion of coarse boulders than in a stone -banked lobe.

This

probably means that vegetation- covered lobes are less developed
than stone -banked lobes, which would suggest that the latter
are active for a longer period than the former and are presumably

therefore active in milder climates than those necessary for

vegetation- covered lobe development.
covered lobes were stone -banked

Most probably, vegetation-

lobes during their period of

active movement but have since been vegetated (Plate 35).

Although there is no statistical difference between the
equations for the side and the front, there is also no statistical
similarity.

The coefficients of x and a comparison of the

curves show that the front of a vegetation - covered lobe has
a greater proportion of fines than the front of a stone -banked

lobe.

Decomposition of boulders was noted during the excavation

of the front of the vegetation- covered lobe.

This may be due

to differences in soil environment although the vegetation -

covered lobe samples were taken at about the same altitude as the
stone -banked lobe samples.

It could also be due to the greater

age of the vegetation- covered lobes.

difference is not

:so

The reason why the

great for the sides is probably because the

front is more exposed.

The coefficient of x in the equation
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of the side of the vegetation- covered lobe is actually less

than that of the stone -banked lobe i.e. there is a higher

proportion of fines in the side of a stone-banked lobe.
Accumulations of stones, only

3 -6

in (72 - 15 cm) in diameter,

were often seen in the sides of stone -banked lobes (Plate 41).

They are probably part of the interior which has become exposed.

Plate 41.

Side of a stone -banked lobe.

Note the accumulation

of small boulders around the hammer.

The front, sides and centre of a "lobe" between two grassy

depressions were also excavated on the north -eastern slope of
the spur (SW,

879981) leading to Garn Ban Beag.

There were

few boulders (Plate 42) and the soil was very clayey and peaty.
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Plate 42.

Excavation in the front of
grassy depressions.

a

lobe between two

-138The maximal diamter of twenty five boulders from each excavation

was measured.
no

The results are shown in Table 4.

Little or

sorting is indicated, although a count of twenty-five boulders

PEAN

Table

Front

5.04 in

(12.7 cm)

Side

5.48 in

(13.9 cm)

Centre

5.32 in

(13.5 cm)

Mean boulder diameters of the front, sides and

4.

centre of a "lobe" between two grassy depressions.

from stone -banked and vegetation- covered lobes is too small to
be conclusive.

evident,

Nevertheless, decomposition was strongly

which may be due to the soil conditions of that particular

environment,

especially since it occurs at

a lower altitude

than

the samples for the stone -banked and vegetation- covered lobes.
It may also indicate,

however, that grassy depressions are

hollows between lobes which have been inactive for a long time.

Their preference for convex slopes sup,.orts the latter hypothesis.

Grassy depressions could also be caused by nivation but their
lack of preferred aspect argues against such a hypothesis.

C

H A P T E R

RILLS

7.1

AND

VII

AVALANCHES

Rills

Rills are the commonest means of linear transportation
on the steep slopes (section 2.7.3).

They are most frequent

on bare scree slopes and are particularly profuse on the slopes

flanking L. Einich (SW, 9198) and the Lairig Ghru (Plate 43).

They display a colinear drainage pattern with occasional
convergences and divergences (Plate 44), but,

in general, the

They

drainage density remains constant over a straight slope.
are approximately 9 ft

(2,4

m) wide and are nearly always flanked

by levees, which are about 2 ft (60 cm) high and

3 ft

(1 m) wide.

Sometimes rills are bounded by two or three pairs of levees.
One rill in A'Phocaid (SW, 906979) has a 6 ft (2 m) wide

vegetated centre flanked by a 2 ft (60 cm) wide sand levee,
flanked by a 4 ft
of 3 ft

(1

m) wide partly vegetated levee consisting

(1 m) boulders,

which is in turn flanked by a

wide bare levée consisting of 12 ft (45 cm) boulders.

levees converge downslope.

2 ft (60

Some

Some are deposited upslope from

cm)
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large boulders but many extend on to the valley floor, sometimes

subdividing, sometimes forming boundaries to fans and sometimes

widening into lobes.

Rills on the west -facing slope of the Laing Ghru

Plate 43.
(SE,

976014).
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Plate 44.

Rills on slope below

C.

an t- Sabhail (SE, 975973).

The cross -section of a rill is usually box- shaped but
those having large catchment areas (e.g. those developed on the
slope rising from the western shore of L. Einich, SW, 910995)
are V- shaped.
the cliff above,

Some rills are extensions of gullies formed in
some begin at the cliff base and some begin

lower down on the scree slope.

Most rills have a slightly

concave longitudinal profile and debouch at the base of the hill
slope into fans, although some also end higher up the slope.

Rill deposls vary from fine feldspathic.grains,
to boulders more than a metre in diameter.

2 mm in diameter,

The average diameter
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of the deposits in the bottom of the channels is 2 in (5 cm)

and the average diameter of boulders in the levees is 6 in
(15 cm).

Very similar

features to rills can be observed,

on a much smaller scale, in road cuttings.

The author

observed one of these small scale features during a storm in
South Africa.
rill,

A viscous mass was observed flowing down the

producing a levee as it went.

It stopped before it

reached the bottom of the cutting and only carried on moving
after another viscous flow travelling in its wake collided

with it.

This feature appeared to be a miniature mudflow.

Rills in the Cairngorm Mountains obey the necessary conditions
for mudflow formation listed by Blackwelder (1928) as follows:

unconsolidated materials at the surface which will become
slippery when wet; steep slopes; abundant but intermittent
supply of water; and sparsity of vegetation.

It seems reasonable

to assume that they are caused by mudflows.

Since many of the rills contain fresh angular unweathered

boulders with no lichen on their surfaces, they can be considered
still active.

Like mudflows, they are probably activated by

storms as observed by Baird and Lewis (1957).

Many however

contain well rounded boulders covered with lichen, and some are

completely vegetated over.
7.2

These rills are presumably inactive.

Debris Avalanches
Debris avalanches are common in upper parts of steep slopes.

They are usually about 6 ft (2 m) wide and extend for distances
They mostly
of a few to a hundred feet (1 -30 m) downslope.
consist of angular feldspathic gravel up to 3 in (72 cm) in
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diameter.

`There

they do not lead directly from cliff faces,

their heads consist of small (6 in, 15 cm) turf scarps often
undercut.

The origin of some of these latter avalanches can

be traced to a cliff scar.

Boulders dislodged from the cliff

would land at the head of the avalanche.

Some of the deposits,

however, could be superimposed from a snow avalanche (see section
7,3).

Most of the debris avalanches with scarps at their heads

are probably caused by slumping.

Some debris avalanches are caused by denuded surfaces

orientated steeply across the slope

(

see beginning of Chapter

9) or by overspilling of less steeply orientated surfaces.
One debris avalanche was seen to be due to disintegration of

Small steps, sometimes with vegetated

a levee on a rill fan.

risers, are sometimes found leading into deer tracks.

Although

the angularity and fresh appearance of debris avalanches suggest

present -day activity, the deer tracks indicate that movement is

probably very spasmodic.

Snow Avalanches

7.3

Both clean and dirty snow avalanches are common in the
Cairngorm Mountains, especially in corries.

Clean snow

avalanches are nearly always initiated by the build up of cornices
(Plates 17 and 18).

Dirty snow avalanches are normal avalanches

being deposited on snow (Plate 45).

In C. Bogha -cloiche, there

are small piles of gravel (SW, 952997),6 ft (2 m) in diameter

and

3

in (72 cm) high,

developed along the line of strongest
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declivity.

The gravel is fresh, feldspathic and attains a

maximum diameter of

3

in (72 cm).

The similarity in appearance

and diameter of the stones comprising this gravel with these

normal avalanches, suggests that these deposits may be the
result of a superimposed dirty snow avalanche.

Plate 45.

Dirty snow avalanche in

C.

Bhrochain (SE, 956998).

C H

A P T E R

TERRACETTES

8.1

&

VIII

MINIATURE

SLUMPS

Terracettes

Terracettes are mostly found on the western slopes of the
Carn Ban Mor massif, but are, however, also scattered throughout
the area mapped and in several places, occupy areas too small
to be shown on the maps.

They are found on short steep (25235 °)

mostly north to east- facing slopes between 1,250 ft (400 m) and
3,750 ft (1,150 m).

They are developed in grass and are frequently

found on the sides of well -dissected valleys (e.g. on the western
slopes of the Carn Ban Mor massif) and together with gliding

boulders and elongated mounds, in Schneeflecken (section 4.1.3).
Their longitudinal profile is shown in Figure 28.

The risers

usually display a turf scarp (Plate 46), about 6 in (15 cm) high,

which is sometimes undercut (A in Plate 46).

The plan of the

risers varies from straight and parallel to the contours, to the
more usual concave downslope.
The treads, 6 in (15 cm) to 1 ft
(30cm) in extent, are mostly grassy but sometimes denuded.
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Animals and slumping are the two agents usually put forward to
explain terracettes.

Figure 28.

Longitudinal profile of terracettes.

Plate 46.

Terracettes.
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Animals

8.1.1

Deer tracks are very common in the Cairngorm Mountains.
Any feature resembling a terracette, which had a tread extending
for

3 ft

(1 m) or more across the slope,

was not mapped.

Even

excluding these features, it is still possible that the terracette
which were mapped may have been caused by animals.

Rahm (1962)

seemed very uncertain about the capability of animals to produce

terracettes in Montana,

U.S.A..

His only positive evidence was

"the continued introduction of cattle through the early 1900's

caused the appearance of terracettes in places where there were
none before."

Such evidence cannot be applied to the Cairngorm

Mountains for not only is there no mention of terracettes

the

early literature but also there have been herds of red deer before
the memory of man.

Rahm (p.80)wrote: "significantly the detailed

journeys of Lewis and Clark [through Montana] make no mention of
terracettes although the party passed through this region in
1805."

The fact that terracettes do not appear in early

literature on the Cairngorm Mountains, when they are most likely
to have been abundant (even if they are solely due to animals)

seems to negate Rahm's argument.

Terracettes are not the kind

of feature normally noted by passing travellers, or, as the

present author has discovered, even by first year students.
Rahm (p.69) initially stated that "terracettes are as well

developed in places inaccessible to animals as they are where
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cattle and sheep have obviously grazed."
changed his mind, he wrote:

Later, after he had

"all grass patches large enough to

show terracettes are accessible to cattle" and pointed out that
on steep inclinations no terracettes were to be seen.

This line

of investigation also proved inconclusive in the Cairngorm Mountai]

Sheep can graze in more inaccessible places than cattle and very
often seem to prefer the vegetation in the often seemingly

uncomeatable places which are under snow for most of the year
(Chapter 4).
(NE, 982026)

The author was amazed to see sheep on the headwall
of C.

an Lochain in a position which would otherwise

have been considered inaccessible.

Although the effect of animal:

cannot be conclusively ruled out and they might well cause some

terracettes and aid the development of others, certain factors
argue against their being the most important agent.

Although

spoor and droppings are frequently found along easily recognized
tracks, they are only rarely found amongst terracettes.

The

proneness of terracettes for north to east -facing slopes would
suggest some climatic influence, nevertheless it could be argued
that animals would use just such aspects to shelter from westerly
and southerly winds (section 3.3).

8.1.2

Slumping

A better understanding of terracettes can probably be gained

by studying non-biotic evidence.

A slump scar (Plate 47) was

seen just below the terracettes shown in Plate 46.

There was

no difference in angle of slope or any other factors between the

area around the slump scar and that of the terracettes.

i
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The slump scar looked very similar, on a larger scale, to the

terracettes but with one very important difference; terracettes
do not possess a toe.

The concave plan of terracette risers

suggests slumping but digging into many terracettes has never

revealed any sign of slipping surfaces.

Rather, the features

look as if something has been plucked out of the ground.
The slump scar could merely suggest that the slope

Plate 47.

Slump scar.

is unstable.
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Relationship to Mounds

8.1.3

Mounds merge imperceptibly into terracettes on the north-

eastern slopes of some of the north -westerly trending spurs
leading from the Carn Ban Mor massif.

Eisenhut (1963, p.18)

also observed mounds on less than five degree slopes merging
into transverse mounds on 50 -100 slopes, which in turn became

terracettes on 15°slopes.
does,

The longitudinal profile in Figure 29,

in fact, suggest mounds on an inclined surface.

however, a difference between mounds and terracettes.

There is,
The latter
2'

have turf scarp risers, often surmounted by overhangs (A in Plate
46), which are frequently concave in plan.

Terracettes resemble
Pipkrake have been

mounds with bites taken out of their bases.

observed in these turf scarps and it will be shown in section 9.1
that pipkrake are largely responsible for turf scarps.

However,

they usually produce straight and not crescentic scarps which
face between south -east and west (Figure34

rarely east.

),

not north and only

The pipkrake observed were developed in an east-

facing terracette.

Pipkrake, where present, probably only act

as a secondary process.

8.1.4

Subnival Plucking
The 'bite' out of inclined mounds which give terracettes

their characteristic appearance could be caused by subnival
plucking.

It has already been stated at the beginning of

section 8.1 that high -level terracettes are frequently found in
Schneeflecken.
They also seem most fresh when they have been
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recently uncovered from snow (as in Plate 46).

This may be

due to the saturation of soil by meltwater but digging into a

late -lying snow patch on the eastern slope (SE, 026007) of

Beinn Mheadhoin revealed another process.

The lowest couple

of inches of the snow patch had frozen solid and incorporated

within it was some grass (and soil) still attached to the ground
underneath.

When this lower layer was lifted off the ground,

the incorporated grass and soil came off with it, revealing
a

terracette -like feature.

Meltwater travelling under the snow

patch would probably melt the snow along linear weak zones and
thus displace lumps of snow with their included grass and soil,
and carry them off to reveal terracettes.

The downslope side

of mounds would be especially susceptible because of the increased

velocity of the meltwater.

This may be one of the processes

responsible for the formation of nivation hollows.
8.2

Miniature Slumps
Miniature slumps are similar to terracettes both in their

form and locality.

The chief differences are that slumps are

larger and have a small mound at their downslope end (Figure 29).
The base of the hollow in Figure 29 is devoid of vegetation and

snow is often seen lying in it.

Miniature slumps occur below

1,900 ft (600 m) and are mostly restricted to north to east -

facing slopes leading up to terraces in the valley bottoms.
The author has often seen deer lying in similar, but

shallower, grassy hollows on gentler slopes than miniature slumps.
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Deer could therefore be partly responsible for their formation,

especially the initiation.

Rahm (1962) listed four types of

slumping: slope undermining by entrenching streams; block

,

rotation; slippage on major slip planes; and slippage on deep -

seated curved surfaces.

Although miniature slumps are frequently

found on slopes rising from streams, they are only found on the

upper portions of these slopes and, as Rahm also discovered,
"these slopes instead of being undercut at the base merge smooth

with adjacent valley floors."

Slumping is probably therefore

due to one or more of the other three causes mentioned by Rahm.

Meltwater, which is more abundant on the north to east -facing
slopes, where snow lies late, decreases the soil strength and
thus aids slumping.

Figure 29.

Longitudinal profile of a miniature slump.

CHAPTER

DENUDED

IX

SURFACES

Denuded surfaces are very extensive in the Cairngorm
Mountains but very little (especially in the British literature)
has been written about them or other similar features elsewhere.

They are found between 1,500 ft (450 m) and 4,000 ft (1,200 m).
Above 4,000 ft (1,200 m), most of the ground either consists of

felsenmeere or is extensively denuded to form large areas of
bare feldspathic soil (e.g. Einich Cairn (Plate 91) and Ben Macdui
plateaux) so that individual denuded surfaces do not form a distinct
feature.

They occur on virtually all angles of slope (0 °- 350)

although between 25° and 35° they are so unstable as to be almost
indistinguishable from avalanches.

They are, however, most common

on the convex part of the slope and on the tops of broad ridges
(e.g. Beinn Mheadhoin, SE, 0100,

Plate 48).

Plate 65 and Creag Dhubh, NW, 9004,

In the bottoms of the valleys, they are nearly always

found on the tops of mounds.

*

They could be used as aerial photographic indicators of kames,
eskers and moraines.
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Plate 48.

Denuded surfaces on Creag Dhubh ridge (NW, 9003).

Argyll Stone (NW, 904040) on skyline.
at

Another tor

'A'.

Denuded surfaces are small oval to rectangular bare patches
of ground.

They are usually about

3 ft

(1 m) wide and are

from 6 to 12 ft (2 to 4 m) long and very occasionally, much longer.
In the granitic areas, the surficial soil of the denuded surfaces

mostly consists of subrounded grains,
to a large extent of feldspar.

2 cm

in diameter, composed

The rest of the soil consists

of angular fragments with an average diameter of 2 in (5 cm)

but with great dispersion about that average.

In some places,

the angular fragments preponderate over the feldspathic grains

but, in the granitic areas, there is always a high proportion
of the latter.

In the schistose areas, denuded surfaces are

-155composed entirely of platy and angular fragments with an average

diameter of

3

in (72 cm) (Plate 49).

At Kebnekaise, denuded

surfaces developed on soil derived from phyllite, often consist
of desiccated clay.

surf icial layer,
to that of the

In the Cairngorm Mountains, beneath the

the soil is much finer -grained and is similar

surrounds which usually consists of scattered

boulders in a humic and loamy matrix.

Wurmerde (section 13;1.6)

are frequently found on denuded surfaces.

Plate 49.

Denuded surfaces developed on schist.

There are two main types of denuded surfaces: those

occurring on flat to nearly flat ground (Plate 50) and those
occurring on slopes (Plate 51), which possess vegetated risers,
1

to 6 ft

(30 cm to 2 m) high.

The former type are called here

'denuded depressions' and the latter 'denuded steps'.

On the lip
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of the tread of denuded steps,

there is usually a concentration

of pebbles, which is also found in the riser below the tread.

Although the majority of denuded steps are aligned parallel
to the contours,

them (Plate 28).

many are also aligned at various angles to
Where these alignments approach the direction

of strongest declivity, they become very unstable and are often

converted into avalanches (e.g. western slopes of Bynack Beg
(NE, 0207) and Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 012007, Plate 1)).

Small

avalanches are also produced by feldspathic soil overspilling

horizontally aligned denuded steps.

These latter avalanches

sometimes grow in length so that they reach the denuded step

below and make that also unstable, and thus produce a whole
succession

of

small avalanches.

Note feldspathic soil
Denuded depressions.
encroaching on the vegetation on the left (northern) side
Note also snow lying on right
of the features as at 'A'.
(southern) side of the features as at 'B'.

Plate 50.

Denuded surfaces in the foreground.

Plate 51.

and transverse snow patches

Longitudinal

the background.

Turf Scarp

9.1

Denuded surfaces are always characterized by one or both
of two appurtenances: turf scarp and miniature dune.

Turf scarps

consist of a steep concave slope reaching verticality at its
The

upslope end and usually surmounted by a vegetal overhang.
slope itself mostly consists of black humic soil (Plate 52).

The height of turf scarps varies from a few inches to about 1 ft
(30 cm).

The maximal extension of the overhang is about

(72 - 10 cm).
53),

3 -4

in

Turf scarps, composed of dead vegetation (Plate

are also frequently found without an associated denuded

surface.

Sometimes turf scarps are found more than 40 ft (12 m)
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in length.

One such very prominent scarp occurs at the northern

end (NE, 017092) of the Mara Suim plateau.

reaches a maximum height of

2 ft

This turf scarp

(60 cm), extends for 50 ft (15 m)

in a NW -SE direction and faces a deflation hollow (see section 9.4)

extending for 6 to 12 ft (2 to 32 m) from the turf scarp.

Another very prominent turf scarp (visible on the aerial photographs) occurs at about 2,350 ft (720 m) on the south -eastern
slope (NE, 018090) of Mam Suim.

It is 1 to 2 ft (30 to 60 cm)

high and meanders along the slope for several hundred yards.
scarp,

The

sometimes breached (Plate 55), separates two different

stands of heather; the greater being on the upslope side.

The

scarp consists of dead heather(Plate 54) lying as if it has been

pushed over by a roller moving north-eastwards.

In some places,

there is an elongated denuded surface developed in front of the

scarp (Plate 55), varying from a few inches to

2 ft

(60 cm) wide

and consisting of boulders(about 4 in (10 cm) in diameter) in a

loamy matrix.

The area downslope from the scarp possesses

occasional denuded areas and this together with its lower stand
suggest that the lower area has probably been burnt at one time
and the turf scarp has developed along the boundary of the burnt
area, although evidence of turf scarps along the edges of other

burnt ground are not forthcoming.

The interesting possibility

that a turf scarp can retreat over a large area (similar to the

notion of parallel retreat of slopes), destroying the vegetation
as it proceeds,

cannot be ruled out.
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Plate 52.

Plate 53.

Pipkrake. eroding boulders from a turf scarp.

Isolated turf scarps.
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Plate 54.

Meandering turf scarp on the south -eastern slope

(NE, 018090)

of Mam Suim.

Note continuation at 'AB'

in background.

Plate 55.

Meandering turf scarp on the south -eastern slope
(NE, 018090) of Mam Suim.
Note scarp dissection

where the hammer is placed.
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Except on the very exposed parts of some arêtes, turf
scarps are always found only on one side of denuded surfaces.

An example of this is shown in Figure 31.
(SW,

On Meall Tionail

884000), the orientation of fifty turf scarps and fifty

dunes were measured with a compass in an area 25 yards (23 m)
square.

The directions of orientation measured are perpendicular

to the feature and towards the denuded surface (i.e.

directions in Figure 32).
plan,

TIhere a

arrow

turf scarp was curved in

the measurement was taken at the mid-point of the chord

connecting the ends of the turf scarp.

These directions were

chosen because they are considered the directions of origin
of the feature (see later in this section and section 9.2).

Orientations were measured to the nearest degree and were
plotted in frequency groups of ten degrees.

The mean direction

of turf scarps on Meall Tionail was found to be 78° with a

standard deviation of 14 °.

Average turf scarp orientations

(using the direction indicated in Figure 32) were measured to
the nearest degree,

(Figure 33).

over a wide area in the Cairngorm Mountains

A rose diagram of these orientations, which were

plotted in frequency groups of twenty degrees, is shown in

Figure 34.

The mean direction was found to be 196° with a

standard deviation of 47 °.

The strength of this preferred

orientation can be seen by the fact that although most turf
scarps are found at the back of the treads of denuded steps,
on some north-west to north - east -facing slopes less than 10 °,

turf scarps are sometimes found on the lip of the tread facing
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upslope (i.e. facing south -east to south- west).

This direction

of preferential origin suggests a climatic explanation.

If the

sun was the entire cause, a mean of 180° would be expected and
it

is difficult to explain the second peak at 240 °.

Although

many of the more westerly orientated turf scarps can be explained

by the fact that they are in shadow for most of the morning, some
seem to be westerly orientated where they appear to be exposed
to the sun all day (e.g.

turf scarps on the Cairn Toul massif

and Beinn Mheadhoin (A in Figure 33)).
is wind.

`Vind

Another climatic factor

directions are altered by ground form, which may

explain the difference between the rose diagrams of Figures 8 and
9 and that of Figure 34,

although it is still difficult to explain

many of the orientations in Figure 33, such as those on the
Carty

Ban Mor massif.

Yet another climatic explanation could

be the lack of late -lying snow in turf scarps.

Although snow

sometimes lies in isolated turf scarps (Plate 53), it usually
occupies the southern side of denuded surfaces (Plate 50) whereas
turf scarps are mostly found on the northern to eastern side

(Figure 34).

Snow could therefore protect some of the ground

from whatever process causes turf scarps and thus help to explain
their orientation.

It has already been shown that snow protects

the ground from substantial freeze -thaw oscillations (section 3.6).

Freezing

frequently produces pipkrake which move the soil.

On

melting most of the soil remains in its new position, but is
moved still farther by the next period of freezing.

Evidence

of the erosive power of pipkrake can be seen in Plate 52.

boulder dislodged in Plate 52 is 9 in (23 cm) in diameter.

The
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Pipkrake were observed forming at night -time.

Mohaupt (1932,

pp. 29 -30), who studied pipkrake in the Stubaier Alpen of
.

Austria, also found that pipkrake are mostly formed at night -time
and are bent both by the weight of stones and the sun's rays.

This bending, which is stronger by the latter agent, can move

material 20 mm.

Freeze-thaw oscillations and pipkrake bending

will both be more pronounced on south -facing slopes.

In order

to produce pipkrake, there must be a certain amount of water in

the soil.

This can be provided occasionally by meltwater but

more often by direct precipitation.

In section 3.3, the

possibility was mentioned that although the predominant wind
direction in the Cairngorm Mountains is from the west, much of
the heavy precipitation may come from the south which may explain
the large southerly component of Figure 34.

The most powerful effect of pipkrake erosion is destruction
of vegetation.

Plate 51 shows that embryo turf scarps are

caused by damaging vegetation.
the process as follows:

Mohaupt (1932, p.32) described

"greifen die Eiskristalle unten die

Ränder der dichten Vegetationsdecke noch in engem Zusammenhang.
Da die Wurzeln schon völlig zerrissen sind, zeigen die Graspflanzen

an den Rändern ein gelbes, krankelndes Aussehen... Zum Teil werden

kleinere Pflanzen als ganze losgerrissen und vertrocknen.

Wie

plotzlich dies bei manchen Pflanzen geschehen muss, its daran
er

zu erkennen, dass sie nicht gelb werden,

Gras zu Heu vertrocknen."

sondern wie gemähtes

He (p.33) also described how plants

with shallow roots are more easily attacked than those with deep
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Turf Scarp
--Dune

Rose diagram of the orientation of fifty turf
scarps and fifty dunes on Meall Tionail (SW, 884000).
Isopleths are frequencies.

Fig.ure 31.

N

D

Figure 32.

U

N

E

Diagram showing orientations measured in

Figure 31.
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Scale
0

Figure 33.

Turf scarp orientations.
roads; crossed lines:. railway.

1

2

3

Miles

Double lines: access
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w -.

s

Figure 34.

Rose diar.am of turf scarp orientations.
Isopleths are pecentage frequencies.
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Sapper (1915, p.106) pointed out that once the vegetation

ones.

has been distrubed, water can easily penetrate the soil and

produce still greater pipkrake erosion.
strong westerly component.

Figure 34 shows'a

The strong winds (Figures 8 and 9)

from the west and especially the precipitation accompanying
them probably have a strong direct erosive effect as well as the

secondary effects mentioned earlier.

Troll (1958, p.26) wrote:

"the effect of needle ice can thus be combined with the effect
of wind,

since fine crumbly soil lifted by the needle ice is

well prepared for wind erosion."

Very exposed places such as

Cairn Toul and Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0100) are possibly more

affected directly by these strong westerly winds than by any
other factor mentioned in this section.

The preference of

turf scarps for exposure is shown by the fact that they are

often found on the upper exposed convex part of the slope, in
areas where they are not found on the straight, usually more
protected, slope below.
It seems that combinations

(snow, pipkrake, wind,

of all the factors mentioned

precipitation and angle of slope) are all

partly responsible for the distribution of orientations shown
in Figure 33.

follows:

Sapper (1915, p.107) summarized the process as

"tiefer and tiefer wird der Rasen unterhohit, bis er

sich uber die so geschaffene offene Stelle hinwegwöllet; die
Pflanzen, denen nun die Wasserzufuhr von unten fehlt, sterben ab,

womit das

Turzelgeflecht seinen Zusammenhalt verliert; einzelne
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Schollen brechen ab and fallen nieder, womit dem Wind die
weitere Unterwühlung wesentlich erleichtert wird; die

Rasendecke wird so immer weiter zuruckgedrangt, abgeschalt."
The apparently anomalous direction at Meall Tionail
(SW, 884000)

('r'

in Figure 33) is due to the saddle between

Meall Tionail and the ridge (SW, 891004) trending from Sgor Gaoith
to Geal- charn,

resulting in a small rise to Meall Tionail.

Meall Tionail protects, to some extent, the saddle from westerly
winds, leaving it exposed to eddying southerly winds.

The

apparently anomalous direction at D in Figure 33 is probably
due to winds blowing down the valley of the Luibeg Burn (see

section 9.2 and Figure 36).

Marked changes in direction of

turf scarps around the Braeriach massif are most probably due
to differences in exposure.

The turf scarp at E for instance

is on an arate whereas F is in the valley bottom.

9.2

Dune
The miniature dunes associated with denuded surfaces

(A in Plate 33) consist of feldspathic soil, much of which
is lying on vegetation (usually heather).

about

1 ft

They are usually

(30 cm) broad, a few inches high and extend the

length of one side of a denuded surface.

Dunes are most

commonly associated with and often separate denuded depressions
(Plate 48 and 50), producing a cross -section similar to that

shown in Figure 35.

Sometimes dunes override turf scarps.

-169As with turf scarps, dunes are nearly always developed on only
one side of the denuded surface but very often not on the same

side as the turf scarp (Figure 31).

The mean direction of the

dunes in Figure 31 is 164.9° with a standard deviation of 14.3 °,

which is very nearly the same as that for turf scarps (section
9.1).

The deviations from the mean in both the turf scarp and

dune distributions of Figure 31, were compared as if they both
had the same mean.

test showed that there was no statistical

difference between the turf scarp and dune deviation distributions.
Similar to turf scarps, average dune orientations(using the

direction indicated in Figure 32) were measured, to the nearest
degree, over a wide area in the Cairngorm Mountains (Figure 36).
The orientations were measured only where they were well developed

and not, for instance, where they were obscured by turf scarps.
A rose diagram of the orientations is shown in Figure 37.

The

orientations were plotted in frequency groups of twenty degrees
and the mean direction was found to be 228.8° with a standard

deviation of 54.4 °, which is 16% greater than that of turf
scarps,

suggesting that, despite the number of factors affecting

turf scarps, there is a greater variability in the local dominant

wind distribution or other factors affecting dune development
than those affecting turf scarps; possibly because of topographic
effects.

test showed that there is a greater than 99.5%

statistically significant difference between turf scarp and dune
orientations.

There is, however, a considerable difference

between the distribution in Figure 37 and those of Figure 8 or 9
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which can be partly explained by the topography.
valley of the A.

a'

In the

Gharbh -choire (A in Figure 36), the arrows

in Figure 36 seem to indicate that the dominant wind direction
is down valley.

The westerlies may also be deflected by the

Ben Macdui massif to north -westerly in the Sron Riach region
(B in Figure 36).

The direction of slope, however,

to have an effect.

also seems

There is a greater likelihood of dunes

accumulating in a downslope direction (provided the slope is
not too steep) than in a cross -slope direction, not only

because of the added force of gravity but also because, on

narrow ridges, there are not many grains for the cross -slope
wind to transport (i.e. lack of 'fetch').

Examples of this

can be seen on the north -westerly slope of The Devil's Point
(C in Figure 36),

the ridge west of Gleann Einich, and the

northern slopes of the Braeriach and Cairn Gorm massifs.
It should also be noted that dunes are found at D in Figure 36,

which is a north -facing slope devoid of turf scarps (B in Figure
33).

Turf scarps, which are erosional features, are usually

cut into south (e.g.

Carn Ban Mor ridge and G in Figure 33)

and west -facing slopes (e.g. H in Figure 33) and dunes are

mostly deposited on north and east -facing slopes (E in Figure 36).

An example of the way in which the combination of wind direction,
and direction and amount of slope, affects turf scarp and dune

development can be seen on the north-western slope (SE, 955016)
of Sron na Lairig.

On the greater part of the slope, which is

approximately straight and has an angle of slope of 30 °, there
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are no turf scarps but denuded steps are very well developed

and possess dunes on their north -western sides (i.e. at the
lip of the tread).

Further upslope, where the angle of

slope is 15 °, turf scarps appear, facing south to south -west.

Still further upslope, where the angle of slope is 10 °, turf
scarps face SSE.

If the dominant wind direction in this

locality is from the west, it is difficult to explain why
dunes should be found on the north -western side of the denuded
steps.

However, it is probable that westerly winds pass

over narrow valleys, such as

C.

Beanaidh, aligned across their

path, and have little effect on the valley sides, whereas a

wind blowing up or down the valley would make a substantial
impression.

The occurrences and orientations of turf scarps

and dunes on the north -western slope of Sron na Lairig can be

understood if the local dominant wind direction is considered
as being from the SSE (i.e. down C. Beanaidh).

slope, the turf scarp faces the wind.

On the 10°

As the angle of slope

increases the orientation of the turf scarps becomes more and
more affected by the orientation of the slope until on a 30°
slope,

turf scarps are replaced by dunes, constructed by the

downslope component of the SSE wind.

Boyé (1950, p.113) found

in the region of Ata Sund, Greenland, that denuded surfaces are

most abundant in valleys orientated in the same direction as
that of the dominant wind.

The mounds in the valley bottoms

of east -west valleys in the Cairngorm Mountains are prominently

denuded but the valley sides are mostly covered in scree (e.g.
An Garbh Choire, SE, 9698; River Avon, NE, 0203; and C. Etchachan,

-172.SE,

0299).

The west -facing heads of the valleys draining the

western slopes of the Carn Ban Mor massif, however, possess
many denuded surfaces.

Most of the valleys, which are not

dominated by scree, are aligned north -south, which probably
explains the large southerly component of wind in Figure 37.

Figure 35.

Cross- section of denuded depressions connected

by dune encroachment.
vegetation.

Vertical lines represent

Arrow represents direction of dune movement.
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Figure,36.

Dune orientations.

crossed line: railway.

Double lines: access roads;

(

S

Figure 37.

Rose diagram of dune orientations.
are percentage frequencies.

Isopleths

In spite of the Preceding arguments, it is still difficult
to explain some orientations such as at F in Figure 36, situated

as it is on top of a small plateau, although even this orien-

tation could be explained by the shelter the westerlies provided

by the Geal -charn ridge (SW, 8801) to the west.

Possibly, the

southerly 'gaoth na Maoirn' (see section 3.3), although so rare
as not to be prominent in either Figure 8 or 9, may be of such

strength as to be alone responsible for south -facing orientations.
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Interpretation

9.3.1

Biotic Effects
Very occasionally, denuded surfaces are aligned like a

string of beads.

Deer tracks often parallel these aligned

surfaces and spoor and droppings are often profuse on them.

Presumably some deer tracks could be enlarged into denuded
surfaces although the shape of the denuded surfaces themselves

suggests the enlarging was not primarily done by deer.

There

is also evidence that deer (and man) make use of denuded

surfaces (especially denuded steps) in their track systems.

Spoor disturbs the ground and prevents vegetal colonization,
which,

as Sapper (1915, p.106) pointed out,

penetration resulting in pipkrake erosion.

causes water
The ridges

between footprints are also susceptible to both aeolian and
pipkrake erosion.
9.3.2

Risers
Antevs (1932, p.61) proposed that denuded steps were the

result of solifluction.

Hay (1937, p.440) called them

'solifluction terraces' (i.e. altiplanation terraces; see

section 6.1.5) and Metcalfe (1950, p.56) called denuded

depressions in the Cairngorm Mountains 'erosion steps' and
denuded steps,

'solifluxion steps'.

In an attempt to

ascertain the effect of solifluction, the present author

measured stone orientations in four risers just to the east
(NW, 968050) of Creag a' Chalamain.

The mean angle of slope
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of the four risers is 42° 40'.

the four treads is 4° 40'

The mean angle of slope of

downslope.

The angle of slope of

the hill, measured at each site and averaged, is 18° 0'.

The directions,

towards which the hill faced, over the four

sites varied by 20° about a mean

N12 °W.

Twenty five stones

were measured from each riser and plotted in Figure 38.

The

percentage strength of orientation was found to be 46.8 which
is much lower (more than 99.5% statistically significant) than

that of a 25° featureless slope (Table 2), suggesting that

risers are not the result of laminar -flow (e.g. most solifluction)
but resemble the chaotic assemblage constituting accumulation
on debris slopes.

However, the orientation measurements do not

disprove that the risers may be caused by both solifluctión :and

detritus accumulation.

Stone orientation diagram of the risers of four
denuded steps just to the east (NE, 968050) of Creag

Figure 38.

Chalamain.
declivity.

Arrow indicates direction of strongest

à'
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The variation in angle that denuded steps make with the

contour (see beginning of the chapter) can only be satisfactorily

explained under a solifluction hypothesis by proposing some form
of structural control.

However, there is no evidence of this.

Furthermore, many denuded steps lying across the contours, were
found on a structureless moraine at Kebnekaise.

These steps

are aligned perpendicular to the dominant wind direction.

Dunes

occur on the lips of the treads, and small avalanches could be
seen building up the risers.

In the Cairngorm Mountains,

Metcalfe (1950, p.56) stated that after downwind erosion, "the
exposed surface soil is washed downhill by surface drainage

during heavy rain.

The strips of vegetation act as a filter,

retaining the gravel which accumulates, partially burying the
older stems."
9.3.3

Orientation
Denuded surfaces are orientated either parallel or perpenIn Figure 39, the arrow

dicular to the direction of erosion *.
indicates the direction of erosion.
reache..Aß, the

If the

denuded surface will be perpendicular to the

direction of erosion.

If,

however,

it has reached CD, it will

be parallel to the direction of erosion.

denuded steps, however,

*

erosion has only

The orientation of

is also affected by the angle of slope

Although a dune is a depositional feature, for the sake of the
subsequent discussion, it can be considered erosive, in that,
by its encroachment, it destroys the vegetation.
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of the ground since their tread will be too unstable on slopes

above 30 °.

plateau.
a

In Figure 40, the thick inner circle represents a
The area between the inner and outer circles represents

hillslope with the direction of strongest declivity along the

radii.

erosion.

The arrow in the middle represents the direction of
The curved lines are denuded depressions and the

straight lines are denuded steps.

The diagram shows the expected

orientations of denuded surfaces for a perfectly circular plateau,
or basin if the inner circle is considered the bottom of the

basin and the outer circle, the rim.

The working model of

Figure 40 is often altered by local variations, namely: 1.

Turf scarps, and possibly dunes also, sometimes alter

their orientation with changing angle of slope (e.g. on the north-

western slope (SE, 955016) of Sron na Lairig (section 9.2)).
2.

Topography often causes local wind diversions.

3.

Dunes accumulate in a downslope direction (section 9.2).

In a valley or on a ridge, orientated in the same direction
as that of theerosion,

represented by 9BEF in Figure 40, denuded

steps are orientated parallel to the direction of erosion

-(as

found by Boyé (1950, pp.113 -4) near the front of the Sermeq

Kujadlek in Greenland).
perpendicular tó

trie

There a valley or

a

ridge is aligned

direction of erosion, CDGH in Figure 40,

denuded steps lie perpendicular to the direction of erosion
(thus also in the same direction as the valley or ridge).

If a

valley is aligned at 45° to the direction of erosion, BCFG or
DEHA in Figure 40, denuded steps lie across the contours.
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Figure 39.

Diagram to show how denuded surface orientation

depends on erosion extent.

Figure 40.

Diagram to show how denuded surface orientation

is affected by both direction of erosion (arrow) and

hillslope.
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Together with a consideration of turf scarp and dune orientations,
Figure 40 can be applied to the distribution of denuded surfaces
in the Cairngorm Mountains.

In the Creag Dhubh area (NW, 9004), denuded depressions

are elongated in the direction of the dominant wind, due

presumably to substantial erosion in such an exposed position
(see beginning of this section).

There are slight changes in

direction of denuded steps due mostly to variation
variation

3

(Figure 36).

1

and probably

It can be seen in Figure 33 that the

turf scarps here, as in many other places (e.g. on Carn

Phris-

a'

ghiubhais, NT, 934032), are perpendicular to the orientation of
the denuded steps whereas the dunes are parallel.

At the southern

end of the Creag Dhubh ridge, where it narrows considerably

(Plate 48), the denuded depressions are aligned perpendicular to
the wind, presumably because of the small

'fetch'.

Immediately

to the south, where the ridge slopes up to Sgoran Dubh Mor
(SW, 9000),

the dunes are orientated through 90° and denuded

steps are found (variation 3).

The Geal Charn ridge (S1, 8801)

is orientated at 45° to the westerlies and therefore displays

an ADEH pattern (Figure 40) with cross -slope denuded steps.
The Sgor Gaoith -Sgoran Dubh Mor ridge (ST, 9099) displays

denuded depressions mostly orientated parallel to the westerlies,
and is in a simile.? position to Creag Dhubh, although turf scarps

on both the Geal -charn and Sgor Gaoith-Sgoran Dubh Mor ridges
are south-facing.

It seems as if here the dune erosion is more

advanced than that of the turf scarps.

Turf scarps and dunes

are predominantly south -facing on the Carn Ban Beag ridge

(ST,8798)

possibly because the winds are affected by Glen Feshie, which
also seem to affect the orientation of the denuded surfaces.
At SW, 873983,

the orientation of the denuded depressions

seem to be caused by variation

variation

2.

3,

and the denuded steps by

The south-western corner of the area mapped

(about Meall Dubhag (SW, 8995) and the schistose hill (ST, 8694)

between A. Garbhlach and A.C. Chaoil) seemed to be related to
south -easterly erosion (note turf scarps in Figure 33) although
the north -west -rn slopes are probably affected by south- westerly

erosion.

Carn Eilrig (NW, 9305) and Carn Odhar (NW, 9403) seem to
be predominantly caused by south -westerly erosion.

The northern

slopes of the Braeriach massif are largely the result of southern

erosion (partly due to variation 3), but north -east (SW, 9300)
of C.

Bogha -cloiche, there seems to be a strong south -westerly

component (G in Figure 36) presumably due to winds blowing down

Gleann Einich.

On the ridges, however, as at E in Figure 33,

the erosion is westerly.

The Einich Cairn plateau is almost

entirely stripped of vegetation and there is very little opportunity
for orientation.

Turf scarp orientations have, however, been

measured from the escarpments of some residual vegetated plateaux
whose average dimensions are 36 ft x 18 ft x 9 in (11 m x

23 cm).

2 m

x

South of Cairn Toul, denuded step orientations seem to

depend upon westerlies and variation

2.

The

A.

Clais

an t-

Sabhail valley (SE, 950961) is affected by south-westerly erosion
and the northern slope (SE, 970954) (C in Figure 36) of
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The Devil's Point by variation

3.

The northern slopes of the Cairn Gorm massif seem to be

partly a result of westerly to south -westerly erosion with a
strong variation

3

influence.

The Ben Macdui plateau mostly

consists of large areas of denuded soil with very little

opportunity for alignment.
however, face the west.

Both the turf scarps and dunes
ks mentioned in section 9.2 the

area around the A. Carn a' Mhaim valley seems to be eroded

by north -westerly winds.
The Bynack More plateau appears to be mostly subject to

southerly to south -westerly erosion (Figure 33), but the more
exposed Beinn Mheadhoin plateau (SE, 0201) is more affected
by westerly erosion.
(SW,

The northern slopes of Derry Cairngorm

0198) are mostly influenced by westerlies with a slight

variation 2 effect.

South Of Derry Cairngorm, denuded surfaces

again seem to come under the influence of the same north- westerlies

which affected the region around the
9.4

A.

Carn á'Mhaim valley.

Deflation Hollows

Deflation hollows are mostly found between 2,000 ft
(600 m) and 3,000 ft (900 m).

A

few are also found eroded

into the sandy deposits at springs, on the Ben Macdui and

Einich Cairn massifs, at altitudes varying from 3,650 ft (1,100 m)
to 3,900 ft (1,200 m).

Deflation hollows are mostly found on

level surfaces but a-e also found on the convex slopes below

plateaux.
10 °.

They are not, however, found on slopes greater than

They do not seem to be governed by rock-type and are
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nearly all found on the Grampian Lower Surface (section 2.5)

occasionally associated with pseudo- raised bogs.

Deflation hollows are large, usually elliptical, depressions
with average dimensions of 12 ft x 8 ft x

1

ft

(32 m x 22 m x 30 cm).

They resemble large denuded surfaces complete with dunes and
1 - 2

ft (30 - 60 cm) turf scarps, but they have a much higher

proportion of clay than denuded surfaces and often display

desiccation cracks.

Boulders,

3

- 6 in (72 - 15 cm)

in diameter,

which appear exhumed (Figure 41), are often found near the
opposite side of the hollow to that on which the dune is developed.

Deflation hollows are sometimes divided by a subsidiary turf
scarp

very occasionally, deflation hollows (and denuded surfaces)

aid,

become recolonized with vegetation.

Full
Exhumed boulders in a deflation hollow.
Broken
horizontal line: present ground level.
horizontal line: presumed previous (before exhumation or
deflation) ground level.

Figure 41.

There are three main areas of deflation hollow development:
eastern convex slope of the Creag Dhubh ridge (NW, 9003), south-

western slope (NW, 943037) of Carn Odhar and south -western slope
(NE,

015088) of Mam Suim.

deflation hollows.

Two factors seem necessary to produce

They are ;exposure and depth of soil.

Much of
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the Grampian Lower Surface is covered with a sufficient depth
of soil for the

production of deflation hollows.

The south-

western slopes of Carn Odhar and Mam Suim are both in exposed
The development along the eastern edge of the Creag

positions.

Dhubh ridge is not so easy to explain.

There is, however, a

much greater depth of soil along the eastern edge of the ridge
than on the west or on the top.

The soil may have accumulated

there by aeolian transportation since it mostly consists of sand,
and is now being excavated under a new phase of aeolian erosion.
The residual vegetal plateaux on the high plateau (section 9.3.3)

suggest how effective this renewed aeolion phase has been at
high altitudes.

activity.

It has probably also been helped by biotic

Deflation hollows are also found where two different

orientations of denuded surfaces intersect.
Vegetal

9.5

'atolls'

Vegetal 'atolls' are very occasionally found on the high
They are found in areas of bare feldspathic

plateau (Plate 56).

ft
soil and have an average external diameter of 12/(45 cm) and are

about

3 -

6 in (72 - 15 cm)

vegetation is about
of

3

high.

in (73 cm).

The width of the band of

Sometimes, similar patches

vegetation occur as narrow linear strips usually about

12 ft (45 cm) long.

The atolls are usually open towards the

west to south -west.

The only obvious explanation for them

seems to be that of aeolian action.

The atolls were presumably

vegetal patches which have been invaded by wind- transported

-185feldspathic soil.

The strips on the spur (SE, 997981)

above the headwall of L. Uaine are aligned NT-SE which seems
to be the dominant direction of erosion in that area (section

9.3.3)

.

Plate 56.

Vegetal 'atolls'.

C H A

P T E R

BOULDER

X

HOLLOWS

Boulder hollows are found on 15o to 35o slopes between
1,400 ft (450 m) and 3,500 ft (1,100 m).

Along the western

and northern margins of the area mapped, they mostly face
west.

Elsewhere, there is no preferred orientation.

Although

they are also found in other areas, most occur on schist (e.g.
the hill (SW, 8694) between A. Garbhlach and A.C. Chaoil) and

on granite near the schist contact.

Boulder hollows, which contain lichen -covered

boulders

about 2 ft (60 cm) in diameter, have an average diameter of
20 ft (6 m) and vary from circular to triangular with the apex
of the triangle pointing upslope.

Often they are joined

together (e.g. western slope (NW, 934052) of Carn Eilrig) to
give the sort of pattern shown in Figure 42.

In other areas,

especially away from the schist contact, they are so amorphous
(Plate 14) that it became difficult to know whether they

should be mapped as definite features.

These latter areas,
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which usually fringe bare scree, are most probably patches
of vegetation colonizing scree.

However, boulder hollows

are also found in areas that are far removed both in space,

and seemingly, in time from scree and, in fact, seem to be

isolated features on a slope which, except for the hollows
themselves, has a low surficial boulder content.

Such

isolated features are mostly found in the western and northern

margins of the area mapped but elsewhere they grade imperceptibly
into the type of pattern shown in Plate 14.

The author decided

to map all boulder hollows which are not obviously due to

vegetal colonization of scree.

Even some of the isolated

features could be remnants of bare scree which have remained
for some special reason, despite their surrounds being not

only vegetated but undergoing podsolisation.

Examples of

such remnants seem to be present on the south-east facing
slope (ST, 865938) of the valley of the A.C. Chaoil.

These

features are elongated downslope with a cross -slope convexity.
Their downslope ends are supported by rock outcrops and they
seem to be remnants of the pseudo- crag -and -tail features,

mentioned at the end of the first paragraph of section 2.7.3,
which are found on some scree slopes (e.g. the south- western
slope

(SST,

871949) of Meall Dubhag nearby)

.

V
Figure 42.

Typical shape of some conjoined boulder hollows.

Arrow indicates downslope direction.
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Isolated patches of boulders are also found below some
lobes.

They have been called 'lobe scree' by the author and

are described at the end of section 6.1.1 and discussed in

Since boulder hollows could also be lobe scree,

section 6.2.2.

the areaimmediately upslope from some boulder hollows was

investigated to see whether there was any evidence of buried
lobes.

There was no sign of any remains of a lobate form

as can be seen between grassy depressions (section 6.1.4) for

Digging revealed no obvious evidence of any sorting

example.

which, however,

is not conclusive because of the effects of

decomposition (section 6.4.2.).

The upper boundaries of fifty

boulder hollows on the western slope (NW, 934052) of Carn Eilrig
were investigated to ascertain the proportion of convex to

concave downslope elements.

Chord lengths between points of

inflection were measured with a steel tape (Figure 43) to the
nearest foot.

a,

b,

c

chord lengths measured.

and d in Figure 43 are examples of
The measurements showed that in the

sample taken 55% of the upper boundary was convex downslope
(b in Figure 43).

This appears to be a random distribution

and not that which would be expected if the hollows were

developed immediately downslope from lobes, i.e. lobe scree.

Slope

Figure 43.

Measurements taken of upper boundaries of boulder

hollows to discover proportion of convex to concave
elements.
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Many boulder hollows contain rock outcrops, mostly at
their upslope end (Plate 57)

It has been noted earlier

in this chapter that most of the well -developed boulder hollows

occur along the northern and western margins of the area mapped.

Figure

1

shows that this area corresponds with the Moine Series

on that part of the granitic pluton which is near the Moine

contact.

It was stated in section 2.2.

that near the Moine

contact, the granite developed a closely- spaced jointing in
the same plane as that of the Moine foliation.
The foliation
of
dip/most of the Moine Series in the vicinity of the Cairngorm

Mountains is to the east and the maps show that the boulder
hollows in the area under discussion are mostly west -facing.
Thus the foliation or closely- spaced jointing dips in- slope.
In -slope dip usually produces irregular microtopography caused

by projecting resistant bands.

These exposed projecting

blocks will be attacked by frost and produce miniature scree

slopes downslope from them.

The frost action may be so

intensive that trace of the original rock outcrop is obscured.

Many of the upslope parts of boulder hollows contain blocks
close to rock outcrops arranged in the haphazard manner

characteristic of frost heaving (Plate 57).

The foregoing

hypothesis seems to account for many of the boulder hollows.
Some, which possess a toe and a small crescentic head both

about

1 -2

ft

(30 - 60 cm) high, resemble slumps.

On rare

occasions, backward rotated blocks are seen immediately

downslope from the main rock outcrop at the upslope end of
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the hollow.

Here the dominant direction of dip of the

foliation or closely- spaced jointing is usually downslope,
although gentler (usually about 15 °) than the slope itself.

Eluviation may keep some boulder hollows free from vegetal
colonization since streams were seen debouching into some of
them and springs have been found at their upslope ends.

There

does not, however, seem to be any relationship between the

positions of springs and boulder hollows.

Plate 57.

Boulder hollows on the south -western slope (007099)
of Creag nan Gall, just to the north of the area mapped.
Note the outcrops and in-slope dipping of the foliation
of the mica schist at A.

CHAPTER

ISOLATED

XI

BOULDERS

There often seems to be an interrelation between boulders
and their immediate environment in the periglacial zone, which
is not found under normal subaerial conditions.

They will be

discussed in this chapter under three headings: perched,
nimbused and gliding boulders.
explained in section 11.2.

The term 'nimbused' will be

Isolated boulders are too small

to be mapped individually but sometimes large areas are covered

with gliding boulders and they can be demarcated on the maps
as such.

11.1

Perched Boulders
In many places, especially at the base of scree slopes,

boulders, varying in size from

1

to 6 ft (30 cm -2 m),

found perched on a layer of stones about

3

are often

in (7i cm) in diameter,

which are also sometimes resting on rock outcrops.

Although

they could be glacial erratics or large boulders dislodged
from a cliff, their frequent underneath layer of stones in an
area where stone collocations are rare, arrests the observer
and demands a preternatural explanation.
a

Though not precluding

glacial origin, samples taken from the perched boulders looked

similar mineralogically in hand specimen to samples taken from
their immediate environment.

Similar perched boulders and

'rocking stones' have been investigated, usually in conjunction

with tors,

in Yorkshire.

Playfair (1802, p.394) suggested

that they were caused by weathering and Grove (1868, p.66)

produced a miniature rocking stone by immersing two parallelopipeds
of iron,

one twice the length of the other, in dilute sulphuric

and Llitric acid.

13ird

(1881, p.68) proposed that perched

boulders were caused by aeolian abrasion but as Horsman (1956,
p.94 -) pointed out, it is unlikely that the loose gravel found

beneath them could be produced by sand blast especially as the
gravel does not appear to have formed in situ.

It is the

position of this gravel between the boulder and the ground which
is the most difficult to understand and cannot readily be explained

by weathering.

Yardley (1951) has described, in detail, frost heaving in
the North

';West

Territories of Canada.

On page 68, he wrote:

"once a block has been thrust upward, it is prevented from

settling back when the ice melts by three factors: (1) the
frictional resistance of the adjacent rock, (2) the presence of
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movements of the surrounding blocks."

Vertical upthrusting

by frost heaving would seem to explain perched boulders in the
Cairngorm Mountains, the gravel layer being explained by
Yardley's second factor preventing settling.

Subsequent

granular disintegration (section 2.7.1) of the boulder's
surrounds would accentuate its isolated nature.

The Shelter

Stone (SW, 002016, section 2.7.3) may even have been formed
in this way under a previous very severe climate.

Nimbused Boulders

11.2

The word 'nimbus' is defined in The Concise Oxford

Dictionary of ^urrent English (1964) as "bright cloud or halo
investing deity or person or thing; bright disc or aureole
round or over head of saint etc. in picture."
the adjective derived from 'nimbus'.

'Nimbused' is

Nimbused boulders are

boulders (and also tors) surrounded by a 'nimbus' of denuded
soil in a vegetal environment (Plate 58).

The size of the

nimbus is roughly proportional to the size of the boulder
(or tor).

The width of the nimbus is roughly about a twelfth

of the boulder's diameter.

One of the Little Barns of Bynack (NE, 042061) which is
66 ft x 24 ft x 20 ft (20 m x 72 m x 6 m) and is oriented

roughly north-south, has a nimbus paralleling its western face
beginning 7 ft (2m) from the edge of the tor and extending
high
for 3 ft (1 m) where it is bounded by a 1 ft (30 cm)
on the side
elongated mound of feldspathic soil, turf scarped
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Plate 58.

Nimbused Boulder.

facing the tor.

The other sides of the tor possess(.

no

denuded patches and the eastern side is bounded in places by
a small debris slope of feldspathic soil.

The larger

Barns of Bynack (NE, 046057), the largest of which is
166 ft x 158 ft x 50 ft (51 m x 48 m x 15 m) and oriented

roughly ENE -WSW (although almost square) is completely
surrounded by sporadically denuded soil.

The northern and

western faces are bounded by 6 ft (2 m) and 14 ft (42 m) wide
(respectively) patches of completely bare soil.

H8gbom (1914) called nimbused boulders 'ausgefrorene Steine'
and claimed they were due to _freezing around the boulder causing
soil to drag outwards.

However, the present author never saw

any evidence in the Cairngorm Mountains of boulders,of the order
of that shown in Plate 58, being frozen over.

Hay (1937, p.144)

suggested that nimbused boulders were produced by induration of
the soil causing it to expand and retreat from the boulder or tor,

which process could explain the elongated mound parallel to one
side of one of the Little Barns of Bynack.
a

Pipkrake produce

similar sequence of events, but on a much smaller scale

(Plate 85), resulting eventually in an accumulation of stones

around the boulder (Plates 87 and

88, section 13.3.1.

Stone

accumulations are not common around nimbused boulders although
one can be seen in Plate 58.

Hay's process probably takes

place in varying degrees but it is much easier to appreciate
once the ground has been denuded.

In this regard, it should

be noted that pipkrake were only observed in denuded soil.

Hay's process does not adequately explain how the ground becomes

denuded in the first place.

Turf scarps are sometimes seen

facing tors (see earlier in this section) but they were never
seen surrounding boulders (Plate 58).

Neither turf scarp

retreat nor Hay's process explain why denudation should be

concentrated around boulders.

At the time of observing the

Barns of Bynack (May, 1966), there was still much snow on the
ground, but it had been swept away from the northern (for á

distance of 66 ft (20 m) from the tor) and western (for a
distance of 70 ft (21 m)) sides of the tor producing a 6 ft
(2 m) bank.

The author also noticed in winter that the edges

of many of the boulders had been cleared of snow (Plate 59)

for distances of the order of the nimbus widths described at
the beginning of this section.

Once the protective snow

(section 3.6) is removed, the ground is more exposed to very
low temperatures and is unable to support vegetation.

It remains

to be explained why snow is cleared away from the edges of

boulders.

The streamlined bank around the Barns of Bynack

and the clearing of snow on the windward side of boulders and
its deposition on the leeward side would all suggest wind action
as

)eing the most important agent.

Very often, however, boulders

are completely surrounded by bare patches, an example of which
is shown (at the time of observation) in Figure 44.

The figure

suggests that aspect may be an important factor in producing
nimb used boulders.

A.

similar example is given by one of the

Little Barns of Bynack where the nimbus only begins 7 ft (2 m)
from its western face probably because the vegetated area between
the nimbus and the tor lies in the shadow of the tor to its
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The nimbus could be due to heat and cold

emanating from the boulder.

That heat is absorbed by the

boulder is emitted again by radiation or conduction.

If the

boulder had a high thermal conductivity, there would be equal
distribution of temperature throughout the boulder resulting
in a: uniformly centrifugal emission of radiation or conduction.

However, the snow patch at B in Figure 44 is not melted

suggesting that a boulder does not have a high thermal conductivity,
and /or absorption, and consequently radiation is small.

Either

way, radiation from the entire surface of the boulder will be

slight.

Besides, it has already been shown in section 3.2.3

that a boulder is cooled more by exposure to the wind that it
is warmed by heat from the sun's radiation.

Another means of

heating soil around a boulder, supported by an examination of

Figure 44, is by reflection of the sun's radiation.
(side

The northern

of the boulder in Figure 44 has probably been exposed by

the prevailing westerly winds (Figures 8 and 9) which are probably

also responsible for clearing away the snow around the boulder
in Plate 59.

;Mind

""

action and to a lesser extent reflection of

the sun's rays seem to be primarily responsible therefore for

nimbused boulders.

11.3

Gliding Boulders
Gliding boulders are found mostly on east -facing grassy

concave slopes (50 -300) normally between 2,750 ft (850 m) and

4,000 ft (1,200 m).

One isolated gliding boulder,

however, was

found on a north -facing slope as low as 2,275 ft (693 m) at
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Plate 59.

Figure 44.

Snow removed from the edge of a boulder.

'A' is vegetation;
Plan of nimbused boulder.
'B' is 2 in (5 cm) thicksnow; and the shaded area
is the boulder's shadow at 1400 hours.

-'199NE, 970053 just east of Creag a' Chalamain.

Together with

terracettes and elongated and occasionally transverse mounds,
they are often found in Schneeflecken (section 4.1.3).

Gliding boulders have a long groove
as much as 12 ft (32 m)),

(sometimes

This groove, which is

is usually about 12 ft (45 cm) deep and a few inches

wide at its base.

At its downslope end the groove widens to

incorporate the boulder (Plate 60).
is

(lm)

upslope from them and aligned in the

direction of strongest declivity.
V- shaped,

3 -4 ft

newly always elongated

The boulder itself, which

downslope, is surrounded on the three

sides other than that on which the groove is found, by a ridge

called a 'bourrelet de labour' by Boyé (1950, p.135) because the

boulder looks as if it has ploughed its way into the ground
(Plate 61).

Boys (Figure 19) found that gliding boulders in

the area of Ata Sund in Greenland were mostly tilted upslope

but this was never observed in the Cairngorm Mountains.

As

mentioned at the beginning of this section, gliding boulders
are frequently found in the same area as elongated mounds and

sometimes the grooves and the channels between the elongated

mounds are coindident.

Sometimes gliding boulders are so

dense that a boulder- and -hollow topography develops.

Rekstad (1900) theorized that gliding boulders were caused
by sinking above local permafrost.

There is, however, no

permafrost in the Cairngorm Mountains at the present time and
boulders appear to be gliding now (Plate 62

).

HBgbom (1914,

p.351) proposed that gliding boulders were produced by sinking,

together with movement downslope as a result of local freeze -thaw
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Plate 60.

Plate 61.

Gliding boulder.

Gliding boulder.
upslope.

Looking downslope.

Same as Plate 60 looking

-201oscillations.

Evidence of sinking without downslope movement

and vice versa

are both forthcoming.

On slopes of about 50

and where the soil is fine- grained (e.g. on A' Chailleach,
SW, 898985),

some boulders are completely

surrounded by a

bourrelet de labour sometimes to the extent of burying the
boulder entirely so that only the bourrelet de labour reveals
the presence and origin of the boulder.

Elsewhere, there is

evidence of boulders having moved downslope with no apparent
sinking (Plate 62).

with increasing angle of slope and boulder

density, there is an increased propensity for downslope movement.
With decreasing angle of slope and grain size, there is an

increased propensity for vertical sinking.
wrote:

Taber (1943,-N4455)

"in fine -grained soils, freezing tends to concentrate

water near the surface even when the soil contains relatively
little water, and, under favourable conditions, excessive

quantities may be drawn upward and concentrated near the surface
as segregated ice.

More water can be introduced in this way

into a soil that is in place than by any other natural process,
and, when the water is set free by rapid thawing from the

surface down, the supersaturated soil may be sufficiently fluid
to permit boulders of high specific gravity to settle downward...
It is most likely to occur in clays with high colloid content

because the meltwater cannot readily escape."

It has already

been noted that gliding boulders favour Schneeflecken and
east -facing slopes where the snow lies late.

These are areas

which overlie fine-grained soils (section 4.1.3), thaw rapidly
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downwards after the snow has left, and contain much water so
as to produce a highly saturated soil (section 4.1.2).

Högbom's hypothesis and Taber's interpretation seem to explain

adequately the mechanism producing gliding boulders.

In some

areas, where there is a high density of gliding boulders,

some

boulders, usually large, are found which do not appear to have
moved.

They presumably extend below the active layer.

Differences in depths of active layer may partly explain the
anomalous findings of Boyé in sreenland.

He wrote( pp.135 -6):

"le bourrelet de labour aval et le sillage amont sont extrémenént

rares.

Nous n'en avons rencontré que des cas exceptionnels,

une dizaine de plus.

Les blocs sont en majorité étroitement

pris dans la masse, mais environ 30% á 40% sont au contraire

précédés d'une dépression aval."

The position of the depression

probably depends on the relative depths of the boulder and the
active layer.

If the boulder is embedded above the active

layer, it will move downslope faster than the surrounding soil

because of its greater inertia; if it is embedded below the
active layer, the surrounding soil will flow past it.

However,

where boulders extend below the active layer in the Cairngorm
Mountains, no depression was ever found in front of the boulders
similar to those described by Boyé, who stated that his discrepancy
was due to "solifluction différentielle."

He suggested that

fine -grained material moves faster in arctic regions than on

high mountains in the temperate zone presumably because of

permafrost.
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Plate 62.

Incipient gliding boulder.

Note lack of vegetation

in hollow immediately upslope from boulder.

Note also

where the turf has been freshly pushed over at the

boulder's downslope end (where the pen is).

CHAPTER

XII

TORS

12.1

General Description
Tors are found in the altitude range 2,324 ft (710 m)

(Cadha Mor, NW, 911057) to 4,058 ft (1,240 m) (Cairn Gorm,
NE, 007040).

Excluding the large schistose area (SW, 9196)

south of L. Einich, which is either peat- covered and /or has
undergone extensive glacial erosion, the schistose areas just
rise above the lowest altitude of tor development on granite,
but do not themselves possess tors.

Most tors are found in the north -east of the area mapped,

namely the Cairn Gorm and Bynack More massifs and Beinn

Mheadhoin (SE, 0201, Plate 1).

Bynack More is surmounted

by a number of aligned tors which continue southwards to the
striking Little Barns of Bynack (NE, 042056) and presumably
occur along a resistant band.

Galloway (1958, p.179) wrote

that most of the tors in north -east Scotland "seem to coincide

with locally resistant zones ".

The huge Barns of Bynack
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(NF, 046057), the largest of which is 166 ft x 158 ft x 50
ft

(51 m x 48 m x 15 m), are found on the eastern slope of the

Bynack More massif.

Tors are also prominent on the ridge

west of Gleann Einich although they are not so dense here as
in the north -eastern area.

They are also found in other

scattered localities (e.g. Sron Riach (SE, 000972) and
Meall Dubhag (SW, 881954)).

They are, however, completely

absent from the Braeriach -Einich Cairn -Cairn Toul massif.
Most tors are found on mountain summits (Plates 64 and 65)
but many are developed just below the summit itself (Plate 63).
The Barns of Bynack and Sron Riach, which are two of the
largest, are, however, found on valley- sides.

Plate 63.

Tor -capped Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201). AB is
Felsenmeere
a possible trim line (DE in Plate 1).
in foreground on the Ben Macdui massif.
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Tors are outcrops with vertical or near -vertical sides.

Their striking appearance is due to their height and isolation
from other outcrops of similar dimensions.

Many of the isolated

remnants found on corrie headwalls (e.g. at NE, 996030 above
C.

an

t -

Sneachda) have been called tors by other authors,

but they have not been considered as such in this thesis

because their summits (except the one (SW, 908010) on the

northern ridge of Sgoran Dubh Mor, which has been considered
a tor) are not

higher than the general ground level of the

plateau behind the tor.

They seem to be a result of corrie

wall retreat.

Nearly all tors have a roughly rectangular plan and their
sides are almost always parallel to vertical joints, whose

spacing within the for varies from 12 ft (45 cm) to 30 ft (9 m).

Most joints have been opened to 6 in (15 cm) or more, and are

usually well vegetated.

In addition to the prominent

vertical and occasional horizontal and oblique jointing,

pseudobedding whose thickness increases in depth from a few
inches at the tor's summit to
base,

i - 2 ft

(60 - 75 cm) at its

is very prominent in nearly all the tors.

Although

pseudobedding is mostly seen to be apparently regular, it
varies greatly in thickness, direction and angle of dip over

distances of the order of 100 yards (90 m) (Figure 45).
The tops of many of the tors lie in a pseudobedding plane,
and most of them are governed to some extent by pseudobedding,
e.g. most of those on Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201), whose

summits are shown in Figure 46.
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Seale
1214 0

1

2

3

Miles

.

Figure 45.

Direction and angle of dip of pseudobedding.
Tor position is at point of arrow.
Double lines: access road; crossed line: railway.
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Figure 46.

Vertical section of the tops of some of the tors
on Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201).
Vertical lines are
joints.
The relief is about 6 in - 6 ft (15 cm 2 m) and the distance between the vertical joints
3

Plate 64.

to 30 ft (1 - 9 m).

Tor on Cairn Gorm (NE, 007040).

-209The sides of many tors are indented a few inches by

curved grooves (Plate 66),called chisel- marks, which roughly

follow joint directions.

Although tors are dominantly

rectangular', their corners were always seen to be well -rounded

(Plates 64-66).

If there is prominent oblique jointing,

as in the Argyll Stone (NW, 904040), the tor appears ellipsoidal.

Many of the tors are also undercut at their base and the
combination of undercutting and ellipsoidal form produces, in
some of the smaller tors, mushroom- shapes or pedestal- rocks,
as on the Creag Dhubh ridge (NW, 9003).

Another characteristic

feature of many tors is pan -holes (Plate 67).

They vary in

shape from paraboloidal to saucer -shaped but most are

hemispherical.

Many are also of the shape shown in Figure 47.

Their average diameter is 14 in (36 cm) and their average
depth is 8 in (20 cm).

Much larger pan-holes (several feet

in diameter) can be found on tors on the Ben Avon massif (1302),
a few miles to the east of the Cairngorm Mountains.

Tors in the Cairngorm Mountains are surrounded by small
debris slopes of boulders and feldspathic soil (Plates 64 and
65), but surmount convex (Plate 65) rather than the concave

slopes which are surmounted by some Dartmoor tors.

A boulder

train is developed downslope from the tor (SW, 881954) on

Meall Dubhag (Plate 68).

Sometimes feldspathic soil is

banked up against the tor face (e.g. Little Barns of Bynack,
NE, 042061).

Nearly all tors contain blocks which have been

tilted, undermined and moved horizontally along a joint plane.
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Plate 65.

-Figure 47.

Tors on Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201).

Vertical section of some pan-holes.
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Plate 66.

Chisel -marks.

Plate 67.

Pin-hole.
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An advanced stage of this erosion is shown in Plate

8.

Many similar assemblages of large boulders and rock outcrops
to that shown in Plate 8,

can be found mostly on spurs and

have been tentatively mappedJas collapsed tors.

Boulder train from tor (SW, 881954) on Meall

Plate 68.

Dubhag.
C.

Fionnar Choire (SW, 888948) leading into

Garbhlach

(Siv,

8894) in background.

Main Surface on skyline.

Grampian
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12.2

Interpretation
There are three main hypotheses put forward to explain

subsurface rotting (de la Beche, 1851), hill -core

tors:

residuals (King, 1957) and neriglacial frost shattering
(Palmer and Radley, 1961).

12.2.1

Subsurface Rotting

Granite in tropical and subtropical climates weathers
to great depths (200 ft (60 m) of weathered granite has been

measured in the Valley of a Thousand Hills,

S.

Africa).

There is, however, a sharp break between the weathered and
the fresh rock,

and not the usual gradation that is found in

other rock types.

Under the warm humid climate, therefore,

which probably existed during the Tertiary period in Britain,
a thick layer of

weathered granite with an irregular but

distinct lower boundary was probably developed below the
surface of the ground (Figure 48) in the Cairngorm Mountains
and other granite areas.

Linton (1955, 1958, 1964), who

elaborated on de la Beche's hypothesis of subsurface rotting,
stated that erosion subsequent to the rotting, would exhume
the fresh granite to produce tors (New Surface in Figure 48).
If de la Beche's and Linton's hypothesis is correct,

there should be evidence of weathered granite in the vicinity
of the tors (e.g.
(1961, p.43),

wrote:

at

k

however,

in Figure 48).

Palmer and Radley

who have studied. tors in the Pennines,

"as yet no deep rotting has been found in the Pennines ",
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Original Ground

Surface

Weathered Granite
New Surface
A

Fresh Granite

Figure 48.

Diagrammatic representation of the contact

between fresh and weathered Granite under
humid climate.

a hot

Vertical and horizontal lines

in the fresh granite represent joints.
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although on page 46, they admitted that "if any minor Tertiary
land forms such as a corestone were to be found on the Pennines
it would be totally unrecognizable" due to frost shattering.

Demek (1964, p.64), who studied tors in Czechoslovakia, however,
wrote:

"the test pits on some of these summits at the foot of

the castle koppies and tors reached the regolith of the hot -

humid climate of Tertiary."

In the Cairngorm Mountains,

patches of weathered granite are mostly found in places

sheltered from erosion, but not necessarily in the i-mmediate

vicinity of tors because of the obscuring thick layer of
felsenmeere and /or feldspathic soil.

Easily recognizable

weathered granite is mostly found in the erosional chimneys
on corrie headwalls.

Samples of weathered granite were taken

from two such erosional chimneys from the headwalls of
C.

an t- Sneachda (NE, 985026) and C. Bhrochain (SE,

954996).

The clay fraction was subjected to X -ray analysis at the

Forestry Research Institute at Vollebekk, Norway.
of the analyses are shown in Tables 5 and 6.

The results

The number of

crosses is proportional to the reflection strength.

Three

crosses stand for very strong and clear reflections of dominant

minerals, two crosses for medium strength and one cross for

weak reflections (but not doubtful).
the analysis, wrote:

Dr.

Dahl, who supervised

"it is evident that the weathering has

been accompanied by a pronounced formation of clay minerals,
mostly kaolin, in part also by montmoriïlonite, to some extent
also interstratified clay minerals.

The so- called illite may
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be a primary mica.

The feldspar and quartz are primary

components.
"As far as I know there is no known example where, the

solid igneous rock has been weathered to kaolin postglacially
in areas with a climate as cold as that found in the

Cairngorms.

I

would therefore interpret the data as evidence

of a preglacial or interglacial weathering"

communication).

(personal

Other evidence of chemical decomposition,

which would be expected under the subsurface rotting hypothesis
is

very slight, which

is not

surprising if the intense frost

action, which postdated its formation is considered.

Slight

evidence of spheroidal weathering was seen in the scarp

overlooking Strath Nethy (NE, 016059) and some
boulders, a few inches in diameter and resembling corestones,
were found at the base of one of the the Clach Choutsaich tors
(NW,

903034)

.

Mineral
Kaolin
o
Interstratified Minerals 10 -14 A
Montmorillonite
Quartz

Feldspar
Table

5.

Reflection Strength
xx
x

Doubtful
XX

XXX

X -ray analysis of the clay fraction of a
sample taken from the headwall of C. an t- Sneachda
(NE, 985026).
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Reflection .Strength

Kaolin
Montmorillonite
Tllite
Quartz

Feldspar
Table 6.

X -ray analysis of the clay fraction of a
sample taken from the headwall of C. Bhrochain (SE,
954996).

12.2.2

Hill -core Residuals

King (1957) differentiated between two types of tor:
skyline, which occur on hill summits, and subskyline, which

occur on the hill slope.

Most of the tors in the Cairngorm

Mountains would. be classified as skyline,

a

being the Barns of Bynack (NE, 042056).

King considered

notable exception

skyline tors to be the last remnants of the landscape cycle,
and subskyline tors to be due to subsurface rotting and

subsequent redissection under a "second, newer cycle of
erosion" (King, 1958, p.290).

He considered the skyline

tors in Dartmoor as surmounting a "master surface

",

probably

early Tertiary and the subskyline ones as late Tertiary or
later.

Linton (1958, p.292), however, pointed out that

"tors on the high Cairngorms (over 3,700 ft) stand on hills

that are themselves residuals above the Grampian Main Surface,
a

peneplain possibly as old as the 'master surface'."

King (1962, p.389) (section 2.5) has suggested that the

Grampian Main Surface is late Tertiary and that the tor- capped

-218hills are residuals of an early Tertiary surface, probably
the same "master surface ".

Pullan (1959, p.52) described

one type of tor in fharfedale as "rising from the flat summits
of the higher fells (up to 1,500 feet) or from the apex of low

hills rising with gentle concave slopes from an extensive

erosion surface (700

-

800 feet)" but he also described other

tors on hill slopes, which he attributed to periglacial frost

shattering.

Crickmay (1935, p.732) wrote of tors in the

southern Appalachian Piedmont:

"all the pedestal rocks

and most of the boulder outcrops

['collapsed

tors

[tor'i

occur on

or close to uplands which have been interpreted as old

erosion surfaces."

He continued,

however:

"except where

associated with flat -rock exposures, the pedestal rocks are
surrounded by a deep saprolite."

Much of the evidence

indicates that tors are found at erosion surface levels but
there is very little evidence of their surmounting pediments.

12.2.3

Periglacial Frost Shattering

Palmer and Radley (1961) introduced the concept of

periglacial frost shattering as a result of their detailed
study of tors in the Pennines.

They based their conclusions

on the abundant evidence both on and around tors of frost

action, and the lack of evidence of subsurface rotting.

wrote (p.46):

"the relationship of tor,

shattered rock,

blockmeer and tor, free face, land -slides and solifluction
emphasizes that tors are a by- product of the much larger
scheme of slope evolution under Periglacial conditions."

They
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Galloway (1958, p.179) also pointed out that "the role of
periglacial solifluction seems of great importance in
exposing tors by removing the surrounding loose material.
Only solifluction could evacuate materials across the %R.l @nts
of the surfaces of mass wasting surrounding many tors."

Palmer and Radley (p.47) further wrote: "the open joints
exhibited in every free face are usually clean and unweathered
and are the product of frost splitting."
Mountains,

In the Cairngorm

although the open joints are most probably the

result of frost splitting, they have been modified by rounding
and some chemical decomposition (probably postglacial).

Palmer and Radley pointed out that "all the major tor groups
are at or above 950 feet above sea level" and "are found in
a zone peripheral to the last still -stand of the ice" (p.43).

Fitzpatrick (1958, p.35) stated that "throughout Britain the
areas in which tors are found show evidence of intense

periglacial activity in the past vary often continuing into
the present."

Tors in the Cairngorm Mountains ane certainly

in a perilacial environment and they show abundant evidence
of frost action (see end of section 12.1).

One of the joint -

bounded blocks, forming part of one of the Little Barns of
Bynack (NE, 042056) has been rotated through 20 °.
0_964,

p.9),

however,

showed that in Portugal,

Linton,

tors are found

in "areas where cryergic action was never important" and if

tors are considered identical to castle- koppies (King, 1962,

p.134), they can also be found in tropical counties (e.g.

Rhodesia).
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Waters (1964, pp.86 -7) wrote of Dartmoor tors: "effects
of splitting and shattering are not as common as might be

expected near a tor.

No doubt this is due in part to the

removal of the finer products of gelifraction across the
gentle slopes below the tor, but it may also reflect the

relative dryness of these slopes within a few yards of the
tor base.

It is perhaps significant that broken blocks

bearing unmistakable fracture surfaces are more frequently
observed in what are today wet sites."

Fitzpatrick (1958,

p.28) suggested that irregular frost comminution is responsible

for tors but Galloway (1958, p.184) wrote:

mild variety of these

Eperiglacial

"t'he

relatively

conditions existing

today on the higher hills seems to be reducing tors themselves
as rapidly as it is removing the surrounding material."

He considered that frost shattering destroys tors rr1ther than

creates them and he is supported by Yardley's (1951) observation;
of frost action on granites and volcanics in the North West

Territories of Canada, which produced

"a mass of large,

irregular joint blocks."
12.3

Investigation
Twenty one tors were examined in detail and several

quantitative measurements were taken of each to see if the
evidence could help explain tor formation.

The positions

of the tors chosen can be seen on Figures 56, 58 and 60.

The following features were measured: altitude; dimensions;

orientation; height and direction of undercutting; amount and
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direction of rounding; spacing of vertical joints; thickness,
angle of dip and direction of pseudobedding.

The tor's

topographic position (e.g. mountain summit), shape of plan
and top, grain cohesion, crevice narrowing and composition
of immediate surrounds were also noted.

Rock samples were

taken from ten surfaces and fissures and compared with
samples taken from areas on which tors are not found.
The topographic position of the tors is diagrammatically

represented in Figure 49.

Out of the twenty one tors

investigated, eight occur on mountain or spur summits but

eleven occur just below the summit.

Mountain summits and

ridges are generally found along resistant zones (King, 1963,p.
56).

zones.

However, great variation can be expected within these

Under the subsurface rotting hypothesis, a situation

similar to that shown in Figure 50 can be understood since
off -summit tors can easily sa14-aai1y develop because of the

irregular boundary between weathered and fresh granites.

Under the hill -core residual hypothesis, tors are either
found on summits (skyline and centre of Figure 49) or well

down the hillslope (subskyline and outer circle of Figure 49).
Off- summit tors are not explained.

Periglacial frost shattering

would be expected to produce an irregular pattern.
no definite preferred tor aspect and any explanation,

There is

except

by irregular distribution, of the tor positions is difficult,
since although four are in a sheltered easterly position,

none face north and three face west.
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w

s

Figure 49.

Diagrammatic representation of tor topographic
positions.
Centre of diagram represents 'mountain
or spur summit'.

Inner circle represents a position
tens of yards below the summit (Plate 63) in the
direction indicated.
Outer circle represents hill
slope, facing direction indicated.
Figures refer
to number of tors in each locality.

/
a

Figure 50.

Diagrammatic cross -section of a mountain

summit. a -a is original surface; b -b is new surface
C is

weathered granite; D is fresh granite.
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The spacing of vertical joints varies greatly, even over

short distances, and there does not appear to be any correlation

between vertical joint density and any of the other factors
measured..

Out of the twenty one tors investigated,

the plan of

fourteen was rectangular, one may be described as "slightly
rounded rectangular ", two as "rounded rectangular ", three
as triangular and one as irregular.

The preference for a

rectangular plan is due to perpendicular joint control.
triangular plan is caused by oblique joints.
will be discussed in section 12.3.5.

The

Rounded forms

The irregular plan is

due to frost shattering (the author had difficulty in deciding

whether this tor should be demarcated as 'collapsed').

Joint

control is expected in all three main hypotheses of tor origin.

Further discussion of jointing will be found in section 12.3.2.
As mentioned in section 12.1,

the tops of many of the

tors lie in the plane of the pseudobedding.
one tops investigated,

Of the twenty

eight were in pseudobedding planes,

seven were described as "flattish ", three convex and three
irregular.

Convex tops are another example of rounding

(section 12.3.5) and irregular tops are due to frost action.

Flattish and pseudobedding- controlled tops again indicate
joint control.
Out of the twenty one tors investigated, fifteen were

completely surrounded by boulders in a matrix of feldspathic
soil.

Five had some of their sides flanked by denuded surfaces

(section 11.2) and the one on Meall Dubhag (SW, 881954) was
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surrounded by boulders with very little feldspathic soil.
In section 12.1, it was noted that this tor surmounted a

boulder train and in section 2.7.1, it was suggested that
frost riving takes place under a more severe climate than

granular disintegration.

The boulders are probably removed

by solifluction so soon after they have fallen from the tor
that there is little opportunity for granular disintegration
in the tor's vicinity.

12.3.1

Altitude and Tor Height

The distribution of tor height with respect to altitude
was plotted and is shown in Figure 51.

The distribution

gives a correlatLon coefficient of +0.2, which is only 60%

statistically significant.

If,

however, the two points at

A, which are subskyline tors (Figure 49) are disregarded,

the correlation coefficient is +0.4, which is 95% statistically

significant.:

F or slopes of equal angle and aspect,

temperature and presumably chemical decomposition, are generally

inversely proportional to altitude.

Under the subsurface

rotting hypothesis, therefore, tor height would also be expected
to decrease with altitude.

Gentle slopeslresumably accumulate

thicker rotted and/or frost shattered material than steeper
ones.

Figure 51 shows, however, that there does not seem

to be any correlation between tor height and angle of slope

of the surrounding ground.

Height diminution may be due to

glacial erosion which is presumably more effective at low altitudes.

It could also increase tor height by removing surroun-

4,250

Altitude

in feet

4,000-

3,750

3,500

3,250

3,000-

2,750-

2,500-

2,250

2,000
o

Id

20

3b

4b

5.0

0

Tor Height in feet

Graph of altitude against tor height.
'S' indicates
represents tors with pan-holes.

Figure 51.

skyline tors surmounting moderate or steep slopes

(greater than or equal to 15 °) slopes.

p
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ding rotted and /or frost shattered material.

Linton (1955, P.475)

considered tor height is governed by depth of water table, which
increases with depth of valley dissection and, therefore, probably
with altitude.

The correlation between tor height and altitude

supports the periglacial frost shattering hypothesis since frost

shattering probably increases with altitude.
The regression equation for skyline tors is x

where x is the tor height and y is the altitude.
y

960.

=

=

0.0052y

When x

=

- 5,
0,

This means there is a theoretical lower limit to

Quaternary erosion at 960 ft (290 m) in areas of tor development,
i.e.

in areas not subjected to strong glacial erosion.

If tors

have only formed during the period of deglaciation i.e. post late ;arm, the lowest level of significant frost shattering over

this period at about the latitude of the Cairngorm Mountains
is

suggested as 960 ft (290 m).

(570)

Tors could possibly be used in

other areas to find the rate at which frost shattering increases witt

altitude and therefore minimal altitude of frost shattering.

Justification for omitting subskyline tors from the above
calculations can be made on three grounds:
is greater than the

(1)

the

heiht measured

mean of the overall depth of frost penetration

(or rotting) which presumably acted perpendicular to the surface of

the slope;
(3)

(2)

exposure may well be mostly due to valley glaciation;

removal of debris from the base of the tor is greater on a steep

slope than on a horizontal or near horizontal surface.

Examination of Figure 51 shows that tors lie in three groups:
4,058 ft (1,240 m) to 3,709 ft (1,140 m), 3,400 ft (1040 m) to
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3,257 ft (996 m) and 2,766 ft (847 m)

tree levels roughly correspond with

to 2,324 ft (710 m).

These

the early Cainozoic, Grampian

Main and Lover surfaces respectively, although they show a fairly big
range of altitudes within the surfaces.
12.

3,

2.

Altitude and Ground Plan Area

The distribution of altitude with respect to ground plan area
is

shown in Figure 52.

The correlation coefficient was found to be

0.2252 which is 70% statistically significant.
skyline tors,

Considering only

the correlation coefficient is 0.482 which is 95%

statistically significant.

These values are similar, within the

accuracy, level, to the values of altitude and tor height.

A

correlation between height and area might therefore be expected.
A graph of hèights against the square root of the area was plotted
so that

both variables are in the same dimensions and an idea of

the shape of tors can be readily ascertained.

Figure 53.
is

The graph is shown in

The correlation coefficient was found to be 0.73, which

greater than 99.9% statistically significant, and the regression

equation is y

=

x is the height.

1.9x

+

7,

where y is the square root of the area and

There does not appear to be any obvious reason for

this preferential shape under the subsurface rotting hypothesis.

Castle-k_opicies are often taller than they are broad and many

inselbergs have a greater diameter than twice their height.

Under

the hill -core residual hypothesis, if there is any correlation,

negative one would be expected,
should be less eroded.

since lower tors are younger and

a
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Figure 52.
plan area.

Distribution of altitude with respect to ground
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Figure 53.

Graph of square root of ground plan area against

height.

Two tentative explanations can be devised under the periglacial

frost shattering hypothesis, although they are far from conclusive.

Jahns (1943, p.95) found that large joint -bounded blocks have dense

pseudobedding, which is probably especially susceptible to frost
action (Plate 39).
to the

Possibly large slabs, orientated perpendicular

direction of unloading, áré very susceptible to the formation

of

pseudobedding and consequently frost action.

of

pseudobedding thickness with depth, measured as the difference

The rate of increasE

between this thickness at the top of the tor subtracted from the
thickness at the bottom and the whole divided by the tor height, was
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plotted against the ground plan aea to see whether there is any
evidence of large slab susceptibility to dense psen e.bédding
The calculations give a correlation

(Figure 54).

-0.3 which is only 60% statistically significant.

coefficient of
The lack of

statistical significance is probably due to the far greater negative
correlation between rate of increase of pseudobedding thickness
with depth and amount of unloading (i.e. Tertiary erosion).

Lithological differences probably also affect pseudobedding thickness.
An opposing factor preventing a large value of x is probably

gravitational instability under frost attack, i.e. castle- kQppies
would not be able to survive intense frost action.
Rate of Increase of

Pseudobedding Thickness
14

with Depth

1.2

1-0

0.8

N

0.6

0.4

0'2

0'0
4

5

0

7

S

11

10

9

Area in thousands of square feet

Figure 54.

iJistribution of rate

o

increase of

pseudobedding thickness with depth, with respect to ground plan area.
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Another possibility which might explain the correlation
between altitude and ground plan area is that perhaps not only
is pseudobedding developed as a result of unloading but also

dominant vertical and horizontal jointing.

Although this has

been suggested to the author by a :geologist from his observations
of exfoliation in Africa,

any documented evidence.

the author has not been able to find
In fact, many investigations have

su3;gested that pseudobedding only exists in the absence of

dense rectangular jointing, which is clearly not true for the

Cairngorm Mountains.

There is theoretical justification for

horizontal and vertical jointing developing as a result of
unloading since similar jointing is produced in other structures
subject to tension.

?urthermore, since pseudobedding generally

decreases in density with depth, so s'aould associated rectangular
jointing,

especially as jointing normally decreases in density

away from the influencing force.

A correlation between height

and ground plan area would therefore be expected since joint -

bounded blocks would increase in size in the same proportion.
This hypothesis would also explain why subskyline tors have
a greater area to altitude ratio'

than skyline tors since

subskyline tors have probably been largely exposed by valley

glaciation and were probably many feet underground in
preglacial times.
12.3.3

Orientation
The mean length to breadth ratio of the twenty one tors

measured is 1.96 and the maximum is 3.8 (Cairn Gorm N.E., 007040
and at Cnap Coire na Spreidhe, NE, 014049).

Comparing; the mean
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with the regression equation of Figure 53 gives an approximate
ratio of length to breadth to height of tors of

2f-f:

5:

1

respectively.
Tor orientation and their strengths were plotted on a rose
The diagram was drawn by calculating the

diagram (Figure 55).

length to breadth ratio of the tors and plotting it in the direction
of the tor length.
is

An orientation only has a meaning when the ratio

greater than unity.

have unity subtracted.

The vectors in Figure 11, therefore, all

The resultant vector direction and

strength are N 33° 18' W and 15.7 respectively.

An indication of

the resultant tor orientation strength is given by dividing the

resultant vector strength by the number of tors investigated (21)
and adding unity.
in fact,

The result is 1.748 which is not very high and is

lower than the mean.

A case could be made out that the

resultant tor orientation direction is due to one or all of three
factors, viz., (1) north-easterly subnival sapping;

(2)

south-

westerly climatic effects (such as those mentioned in Chapter 9);
(3) chemical

action operating on the damp shaded sides (section 12.3.L

However, Figure 55 and the resultant orientation do not suggest
a

high degree of significance.
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Figure 55.

Rose diagram of tor orientations.

Length of lime

represents orientation strength.
Thick lines indicate two
superimposed orientations.
Isopleths are the ratio of
length to breadth of the tor.
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Figure 56.
i

Tor orientations.

represents a tor.

4

small circled cross

Two concentric circles represent

separable on
two tors so close together as not to be
Line drawn shows the direction and
the scale.
a length
strength of orientation; 5 m m represents
A length to breadth ratio
to breadth ratio of 2 :1.
Double lines: access roa(
of unity is not represented.

crossed line: railway.
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Figure 56 shows how orientations vary over the area
mapped.

The orientations on the crest of the Bynack More

massif are parallel to the Bynack More ridge and presumably

follow a resistant zone.

Although orientations on

Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201) (A in Figure 56) are perpendicular
to the axis of the present ridge, they do seem to conform
to the preglacial valley and spur direction (Plate 1).

Other orientations in the area seem unrelated to topography
or any other factor such as exposure.

Orientations seem

to depend merely on the jointing in their immediate vicinity.

12.3.4

Undercutting

Tors in the Cairngorm Mountains and elsewhere are often

undercut at their base.

Undercutting of rock outcrops in

the Arctic has also often been described (e.g. Nordenskjöld,
1910, p.26;

Sverdrup, 1938, p.370).

to aeolian abrasion (Sverdrup, 1938,

It is usually attributed

p.372), which is supported

by other evidence of Arctic aeolian abrasion such as sandstone
"hollowed and ground into the most bizarre forms; and even
the hardest stone is polished and fretted" (Fristrup, 1952, p.9
and evidence of 4 in (10 cm) of sandstone having "been blasted

away from around protruding pebbles" (Mackay, 1963, p.46).
Three different agents have been attributed to this aeolian
abrasion:
how

1

sand, ice and rain.

Sugden (1965) has described

cm feldspathic grains are carried by the wind in the

Cairngorm Mountains and snow patches are often covered by a
layer of wind -deposited grains (personal communication).

-235The present author supports this observation.

described how in Peary Land, Greenland

(1952),

7ristrup
not only

grains of sand but also ice needles help polish ".
(1963, p.46), however,

Mackay

observed that:- "since there is no

source of sand near the abraded rock and the surrounding
snow is sand -free, the abrasive material may be wind- driven

snow at low temperatures."

The present author was amazed

at the strong impact of wind-driven snow.

In blizzards

the impact was so strong that the author was not able to

face in the direction from which the wind was coming.

Blackwelder (1940, p.61) found that ice had a hardness of
approximately 6 at - 78.5 °C on the Mohs scale which is the
same as Drthoclase feldspar.

He wrote:

"air temperatures

in polar and even alpine regions often fall below - 50oC
and temperatures of -70° are by no means unknown in the

coldest parts of the globe.

Ice with a hardness of 5 or b

on the Mohs scale should therefore be not uncommon."

On page 62, he wrote:

"if,

its hardness rises to 5 or

however, at low temperatures
6,

ice is then hard enough to

abrade limestone, shale and many other common rocks, even
including some igneous masses."

Koch and Wegener (1930)

found the following correlation between hardness and ice
temperature:

Hardness
2 - 3
3 - 4

approx.

Table

7.

4

Temperature
-15 °F ( -26 °C)
-30 °F ( -34 °C)
-40 °F ( -40 °C)

Variation of hardness with temperature of ice

After J.P. Koch and A. Wegener.
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jlashburn (1947,

p.75),

however, pointed out that although

temperatures on Victoria Island (North
Canada) are commonly - 40 °F

'Vest

Territories of

- 40 °C),

there is no evidence
of the
of any abrasion of the limestone and dolomite /area.
He wrote:
(

"this paradox may be explained in some places by a sheathing
of ice that frequently forms over exposed rock."

Similar

protection was also observed during a blizzard in the Cairngorm
Mountains.
(TAE,

On the windward side of the Cairn Gorm tor

007040), snow was seen to accumulate on the projections

and therefore protect them.

7aters (1964, pp.85 -6) suggested that the "chemical

action of wind- driven rain" may be responsible for the
"sharp -edged lower portion

buttresses" on Dartmoor.

"

of granite tors and "valley-side

Phillips (1855, p.470) observed

that buildings constructed of porous rock such as Portland

stone or grit freestone often contain damp parts overhung by
a ledge.

The parts which decay most are near the ground.

Bryan (1916, p.12) wrote of 'pedestal rocks' in the United
States of America:

"a few days after rain,

the surface of

the slimmest part of the pedestal was damp whereas the rest

of the rock was dry and powdery ".

On one occasion the shaded

sides of one of the tors (SE, 023016) on Beinn Mheadhoin were

still wet 21 hours after it had stopped raining, whereas the
rest of the tor was dry.
If undercutting is due to aeolian abrasion,

height should be a measure of wind strength.

its maximal

The maximal
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height of undercutting was therefore measured for each side

ofea0b tor.

Eleven out of the twenty one tors have no

noticeable undercutting.

Since wind velocity normally

increases with altitude, if aeolian abrasion causes
undercutting, the latter should also increase with altitude
(Figure 57).

The correlation coefficient,

however, is

negative and has a value of only -0.1 which is only 30%

statistically significant.

Table 8 shows the relationship

between height of undercutting and aspect.

Aeolion abrasion

should produce a maximal mean height on the western side of
tors.

Undercutting heights were also plotted on a map of the

area (Figure 58),primarily to see if there is any relationship

with exposure.

There does seem to be a slight relationship,

since, for example, Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201) (A in Figure 58)

exhibits more tor undercutting than the less exposed Bynack
More massif.

Furthermore,

the tors that exhibit undercutting

on Beinn Mheadhoin are on its western side, although the

western side of each tor is not always the most undercut.
Cairn Gorm tor (NE, 007040) lies a little down the eastern
side of the summit and is therefore protected from westerlies.

On the ridge running north from the Cairn Gorm massif, the two

most exposed tors possess considerable undercutting.

The tor

with the maximal undercutting, representing the bottom line
of Table 8 is the same -tor on Beinn Mheadhoin which possessed

the damp shaded sidés, 21 hours after it had stopped raining.
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North

East

South

West
6

5

7

7

Mean height in inches

23

37

33

29

Maximal height in inches

37

69

47

77

No.

of tors

Table 8.

Relationship between height of tor undercutting

and aspect.
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The chemical action of wind- driven rain

(, Vaters,

1964, pp.

85 -6)

seems to be the only hypothesis which bears any relationship
to the distribution of undercutting in the Cairngorm Mountains.

The high eastern value of mean height in Table 8 is probably

due to shade and possibly eddying westerlies.

The low

northern value is not. easily explained unless it is due to
snow protection.

Differences in lithology (which were not

however noticeable in the rock samples taken) and jointing,

especially oblique which seems to be largely responsible for
the undercutting of the Argyll Stone (WV, 905040), probably

accounts for many of the variations in direction and height of
undercutting.
12.3.5

Roundinz

Arguments used to .explain boule formation (section 2.7.1)
can also be applied to tor rounding.

The amount of rounding

of each tor was measured as follows.

A straight rod, about

4 ft (1* m) long, was laid against a joint plane.

Another

rod was laid against the joint which makes the least angle
of intersection with the former joint plane.

The distance

from the intersection of the two rods to the tor was measured
The results of the twenty one tors

(i.e. AB in Figure 59).

measured are shown in Table
all tors is 4.5.

9.

The mean for all aspects of

The maximal values are all from Clach

Choutsaich (NI, 903036) and may be due to oblique jointing
which is not obvious.

Z

tests showed a greater than 99.5%
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Altitude

4250

in feet

4000-

3750-

f

3500-

3250

3000-

S=3
2750-

2500-

2250-

2000
6

o

7

Height of Undercutting in feet

Figure 57.

Distribution of height of tor undercutting

with respect to altitude.
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Figure 58.

Heights of undercutting of tors.

circled cross represents each tor.

A small

Directions

and heights of undercutting are indicated by
a miniature rose diagram at each tor site:

lmm represents a height of
Tors marked with a

Double lines:

'p'

1 ft

of undercutting.

are those with pan- holes.

access roads,

crossed line:

railway.
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North

Mean

3.7

14

Maximum

0.5

Minimum

Table 9.

East
4.9

22

0.5

South
5.8

22

0.5

West
3.6

10

0.5

Relationship between tor rounding and aspect.

All measurements are in inches.
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statistically significant difference between all aspects.
The predominantly southerly rounding suggests predominance
of freeze -thaw action (Figure 6) resulting in granular

disintegration (section 2.7.1).

The nigh easterly result

may represent the effect of chemical erosion (see end of
section 12.3.4).

The distribution of tor rounding throughout

the area mapped is shown in Figure 60 which shows surprisingly

little correlation with undercutting (Figure 58).

The large

values of the tors of and around Clach Choutsaich (NW, 903036)
are probably all due to the oblique jointing, which could

easily be seen in the Argyll Stone (NW, 905040).

Sugden

(1965) considered these tors were rounded by glacial action

although they are probably more likely due to oblique
jointing.

Rondeau (1958, p.212) stated that oblique joints

produce egg - shaped boulders.

The strong rounding of tors

on the eastern side of Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 0201)(A in

Figure 60) may be due to exposure to cold easterlies, although
the eastern sides of the tors do not appear any more rounded

than the other sides, as they are on the Bynack More massif.

Figure 59.
Diagram to illustrate how tor rounding was
measured.
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Figure 60.

Tor rounding.

each tor.

A small circled cross represents

Direction and amount of rounding are

indicated by a miniature rose diagram at each site:
1

mm represents

Double lines:

2

in of rounding.

access roads;

crossed line:

railiaay.
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12.3.6

Pan -Holes

The main hypotheses put forward to explain pan-holes
are listed below:

Druids.

Chemical action

Mac Cullock, 1814, p.74.

Weathering of spheroidal concretions
Wind

- de la Beche,

Waves

- Cleghorn,

Fossil tree cast

Lichen growth

-

Water

-

+

wind

Water swirling

- Braby,

1830, pp.
331 -42

1839, p.452.

1857, pp. 231 -3.
-

Brigg, 1885, p.40.

Reid et al.,

1912,

p.72.

Alexander, 1928, p.6.
+

chemical activity - Palmer and Radley,
1961, p.45.

Druids were once considered the cause of pan-holes.
However, Horsman (1956, p.85) wrote:

"there are far too many

basins to lead one to conclude that they were all used for
containing the blood of sacrificial offerings.

If all had been

so used then most of the human and animal population around

Dartmoor would have perished at the hands of an exceedingly
energetic priesthood.

It seems possible,

however, that some

of the basins, which were of natural origin,

Druids as

were used by

de la Beche (1839, p.451) suggested, and somewhat

modified by them."

Whitaker (1866, p.100) showed, in support

of the weathering spheroidal concretions hypothesis,

that

the limits of some basins in the Boulsworth and Garple area

were defined by a red circular band of torruginous material.
There was no evidence, however, of any ferruginization
associated with pan -holes in the Cairngorm Mountains.
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Horsman (1956,p.96), moreover, pointed out that "concretions
are more resistant to weathering than the surrounding rocks ".

There is very little evidence of sphroidal weathering in the

Cairngorm Mountains, anyway.
Nine out of the twenty one tors investigated,

pan -holes (Figure 14).

possessed

There is no obvious explanation of the

distribution, except that many are developed on the eastern
side of ridges.

Their mean diameter is 14 in. (36 cm) and

they grade from small incipient forms, a few inches in diameter,
to a maximum of 50 in.

(130 cm) On Beinn Mheadhoin tor

(SE,035017) (A in Figure 58).

There could,

however, have been

larger forms on the top of the Barns of Bynack (B in Figure 58)
but the author was unable to climb up to see.

Vhitaker

(1866, p.100) pointed out that size gradation is inconsistent

with an artificial origin.

Their mean depth is 8 in.

(20 cm)

with a maximum of 24 in. (61 cm) on the Beinn Mheadhoin Tor.

Although pan -holes are often found on only one side of a tor,
a count of all the positions of pan -holes on the tors examined

(Figure 61),

indicates a lack of any overall preferred position.

_

.

Figure 61.

-

-

Pan-hole positions on the tops of tors.

Isopleths are numbers of pan- holes, i.e. three pan-holes
are found on the south -western side of tors.

Aeolian erosion would be expected to fret the side of
pan -holes and the larger and more resistant minerals would
stand out in relief (Whitaker, 1$66, p.100)(Linton,l)64,

p.12).

However, in the Cairngorm Mountains, only the small

incipient pan -holes possessed protruding minerals.

The

sides of the large pan -holes were nearly all smooth.

Figure53 shows that although the majority of tors with
pan -holes are at high altitudes, there is no strong correlation.

Figure 52 shows that most of the tors with pan -holes have
larger height to area ratio than usual.

a

There is

surprisingly little correlation between pan- holes, rounding
and undercutting.

In fact, pan -holes are mostly found

where there is little undercutting.

If,

however,

the
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altitude of each tor is multiplied by its height and the
tors are listed in order of decreasing values,

seven of the

tors with pan-holes, occur in the first ten listed.

This

correlation suggests that exposure may favour pan-hole
development.

Many large pan-holes seem to have been formed

at the same time as most of the frost -riving since pan -holes

are not only cut off by joints (Plate 67) but are also

developed on blocks which have been tilted by frost action.
They are found on the present tops of the tilted blocks rather
than the previous tops before they had been .roved.
The author often noticed water lying in slight depressions
on rock surfaces.
of

The continuous freeze -thaw oscillations

this water will presumably erode these depressions further,

resulting in granular disintegration.

The operation is

similar to that forming bouE1ep; Caille3x(1962,p.25 -6) observed
in the area of McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, pan -holes in areas
of boule formation.

(i.e.

Areas with small radius of curvature

corners) will be most subject to changes of temperature

and the resultant form will probably be spherical.

The form

shown in Figure 47 is probably due to a resistant pseudobed
at A and /or the water does not now rise above AA, possibly

because it is tapped by a crevice formed by pseudobedding or
jointing.

The lack of correlation between rounding and

pan-holes may be due to small differences in jointing and
lithology.

The lack of correlation between undercutting and

pan-holes probably represents the relative importance of
chemical (undercutting) as opposed to physical (pan -holes)
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weathering.

Fan-holes are mostly developed along joints

and many of the incipient ones are merely on ellipsoidal

weathering of a jointing plane.

12.3.7. Chisel- marks

Chisel -marks have been attributed to druids,

landscape -

gardeners (Kendall and Wroot, 1924, pp.861 -2), sand- blast,

differential weathering of flaggy portions and solution
(Horsman, 1956, p.28).

illthough chisel -marks

in the

Cairngorm Mountains are often found on western faces, they
are also frequently protected from direct sand -blast and,
Y

furthermore, occur at heights of 12 ft. (1*

m)

or more which

seems too high for sand- blast (but not for wind -blown ice).

They are not necessarily aligned alongeudobedding as suggested
by the differential .weathering hypothesis.

Ìn cold climates,

silica solution is very small (1 -5 m3 /km2 /year) (Corbel, 1959,
p.19) and Corbel (p.20) showed that although the proportion of

silica to ferric and aluminium oxide in granite is 2:1, there
is much less ferric and aluminium oxide dissolved in water,

derived fro

--

granitic rocks, than silica.

This suggests that

the majority of ferric and aluminium oxide in granite in cold

regions must be carried away mLchanically.

If chisel -marks

were formed by solution, therefor, they are probably a recent

phenomenon formed when the weather was milder.

Crickmay

(1935, p.747) produced an argument in favour of solution when
he stated that chisel- marks on pedestal rocks in the southern

-250Appalachian Piedmont
granite

".

are crossed by thin delicate walls of

These delicate walls were not however seen in the

Cairngorm Mountains.

Chisel -marks in the Cairngorm Mountains

are probably, therefore,

either caused by recent solutiön or

else rounding by physical and /or chemical disintegration.

12.3.8. Rock Samples
The rock samples taken indicate that tors occur in areas
of coarse-grained rock.

grained.

All eleven tors sampled are coarse -

Nine out of the ten fissure samples are coarse-

grained but four out of seven of the samples taken from areas
where tors are absent are fine- grained.

The finest- grained

samples come from Cern Ban Mor (SW,894972) and from the Einich

Cairn plateau (SW,941996).

The other two fine -grained

samples come from Ben Macdui (SE,989990) and the real -Chain
rid -fie (35,890004).

The areas where tors do not occur but are

coarse- grained are on the plateau (?4,983023) south of
Lochain, Cara Eilrig

(T

C.

an

1,938053) and Sgoran Dubh Mor (37,906003).

The last two areas could both have had tors which have since

collapsed, since there are many large boulders in the areas from

which the samples were taken.

Since

-:

Maters (1964, p.79) has

shown that grain size is inversely proportional to frost

susceptibility, the correlation between tor development and

grain size supports the periglacial frost shattering hypothesis.
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Under the subsurface rotting hypothesis, there should be
a higher proportion of orthoclase to plagioclase feldspar in

the areas devoid of tors, than on tors, since plagioclase is

more susceptible to chemical alteration than orthoclase

(

Goldich,

Out of the seven samples taken from areas devoid of tors,

1938).

six contained a high proportion of orthoclase.
samples,

From the for

seven out of eleven contained a high proportion of

orthoclase.

There is, therefore, a greater proportion of

orthoclase in areas devoid of tors but the evidence is not so
conclusive as that for grain size.
12.4

Conclusion
Oneof the difficulties in understanding tors is their

apparently fortuitous position.

The only hypothesis that

explains this at all satisfactorily is that of subsurface
rotting.

However, some erosive process is needed to exhume

the subsurfacefresh granite.

In most parts of the world, the

erosion can take place by a number of processes, but under

a

periglacial climate, the main erosive process is frost shatteri.n7.
Tors in the Cairngorm Mountains, therefore, are probably a result
of subsurface rotting followed by periglacial frost shattering

with later modifications by chemical weathering (viz. undercutting
and chisel -marks).

C H A P T E R

XIII

PATTERNED GROUND

Although patterned ground is the least extensive
(except for tors) of all the periglacial features described
in this thesis,

it

is the most

interesting and a great part

of the periglacial literature is concerned with it.

therefore considered at some length in this chapter.
are two predominant patterns:

predominant sizes:

There

polygons and stripes and three

coarse, fine and Wurmerde.

also discussed in this chapter,

It is

Mounds are

since most of the hypotheses

put forward to explain polygons and stripes are also usually
applied to mounds.
13.1

Description

13.1.1

Coarse Polygons

Coarse polygons are found on the northern slopes of the

Ben Macdui massif, as small occurrences on the Braeriach-

Einich Cairn plateau, on the summit of Carn Ban Mor (S1,893972),
on the subsidiary summit (S7,891965) to the south of Carn Ban
Mor,

and on the Carn Ban Beag (31,879977) and Meal Tionail

(SW,

883001) spurs.

They are found above 2,500 ft (750

:m )

-253and on slopes less than 5 °.
1 °,

As soon as the slope exceeds

however, polygons tend to become elongated in the downslope

direction.

Holmes and Colton (1960) found polygons in

Greenland on slopes between 0 and 5 °, becoming elongated on
slopes of about

3 °.

Sharp (1942) found elongated polygons

in the Yukon (U.S.A.) extending to 5° slopes and Rudberg (1958)
found that polygon elongation occurred in Sweden on 3° - 4° slopes.
There does not seem to be any preferential aspect for polygon

development

(or elongation) in the Cairngorm Mountains.

It is

difficult to assess any lithological propensity, since the only
extensive schistose area which rises about 2,500 ft (750 m
the plateau (ST,

)

is

9196) south of L. Einich, which is either peat -

covered or displays very irregular relief.

Polygons seem to

be developed in exposed areas, which means that the environment
is mostly dry, except immediately after snow melt.

Holmes

and Colton (1960) found that polygon elongation in Greenland

favoured a wet environment.

There was no evidence of this

however, in the Cairngorm Mountains.

Sager (1951) gated that

polygons with depressed centres in Alaska developed in a dry
environment.

Polytons with depressed centres are, however, not

found in the Cairngorm Mountains, but they were found at

Kebnekaise, where those observed by the author were in a wet
environment.

-254Coarse polygons appear to be vegetal patches surrounded
by boulders.

Further investigation reveals that the centres

contain feldspathic soil, which is almost totally excluded
from the borders (Plate 69).

furthermore, the boulders in

the centre are found to be smaller than thosein the borders.

Digging showed that sorting is a surficial phenomenon and
that coarse polygons seem to consist of basins of stones

and boulders in a feldspathic soil matrix surrounded (in the

surficial plane) by coarser boulders with no matrix.

The

entire polygon overlies a roughly homogeneous layer of boulders
and stones in a feldspathic soil matrix.

The boulder sizes of

four coarse polygons were measured at four different sites on
the plateau north-west of the Garbh Visge Beag (SE',991012,

992013, 981004 and 979CC3).

Samples of t:enty five boulders

were taken from each centre and border of each polygon.

The

diameter of the lon'est axis of each boulder was measured to the
nearest inch and any stone below

in.

3

(72 cm) was disregarded.

The resultant distributions were fitted to second degree

logarithmic curves (Figure 62).

The equations of the curves

are:-

0.0147x2

Centre:

log y

=

1.63 - 0.306x

Border:

log y

=

1.43 - 01156x + 0.00351x2

+

The constant term is the logarithm of the intersedtion of the

curve with the y -axis, which is the logarithm of the percentage
of stones of 3 in.

(72 cm) diameter.

the gradient of theiogarithmic curve;

The coefficient of x is
the less the coefficient,

-255the greater the proportion of fines.

The mean boulder

diameters of the centre and border are 5.34 in (13.6 cm) and
7.32 in (18.6 cm) respectively.

A

,(2

test showed that the

difference between the centre and border distributions is

greater than 99.5% statistically significant.

Plate 69.

Denuded coarse polygons on the nraeriach massif.
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7iTure 62.

7requency curves of the boulder sizes of the centre

and border of vegetated. coarse polygons and the border of bare

coarse polygons.

-257The diameters of coarse polygons were also measured from
the following sites:

Beag (SE,991012);

between Feitn Buidhe and Garbh Uisge

south of March Burn (SE,981004); Carn Ban

Mor (SW, 893972, Plate 70)
(S1T,879977)

;

and the Carn Ban Beag rid

e

Twenty five diameters were measured at each

site, to the nearest inch.

Measurements were restricted to

level ground to avoid downslope polygon elongation;

measurements, the shortest diameter was recorded.

in all

The

distribution was fitted to a logarithmic normal curve (Figure 63).
The mean diameter is 38.6 in. (98.0 cm) with a standard

deviation of 30.0 in. (76.2 cm).

The large standard deviation

seems to be due to lithological differences.
on the Carn Ban IJor massif.

Coarse polygons

(Plate 70), which consists of

Porphyritic Granite, are not as well developed, contain smaller
boulders and have greater diameters than those on the Braeriach
(Plate 69) or Ben Macdui massifs, which are composed of Main

Granite.

The mean diameters of the Carn Ban Mor and Ben

Macdui polygons are 57.2 in. (145.3 cm) and 31.1

in.

(79.0 cm)

respectively wit standard deviations of 34.6 in. (87.7 cm) and
13.5 in. (34.3 cm)

x2

test showed that there is a greater than

99.5% statistical diffe^ence between the two distributions.
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Coarse polygon on Carn Ban Mor (SW, 895973)

Plate 70.

.
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Figure 63.
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Frequency curves, plotted in frequency groups of

widths of the
of the diameters of the centres and of the

borders of coarse and fine polygons.
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Border widths were also measured at the same sites as for
the centres and their distribution

is also shown in Figure 63.

The mean border width is 27.5 in. (69.9 cm) with a standard

deviation of 18.9 in. (48.0 cm).

Although the boulders in coarse polygon borders are usually
covered in lichen, at one locality (SE, 993009), polygons with
the same form and about the same size as coarse polygons

(Plate 71), contained bare centres and the border boulders
were devoid of lichen.

The centres also possess very few

stones or boulders and are almost entirely composed (in the
The diameter

surficial plane) of feldspathic soil.

distribution of the boulders in the lmrders is shown in Figure 62.
The distribution was measured from twenty five boulders from

each of four polygons and was partially fitted (right hand side
of the curve) to a second degree logarithmic curve whose equation
is log y = 1.89 - 0.353x +0.0184x2.

The same origin was used

for the other two curves in the figure.

deviation are 5.62 in.

A2

The mean and standard

(14.3 cm) and 3.97 in.(10.1cm) respectively,

test shows that there is only a

75jó

statistical difference

between this distribution and that of a normal coarse polygon.
These bare polygons also have a water table only 4 in.

below the ground surface.

(10 cm)

Further discussion of the origin of

both bare and vegetated coarse polygons will be found in
sectio

13 .

. 2:
,

Plate 71.

Bare Coarse Polygons.
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13.1.2

Coarse Stripes

Nearly all the coarse stripes are found on the
Carn Ban Mor massif *, possibly for lithological reasons,
since the Porphyritic Granite is finer -grained than the

Main Granite of the Ben Macdui -Cairn Gorm and Braeriach-

Einich Cairn-Cairn Toul massifs, and the ground is probably
more active,

especially if solifluction is considered an

important factor in coarse stripe development.

It is

possibly significant that the only development of coarse
stripes on the Einich Cairn massif coincides with a small
enclave of Porphyritic Granite (Figure 1).

Coarse stripes

are found between 2,450 ft (750 m) and 3,500 ft (1,050 m)
and on convex slopes between the angles of slope of 3° and
18 °.

These values can be compared with the soil stripes

of Spitsbergen, which are found on slopes between 2° and 11°

or 12° (Klatka,

1961).

Holmes and Colton (1960) described

stripes occurring on a slope of about 6° in Greenland, but

Sharp (1942) described stone stripes on slopes between 15°
and 20° in the'Yukon.

There does not appear to be any

preferential aspect for coarse stripes in the Cairngorm

Mountains but, as with coarse polygons, they do seem to be
developed in exposed positions.

*

Although coarse stripes

Rill levées (section 7.1) on scree also produce a striped
pattern but they are not considered coarse stripes in this
thesis.
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are often developed downslope from coarse polygons, either

can occur without the other.

The coarse stripes, which

are discussed in this chapter, are those which can be

recognized because they display alternate bare and vegetated
stripes.(Plate

'72).

The bare stripes possess very little

soil and contain coarser stones and boulders than the

vegetated ones.

Other coarse stripes, which are completely

covered by vegetation, may, however, also exist.

Coarse

stripes are, however, larger features than coarse polygons.
The widths of both bare and vegetated stripes were measured

from four localities:

Carn Ban Mor (SW, 892972); summit

(SW, 891964) just south of Carn Ban Mor;
(SW,

Carn Ban Bea; ridge

878977) and the Geal -charn ridge (SW, 896997).

Twenty

five bare and twenty five' vegetated stripes were measured at
each locality.

The widths were measured to the nearest foot

and the distributions were fitted to logarithmic normal curves

(Figure 64).

The mean width of the vegetated stripes

i

10.92 ft (3.34 m) with a standard deviation of 4.14 ft (1.27 m)
and the mean width of the bare stripes is 4.86 ft (1.49 m)

with a standard deviation of 2.74 ft (0.84 m).

A

.X2

test

showed that there is a greater than 99.5% statistically

significant difference between the two distributions.
is

There

also a Rreater than 99.5% statistically significant

difference between the widths of coarse vegetated stripes and
the diameters of coarse polygons.

Plate 72.

25

Coarse stripes.
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Figure 64.

Frequency curves of the widths of bare and
vegetated coarse stripes.
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Boulder diameters of both vegetatëd and bare stripes
were measured at the same localities as those at which the

widths were measured.

Twenty five boulders from

a

vegetated

stripe and twenty five from a bare one were measured from

each of the four localities.

The measurements were taken

to the nearest inch and the distribution of the vegetated

stripes and the right hand side of the logarithmically normal

bare stripe distribution were fitted to second degree

logarithmic curves (Figure 65).

The equations of the two

curves are :Vegetated:

log y

=

1.60

-

0.207 x + 0.00555

2

1.56 - 0.124 x - 0.00151 x2
The mean boulder diameters of the vegetated and bare stripes

Bare:

log y

=

are 6:.18 in (15.7 cm) and 6.92 in (17.6 cm) respectively.

The standard deviation of the bare stripesis 4.24 in (10.8 cm).

X ztest

shows that there is a 95% statistically significant

difference between the two distributions.

The sorting does,

however, appear to be a surficiál phenomenon and digging

revealed a similar subsurface homogeneous layer to that

described for coarse polygons (section 13.1.1).

There is no

obvious evidence of sorting across the bare or vegetated
stripes themselves.
Coarse stripes are roughly straight and do not meander,

but they do curve to follow the direction of strongest
declivity..

(Plate 73).

The only exception to this was

observed in kn Garbh Choire (SW, 946988), where there are
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Frequency curves of the boulder sizes of
and

Figure 66.

coarse

Cross- section of stripes in An Garbh Choire
SW, 946988).

Vertical lines represent vegetation.

Arrow indicates component of aeolian
portation.

(

?)
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Plate 73.

Coarse stripes on Geal -charn ridge

(SW,'

curving to follow the direction of strongest
declivity.

89300C
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some stripes that deviate from the direction of strongest

declivity by

The widths of these latter vegetated

5 °.

and bare stripes)are about 9 ft (23 m) and 2 ft (50 cm)

respectively.

A small scarp, a few inches high, is

developed in the middle of the bare stripe (Figure 66).
The boulders in the bare stripe, which are about 6 in (15 cm)

in diameter, are covered in lichen.

possible explanantions.

There seem to be two

Tither the stripes are remnants of

fluted moraines, others of which occur in the vicinity or
else they were originally in the direction of strongest

declivity but have since been altered by a combination of
both aeolian and gravitational transportation.

direction of aeolian

(

?)

If the

transportation is in any other

direction than that of the stripe orientation,

the bare

stripe will possibly be invaded by the soil of the vegetated
stripe.

Due to gravitational movement, the extent of

invasion should increase downslope.

The result may be a

deviation of the stripe by a few degrees.
hypothesis explains the scarp, there

is no

Although this
evidence of

any similar process elsewhere.

Occasionally isolated coarse stripes are found,
especially in the

A.

Creag an Leth -choin valley (7F, 9704).

They have been demarcated on the terrain map as 'boulder lineE
because they do not appear to be related to the coarse stripe
described in this section.'

They consist of lines of large,

lichen -covered boulders, usually about 6 ft (2 m) in diameter,

with an average width of 12 -15 ft (34
for distances of over 100 ft (30 m).

- 4

m) and extending

direction of strongest declivity.

They always follow the
The top of boulder lines

is flush with the surrounds and running water can often be

heard beneath them.

They probably merely represent fluvial

courses in a coarse, boulder environment.

Boulder ridges

are also sometimes found with average dimensions of
20 ft x 50 ft x 150 ft (6m x 15m x 45m).

They are usually

unrelated to the slope and probably represent frost -shattered
outcrops.

They were not found in the valleys and are

presumably, therefore, not glacially derived.

13.1.3

Fine Polygons

Fine polygons are mostly found in wet, denuded
environments,

i.e. near or in stream beds.

profuse on the Cairn Gorm massif.

They are most

They are found between

3,000 ft (900 m) and 4,000 ft (1,300 m).

This lower

altitudinal limit is higher than normal for Scotland, where
it is usually about 2,000 ft (600 m).

be explained lithologically.

The discrepancy may

Rounded granitic boulders are

probably less susceptible to patterned ground movement than
platy fragments of other rock types.

The denuded patches

in the schistose areas exhibited only amorphous cryoturbation

(see section 13.1.5) and usually ample evidence of both

human and deer spoor, which probably prevents the formation
of polygons.

Fine polygons are found on slopes of about 0° to 5 °.

They are, however, found on steeper slopes where they produce

-269
terraces,

the polygons borders forming the riser,

(15 cm) to 1 ft (30 cm) high.

6 in

They seem to prefer south to

east -facing slopes, which aspects are probably most

susceptible to freeze -thaw oscillations (Figure 6).
The centres of fine polygons consist of feldspathic soil

(Plate 74).

Their mean diameter was calculated from a hundred

polygons measured to the nearest inch, scattered over the Cairn
Gorm massif.

As with coarse polygons (see section 13.1.1),

shortest diameters were measured.

The distribution was fitted

to a logarithmic normal curve (Figure 63).

The mean diameter

is 27.4 in (69.6 cm) with a standard deviation of 14.9 in

(37.8 cm).

The distribution of fine polygon diameters was

found to be greater than 99.5% statistically significantly

different from that of coarse polygons.

Border widths were

also measured and fitted to a logarithmic normal curve (Figure
63).

Their mean was found to be 12.00 in (30.5 cm) with a

standard deviation of 5.82 in (14.8 cm).

Boulder diameters, in

the polygon borders, were measured from four different polygons

(twenty five from each) on the south -eastern slopes of Cairn
Gorm (above Stac an Fharaidh (NE, 012032)).

The distribution

was fitted to a second degree logarithmic curve (Figure 67),
whose equation is log y

=

1,56 - 0.259 x + 0.0106x2.

The mean

boulder diameter was found to be 5.07 in (12.9 cm).
Digging beneath the polygon borders revealed that they
appear to be slightly wedge- shaped (the wedge tapering out at
about 18 in (45 cm) below the ground surface).

Below both
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Plate
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Figure 67.

l'B'

Frequency curves of the boulder sizes of
fine stripes and polygons.
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the border and centre, the soil consisted of feldspathic soil

with very scattered boulders.

The average diameter of the

subsurface feldspathic grains is about - cm, as opposed to
about 2 cm on the surface.

Very generally, the largest

boulders tend to be in the centres of the borders and there
is a slight tendency for a progressive size diminution

towards the border edge.

Very occasionally, there is a

gradation of size extending right to the polygon centre
(Plate 75).

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, fine

polygons are nearly always found in a wet environment.

Excavation revealed that the water table is usually about
5 in (13 cm)

below the ground surface.

higher beneath the borders (about

3

Very often it is

in (7

cm) below the

ground surface) than the centre (6 in (15 cm)).

The borders

are often used as part of a drainage system.

The surface of the centres is usually at about the same

elevation as the borders but the former is occasionally a few
inches above the latter.

The majority of fine polygons are

not as distinct as those shown in Plate 74; they are more
like those

shoe

in Plate 76.

Plate 75.

Polygon showing gradation in boulder size from
outside to centre.
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Small sorted circles are very occasionally seen.

They are about 6 - 18 in (15 -45 cm) in diameter and their
borders are about 6 in (15 cm) wide.

The stones, forming

the borders, are angular and confined to the surface;
are 2 - 4 in (5 - 10 cm) in diameter.

they

The centres of the

circles are composed of feldspathic soil.

13.1.4

Fine Stripes

Fine stripes are very rare in the Cairngorm Mountains.
The author only saw two localities where they formed a

distinct pattern: one 0+,000 ft (1,300 m), SW, 936987) on a
2° slope just above the Tells of Dee and the other (Plate 77,

3,200 ft (1,000 m), NE, 004025) on an average angle of slope
of 5° in C.

Raibeirt.

The former appears to be in a dry

environment, whereas the latter had a water table at about
2 in (5 cm)

below the ground surface at the time of observation.

lines
The striped pattern is produced by /(in the direction of strongest

declivity) of stones mostly angular and devoid of lichen, in
a

feldspathic soil matrix.

The average widths of the stone

and soil stripes are about 14 in (35 cm) and 18 in (46 cm)

respectively.

_q

hundred stone diameters were measured from

four different stripes (twenty five from each) in

C.

Raibeirt.

The distribution was fitted to a second degree logarithmic

curve

(-

Tigure 67), whose equation is log y

=

1.70 - 0.350x+0.0178x

The mean diameter .was found to be 4.17 in (10.6 cm).

Digging

-275revealed feldspathic soil at several inches depth under
both stone and soil stripes.

Pl.te 77.

13.1.5

Fine stripes.

Amorphous Cryoturbation

Concentrations of angular stones, usually about
(72 cm) in diameter and fresh and angular,

3

in

are occasionally

As with patterned

found, especially around larger boulders.

ground, the concentrations are a surficial phenomenon.

Larger boulder core_entrations, usually about 12 ft (32 m)
in diameter, are also sometimes found (e.g. on the summit of

Carp Ban

T'Ior

(STV,

893972))

.

The diameters of the boulders

comprising these patches, vary from about

3

in (71 cm) to
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about 2 ft (60 cm).

In the schistose areas, denuded patches

nearly always reveal some form of cryoturbation, even if it
is only up- ending of boulders.

Platy schistose boulders

(up to 2 ft (60 cm) in diameter), lying at angles of 45° to

900 to the horizontal, are very common (Plate 78).

Plate 78.

Hammer resting against an up -ended boulder.
Turf scarp in background.

13.1.6

Wurmerde

Wurmerde are found at any altitude in the area mapped
and on any shape or angle of slope, including the steepest

(greater than 35 °) avalanches.

The only requirement for

their development seems to be a denuded surface.

They are

very abundant on the Einich Cairn plateau (Plate 23).

-277They consist of small ridges of black humic clay (Plate 79)
about

1 -

12 in (2* - 4 cm) high, 1 -

2 in

(22 - 5 cm) wide

and of variable length, extending sometimes to several feet.

They are usually several inches apart and aligned roughly
downslope, but tend to have a sinuous course.
in

the Kebnekaise district,

At one place

Wurmerde are aligned according

'

to the prevailin=; wind direction.

These Wurmerde are on a

very exposed ridge, and at the time of observation the wind
was blowing so strongly that the author had great difficulty
in maintaining balance.

The angle of slope is only about 10

and the stripes are aligned slightly obliquely across the
slope.

Nevertheless, even here, by far the majority are not

aligned according to the wind direction but downslope.

Plate 79.

Wurmerde.
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Wurmerde are surficial features and when removed, reveal
feldspathic soil beneath.

Sometimes, they appear as mounds

(as at k in Plate 79) and very occasionally miniature terraces

are formed, usually about 2 in (14 cm) high (Figure 68 and
Plate 80).

Feldspat hic Soil

Figure 68.

Plate 80.

Black

Humic Clay

Cross- section of Wurmerde terraces.

Wurmerde.
terrace.

Pen is resting against a Wurmerde

-279Many

.7ur_merde

occur as nimbuses to boulders; i.e. they

are not in contact with the boulder but form a circular ridge
a

few inches from it.

The size of the Wurmerde and its

distance from the boulder seem to be roughly proporti6nal to
the latter's diameter.

Nimbused Wurmerde are sometimes joined

by striped Wurmerde; the former were never seen cutting across
the latter.

Where two boulders are so close together that

their nimbused Wurmerde would intersect, the two boulders are

surrounded by one nimbused Wurmerde.
13.1.7

Mounds

Mounds can be subdivided into three types by shape and

relation to slope:

circular, elongated (downslope) and

transverse; and two types by altitude.

13.1.7.1

High -level Circular

High -level circular mounds are only found on slopes less
than 15° and where the ground is vegetated.

They are most

abundant in the most exposed vegetated areas, such as the

Carn Ban Mor plateau and on the spurs leading from this plateau.

Much of the vegetated ground in the Cairngorm Mountains is
hummocky but only where the mounds are higher than 6 in (15 cm),
are they demarcated on the maps in the accompanying folder.

Lundqvist (1949, Figure 1) and Beskow (1935, Table 1) both found
that mounds in Sweden prefer a vegetal -rich environment on a

horizontal surface or a slope of only a few degrees.

Mounds

in the Cairngorm Mountains are found on any aspect, on both

granite and schist, and between the altitudes 1,800 ft (550m)
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and 3,750 ft (1,150 m).

High -level circular mounds are
and usually about

3

1 -3 ft

(30 -90 cm) high

ft (1 m) in diameter (Plate 81).

They vary greatly in their internal composition.

Some of

the larger ones are merely vegetated boulders and some
consist

entirely of vegetation and humus, but the majority contain
a core of

loam which sometimes comprises almost the entire

mound (Plate 82).

Plate 81.

High level circular mounds.
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Plate 82.

Cross -section of a high -level circular mound.

Humic horizon is shown at its base.

13.1.7.2

GtSG

-

Low-level Circular

Low-level circular mounds are found in the forests
fringing the Cairngorm Mountains.
In the area mapped,

they

are found in and between the A. a'Mharcaidh and
A.C..Follais

valleys

(NTh,

8804).

The maximum angle of slope, on which

they occur, is 20 °, but the distribution in the area
mapped
is too limited to designate any aspect or lithological

preferences.

They are composed of vegetation and humus

(Plate 83), sometimes overlying a boulder.

There does not

appear to be any visible difference in the soil immediately
and
beneath the mounds /in that of the surrounds.
They attain
a maximal height of 3 ft (1 m).

Plate 83.

Cross -section of a low -level circular mound.
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13.1.7.3

Linear

Linear mounds are mostly found in grassy areas and often
in Schneeflecken (section 4.1.3), especially on their lower

slopes.

They are most abundant on the Carn Ban Mor massif.

They are found between 1,850 ft (550 m) and 3,850 ft (1,200 m)
and on a wide range of slopes (2° - 300), but they are most

common on slopes of 5° to 15 °.

They do not appear to be

restricted lithologically or with regard to aspect.
They are usually about

1

ft (30 cm)

high, 2 ft (80 cm)

wide and 30 ft (9 m) or more in extent (Plate 84).

spacing between the mounds is usually about

2 ft

The

(60 cm).

They are mostly straight and aligned downslope (except for
the transverse mentioned below), but sometimes they are sinuous.

They are sometimes found, especially those which have been
denuded, associated with patterned ground (e.g. on Carn Ban Mor,
SW, 895971),

often occupying the vegetated stripe.

They are

mostly composed of loamy feldspathic soil and there does not
seem to be any visible difference between the soil under the

mounds and in that under the channels between the mounds.

Transverse mounds (i.e. parallel to the contours) are

occasionally found, especially in Schneeflecken.

They are

often associated with sliding boulders (section 11.3).
Occasionally, they are slightly lobate downslope.
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.-

Plate 84.

-

------- ---

Elon;ated mounds.
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13.2

Discussion of Hypotheses
There are a large number of hypotheses, which have been

put forward to explain patterned ground.

been summarized by Washburn (1956).

Most of them have

They are listed below: -

Ejection of stones from fines by multigelation.
Local differential heaving - Frödin.

Contraction due to low temperature

-

Figurin, 1823, pp. 275 -6.

Contraction due to drying - von Baer, 1837, p.174.
Storms - Hauser, 1864.

Convection due to temperature- controlled density differences Benard, 1900.

Earthquakes

-

Drygalski, 1904.

Fluvial circulation on

a

subsoil frozen surface

- de

seer,

1904, pp. 455 -6.

Vibration

- Goldthwaites,

Mass heaving - Hamberg,

Cryostatic movement

-

1905.

1910, p.53.

Sukachëv, 1911.

Contraction due to thawing

-

von Cholnoky, 1911, p.130

Circulation due to ice thrusting
Rillwork - Ule, 1911, pp. 256

Artesian flow

- Ule,

-

-

- 1.

von Cholnoky, 1911.

7.

1911, p.259.

Centripetal pressure around boulders

Meinardus, 1912, pp.21 -4.

-

Weathering - Meinardus, 1912, pp. 254 -5.
Ice -rafts - Trevor -Battye, 1921, p.306.

Frost wedging - Huxley and Odell, 1924, pp.216 -7.
Canals in a subsurface frozen layer

-

Huxley and Odell, 1924,
pp. 220 -2.
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Convection due to moisture

controlled density differences

-

- Gripp,

Pipkrake - Salomon, 1929, p.9.

1926..

Thermal or carbon dioxide springs - Behlen, 1930, p.635.

Absorption of water by colloids

-

Steche, 1933.

Vegetation clumps - Taber, 1943, p.1456.
Mud -eruptions - Troll, 1944.

Former vegetation destruction

-

Rutten, 1951.

Moisture - controlled changes in intergranular pressure Washburn, 1956, p.855.
Later freezing soil centre heat cell - Taylor, 1956.
Periodic crystallization and re- solution of salts
Troll,

-

1958, p.2.

Soil volume changes - Troll, 1958, p.19.

Freezing soil water cohesion

-

Troll, 1958,

p.19.

Expansion of melting subsurface beneath thick surficial
material

-

Corte, 1959.

Electrostatic pressure - Keinanen, 1961.
Peat growth

-

Mackay, 1963.

Surface expansion followed by subsurface hydrostatic
pressure - Philberth, 1964.
Washburn pointed out that different hypotheses probably
apply to different environments.

He also suggested that,

in

any particular environment, the explanation was probably poly important
a
few
of
the more,/
mention
genetic.
The following paragraphs

observations and experiments supporting or contradicting some
of the hypotheses.

Many of the arguments can also be applied

to other hypotheses than those under which they are discussed.

Many hypotheses envisage upward expansion, either by mass
heaving or by some more selective process.

At the United States
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Army Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment, Corte
and Higashi have demonstrated upfreezing of ceramic spheres in

sand having excess water and Taber (1930) showed that, under

certain conditions, coarse alluvium remains stationary while
clays heave.

'lashburn (1956, p.847)

,

that on Victoria Island, krctic Canada:
so minute

however, pointed out
tin

places fines were

in quantity in comparison to gravel -size material

that it seemed inconceivable that the gravel could have been

sorted out of the fines by multigelation" and Andrews (1963,
p.

168)

showed experimentally that "there is no simple

correlation between the earth circles and centres of major
soil movement."

Elton (1927, p.182) reasoned that selective

heaving processes do not "explain the remarkable regularity
in size and distance between the centres of adjacent polygons."

Corte (1959) suggested that upward expansion would take

place as a result of melting of a subsurface layer.

He

demonstrated this by sprinkling an uneven layer of heterogeneous
material over an ice surface.

After several days melting, he

saw mounds forming where the surficial material was thickest.

Steche (1933) suggested that absorption of water by colloids

would result in expansion but "Vashburn (1956, p.846) showed
that many types of patterned ground occur in materials other

than clay or humus and that, in any case, few colloids are

formed in the Arctic.

Keinanen (1961) pointed out that water

molecules are dipoler,

the surface of ice crystals are neutral

and soil particles are generally negatively charged.

He
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concluded that this electrostatic arrangement will force
ice crystals out of the water film and that the forces are

great enough to exert pressure on freezing soils.

Sukachëv (1911) suggested that cryostatic pressure could
cause patterned ground.

Cryostatic movement was demonstrated

experimentally by Philberth (1964, pp. 176 -8) but Washburn
(1956, p.845) pointed out that "some kinds of patterned ground
are well developed in regions lacking permafrost."

The latter

author also pointed out that "miniature sorted nets in

material as little as

5 cm

thick over glacier ice are not

explained."
Contraction is considered important by many investigators.
There are three main contraction theories:
to drying, low temperature and thawing.

contraction due
Certainly, desiccation

cracks in mudflats often outline polygons.

Gradwell (1957)

observed stripes forming as a result of drying of small scree
material, but both Elton (1927, p.178) and Mashburn (1956,
p.850) have seen polygons in areas where there is little or
no desiccation.

Washburn (1956, p.852) also "examined

recently thawed and still -saturated muddy shores

of

Victoria Island without finding supporting evidence for the

thawin4 hypothesis."

He went on to write:

"thawing of frozen

ground is prevalent in many regions where patterned ground
is absent."

Bénard (1900) produced sorted polygons by inducing convection
currents in a viscous medium.

Gripp and Simon (1934) also
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produced very small nonsorted circles in a suspension of fines
and water in artificially thawed cavities in ice by induced

convection.

Andrews (1963, p.168) showed experimentally that

circulatory movement can explain some patterned ground, although
Czeppe (1960) only observed positive and negative movements.
However,

79utrym et al.

(1964, p.27) showed that "temperature

controlled vertical circulation

turned out to be incapable

of moving coarser materials against gravity."

Elton (1927,

p.184) argued that "stones of different sizes would not be

carried at the same rate, while in practice we find stones
ranging from 2 inches to 2 feet in longest diameter, collected
Excavations have

together in the borders of the polygons."

revealed no columnar upward movement of stones in polygon
centres (Sapper, 1913, p.112; Corbel,

1954a, p.18; Furrer,

1954, p.238) and Hempnel (1955, pp. 471

-

2)

pointed out that

there is no evidence of lateral movement of stones at the base
of polygons.

Furthermore, Meinardus (1930, p.90) showed that

some polygons centres do not possess stones that should be in

transit.

Vibration seems to accelerate polygon formation (Butrym
et al.,

196444)

and Corbel (1954a, pp.

23 -7; 1954b,

pp.56-7)

has given evidence that earthquakes cause large sorted patterns.

Meinardus (1912, pp. 254 -5) attributed patterned ground to
weathering.

Washburn. (1956,

p.848) reasoned that sorted

circles and polygons should grade from fine to coarse material
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from the centre towards the borders under this hypothesis
"but many sorted forms have centers of uniform fines abutting

against the stone borders."

He did find, however,

on

Victoria Island, several exposures of trap rock which had
"small

'muddy° depressions several centimeters deep with

centers of fines that graded outward into gravel sizes and,
in some localities,

adjacent rock."

into frost -wedged fragments of the

Elton's argument of lack of explanation of

regularity is, however, also applicable here.
13.3

Investigation in the Cairngorm Mountains

13.3.1

Fine Polygons.

In order to try and understand polygon formation, some

fine polygons on the northern bank (SE, 992007) of the

sarbh Uisge Beag were :photographed and mapped on 9th October,
1965.

The polygonsvere then disturbed to different depths

(surficially, at 6 in (15 cm) and

adjacent areas.

1 ft

(30 cm)) in three

The whole area was then photographed and

mapped again, and in the following spring and autumn (Plate 87).
In the spring of 1966 (29th June), there was no sign of polygon

reformation but there was evidence of some movement.
amount of movement is shown in Table 10.
were taken to the nearest

á

in.

The

All measurements

The apparent inverse

relationship between maximal stone size and depth of disturbance

may be explained by a consideration of grain size.

If there

is an upward movement of fines, there will be a concentration

of fines near the surface.

Since the amourrb of movement is
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dependent on the fine content (Högbom, 1910,
p.53), the polygon,
which has only been surficially disturbed should exhibit
more

movement than those which have been disturbed to greater
depths.
The

fact that the movement is predominantly at the surface was

also demonstrated by Jahn (1943, p.8) who showed that the move-

ment of stakes, he had placed in patterned ground in Spitsbergen
'Z

increased with decreasing depth.

Soil
Dept

h

Covered Removed

A

u

2

f

á

dg
Z

2

Linear

Rotational

Max.

d

2

Total

Size Dist.

Max.

2

Size

U

No.

7

238

4

1418

4

6'4

8

2

87e

34

6

3

214

2

34

16

4

9

- -

33

10

7

6

238

4

4

- -

258

60°

of

Boulders

Surface

12

Table 10.

Boulders

38

Table showing amount of movement of a fine polygon

between 9th October, 1965 and 29th June, 1966.
to

"depth of disturbance ".

"Depth" refers

"Covered" refers to "soil having

covered stones" and "removed" refers to "soil having been
.

removed from stones ".

"Linear" and "rotational" refer to type

of movement in a horizontal plane.

"No." refers to number of

stones which have moved or have been covered or denuded by soil
movement.

Unless otherwise shown, measurements are in inches.

The amount of movement between 29th June, 1966 and 7th

October, 1966 is shown in Table

_II..

A

comparison of Tables 10

and 11 shows that there is less movement in the summer than in
the winter, which is particularly true of the fines, in spite of

summer exposure.

The soil does have a high water content,

however, which would resist aeolian transportation.

One more
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stone moved in the surficial layer over the summer period, although
the maximal size is less than that of the winter period.

It is

likely that the movement recorded on 7th October may have taken
place a few days previously since autumn is the period over

which most movement takes place. (Jahn, 1943, p.8; Andrew; 1963).

Boulders

Soil
Dept

h

z

iz
x

z6

E

Surface

2

1

6

2

58

Table

11.

.
x

i

2.
- 1

- -

Rotational

of

No.

.4

H

12

Linear

Covered Removed

Total

4

254

zo

Max.
SizeD3ist.

d

z

Max.
Size Angle
600

5

334

9

2

2

174

4

- - -

7

1v

3

234

Boulders

41B

134v 6dov

34
33
3 8

Table showing amount of movement of a fine polygon

between 29th June, 1966 and 7th October, 1966.
to "depth of disturbance ".

"Depth" refers

"Covered" refers to "soil having

covered stones" and "removed" refers to "soil having been removed
from stones ".

"Linear" and "rotational" refer to type of movement.

Rotation is in a horizontal plane except where demarcated by
'v'

which refers to a vertical plane.

"No:'

a

refers to number of

boulders which have been moved or have been covered or denuded

by soil movement.

Unless otherwise shown, measurements are in

inches.

Observations of

pipkrake movement in the Cairngorm Mountains

have indicated one method of polygon formation.

Measurements were

taken of the sizes of stones uplifted by pipkrake.

In a small

area (2ft. x 2 ft.) (60 cm x 60 cm), the lozest diameter of a

hundred stones was measured to the nearest

in.

and it was

recorded whether they had been raised by the pipkrake, which

-293grew to

a

maximum of 1¿ in. (4 cm), upturned

or left in situ.

The smallest diameter measured was 2 in. (1- cm) and the largest

was 62 in. (162 cm).
38 left in situ

It was found that 46 stones were uplifted,

and 16 upturned.

The mean diameter of those

raised was 1.10 in. (2.79 cm); the mean of those left in situ
was 2.47 in. (6.27 cm); and the mean of those upturned was 2.59 in.

(6.58 cm).

Their respective standard deviations were 0.41 in.

(1.04 cm), 1.10 in. (2.79 cm) and 1.41 in. (3.58 cm).

"/KZ

test showed that there is a greater than 99.5% statistically

significant difference between the distribution of raised stones
and those left in situ.

Measurements were also taken of the movement of stones with
an axial ratio

of greater than or equal to 2:1

to see

if they

had any propensity for upturning rather than uplifting in toto.
The sizes of the stones ranged from

2 in.

to 4 in.

cm) and the average size of the pip17.rake was 1 in.

(l'-

cm to 10

(22 cm).

17 stones were not moved at all, 41 were upturned and 42 uplifted
in toto.

The mean diameter of those upturned was 0,91 in.

(2.31

cm) with a standard deviation of 0.38 in (0.96 cm) and the mean

diameter of those uplifted in toto was 1.04 in. (2.64 cm) with
a standard deviation of 0.34 in.

(0.86 cm).

XL

test showed that

these two distributions are 90 5 statistically significantly

similar, suggesting that stones with an axial ratio of greater

than or equal to 2:1 do not have a tendency for upturning rather
than uplifting, as has sometimes been suggested.

It is not

possible to find out whether oblong stones have greater tendency
for upturning than round ones, since upturning of round stones

cannot be recognized.
fines
It was also noticed that pipkrake not only raised
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vertically but also moved them away from the larger unmoved
stones (Plate 85).

Some of the bigger raised stones fell into the

gaps formed between unmoved stones and the soil, and after the

pipkrake had melted, stones were often seen surrounding larger
stones or boulders.

A fine example of this was seen at Keb-

nekaise (Plate 86).

In a wet patch on the well -used footpath

(927068) leading into Gleann Einich,

polygons were observed.

4 in. (10 cm) diameter

Most of the centres were raised by

pipkrake but one was depressed where the pipkrake had already
melted.

the average diameter of the polygon was 3 in. (73 cm)

and their borders were

22 in. (6 cm) wide.

The centres were

composed of equal parts of coarse feldspathic sand (less than
2 cm in diameter) and fine earth.

These polygons indicate that

pipkrake can form patterned ground and in a short period of time,
since the polygons were destroyed the following day by footprints.

Pipkrake are probably responsible for the small sorted circles
described at the end of section 13.1.3.

Plate 85:

Soil uplifted by pipkrake.

away from the boulder

Note how soil is drawn
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Plate 86:

Small pebbles surrounding larger boulders.

Hollows have been observed around boulders of the size of
those forming fine polygon borders and smaller boulders or stones
are seen lying in these hollows (Plate 87), usually oriented

parallel to the larger boulder's periphery (Plate 88).

In the

borders of fine polygons, also, small boulders are often found

surrounding and oriented parallel to the periphery of the larger
ones.

When the smaller boulders or stones (on the surface) lie

touching the larger ones, they usually dip away from the latter,
i.e. resting against them, but, proceeding away from the larger

boulder,

the smaller boulders or stones,

larger ones (Figure 69).
would be expected,

tend to dip towards the

This is the type of orientation which

if the small boulders or stones had achieved

their present position by uplifting of the polygon centres.
The angle of dip of boulders in polygon borders was measured

-296from the same four pol /gons on the south -eastern slope
(TTY,

012032) of Cairn Gorm, as

:-sere

used for the measurement

of boulder diameters (section 13.1.3).

to the nearest degree,
of 3:2.

Measurements were taken,

of boulders with a minima

l axial

The distribution is shown in Figure 70.

ratio

The mean

angle of dip was found to be 36° with a standard deviation of
21 °.

This distribution is 90% statistically significantly

higherthan that of coarse polygon borders and is greater than

99.5% statistically significantly higher than the dip distributions of all the other patterned ground. measured.

The low

mean is due partly to the fact that large boulders were also
included in the measurements and partly to the generally poor

polygon development.

It was noted elsewhere that there seemed

to be a relationship between polygon development and angle of

dip of the polygon borders.

Greater and more consistent dips

were seen in the more distinct polygons of the Kebnekaise
district and in the stone- rimmed polygons of Greenland,

described by Holmes and Colton (1960, p.7).
of dip at 'rebnekaise

interaction.

The large angle

seemed to be largely due to polygon

I.- ,
:-'AY

Plate 87.

-

.,.ï=- -.--

_rY44p;,_

_,.

_

-

:Superficially disturbed fine polygons.

Photo7raphed on 7th September, 1966.

Note boulder

filled hollow surrounding larger boulder at 'A'.

Plate 88:

Figure 69.

Boulder surrounded by smaller platy boulders.

Cross-section of a fine polygon border.
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Percentage Frequency

-Fine

70.

Stripes

- --

-

--Fine Polygons
- -Bare Coarse Strips

Coarse Polygon

60.

orders

---.--Bare Coarse Polygon Borders
50-

40

30-

20-

10-

o
o

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Dip in degrees

Figure 70.

Frequency curves, plotted in frequency groups of

10 degrees of boulder,dips in the borders of fine, coarse

vegetated and coarse bare polygons and of fine and bare coarse

stria.

-299Measurements were also taken to see whether boulder
movement in fine polygons is dependent upon size.

In an area

of fine polygon development, on the south -eastern slopes of

Cairn Gorm (NE, 012032), the size of sixty boulders displaying
lichen (i.e. presumably immobile) were compared =Tith the
sizes of sixty boulders without lichen.

taken to the nearest inch.

Measurements were

The mean diameter of the lichen -

covered boulders is 28.1 in (71.4 cm) with a standard

deviation of 13.7 in (34.8 cm)( ?figure 71)and the mean diameter
of the bare boulders is 22.5 in (57.2 cm) with a standard

deviation of 10.3 in (26.2 cm)(Figure 72). XZtest showed that
there is a greater than 99.5% statistically significant

difference between the two distributions.

This high degree

of significance is largely due to the much greater number

(over twice) of bare boulders between 18 and 24 in (45 and 60 cm).
15

Frequency

14

13

12
11
10-

1

Figure 71.

2

3

4

Boulder Diameter in feet
Histogram of lichen- covered boulders.

-30034Frequency

20

to.

2
"

Figure 72.

3

1

n n

5

6

Boulder Diameter in feet

Histogram.o_f bare boulders.

The foregoing observations seem to suggest the following

cycle of polygon development.

The largest recorded stones

raised by pipkrake were the size of hen's eggs (Philberth, 1964,
x.166).
means,

p.217).

However, larger stones can also be raised by other
such as ice lenses (Philberth, 1964, p.122; Everett, 1966,

Although ice lenses were not seen in the Cdrn orm

Mountains, they have been observed by Caine (1963, p.174) in
the Lake District and there is, therefore, presumably no reason

why they should not also occur in the Cairngorm Mountains.

also
are
prob®bl'/
The other methods of heave mentioned in section 3.2
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effective.

The surficial nature of the polygons, however, rules

out convection hypotheses.

The evidence seems to suggest that

large boulders remain stationary while the soil and smaller

boulders and stones are heaved.

\\

The size of stationary bouldrs

is probably proportional to the amount of heave.

.

Since the water

content of the soil is largely extracted to form ice, the

resulting desiccation contracts the fines away from the stationary
boulders leaving gaps, into which the raised stones will fall.
If the heave is sufficiently great, stones will also slide down

the surface of heave, producing the orientation shown in Figure
69.

In an area of uniform soil and boulder content, polygon

sizes will be proportional to the spacing of the stationary
boulders.

The greater the heave, the larger the size of

stationary boulders, and, in general, the larger the polygon
This reasoning conforms with that of Troll (1958) who

size.

pointed out that the size of patterned ground is roughly
proportional to the latitude.

He suggested that the large high

latitude forms have a longer period and greater amount of heave

than the low latitude forms.

Thus the bare active fine polygons

in the Cairngorm Mountains are smaller and have smaller boulders

in their borders (greater than 99.5% statistically significant)

than the lichen-covered coarse ones.

13.3.2

Coarse Polygons

In order to understand the processes governing coarse

polygon development, some coarse polygons were disturbed to see
how they reform.

They were disturbed in two different ways.

In

302
one area,

the boulders and soil were thoroughly mixed
up, and

in the other, the soil and vegetation were removed,
but the

bouldersfwere left.
unchanged.

_4

third area was recorded and left

The disturbance took place on 9th Octobër 1965.

When the polygons were investigated again on 29th June 1966, none
of the boulders had moved but most of the vegetation which had

been deposited on the boulders had been removed (presumably by
the wind), although the area had been exposed for only about

two weeks prior to snow inundation and for only about one week

after melting (Plates 89 and 90).

Therewere no changes in the

polygons when they were observed again on' h October 1966.

The

foregoing observations suggest that coarse polygons are inactive.

Plate 89.

Deranged coarse polygon.

after derangement (9th October 1965).

Photographed immediately
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Plate 90,
1966.

Same view as Plate 21, photographed on 29th June

Note removal of disturbed vegetation at 'A'.

Orientations were taken of twenty-five boulders, with an
axial ratio of greater than or equal to 3:2, from the centres
of the four coarse polygons on the plateau north-west of

Garbh

Uise Beag

(SE,

991012, 992013, 981004 and 979003),

from

which boulder diameters were also measured (section 13.1.1).
All measurements were taken to the nearest degree and the results
are shown in Figure 73, which does not indicate any preferred

orientation.

The amount of deviation from the radial direction

is also shown in Figure 74.

A

random orientation, plotted from

a table of random numbers, is shown in Figure 75.

A

x

test

between the distributions of Figures 74 and 75 indicated a greater
than 99.5°

statistical similarity.

also plotted in Figure 76.

The dip distribution was

The mean dip is 26° and the
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equation of the distribution is log y

=

1.50 - 0.224x + 0.0137x2.

Inwards

900

.

.

.0.
.

f

V

Outwards

Figure 73.

Stone orieri a ionThiagram

coarse polygons.

of

The 'Outwards' arrow indicates 'dip away from

the centre' and the

centre'.

ñtrés

-the

'Inwards'

arrow indicates 'dip towards the

The left hand side was plotted as a mirror image

of the right.
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Figure 74.

Stone orientations in coarse polygon centres.

Orientation is measured as radial deviation.
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Figure 75.

Random orientation.
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Figure 76.

Frequency curves, plotted in frequency groups of

10 degrees,

of boulder dips in vegetated coarse stripes and

coarse polygon centres.
The dipsof the boulders in the polygon borders were also

measured.

They are shown in Figure 70.

is 30° with a standard deviation of 22°.

that there is only a 75

The mean angle of dip

A

X

test showed

statistically significant difference

between the distributions of border and centre dips.
Coarse polygons appear to be small basins of feldspathic
soil in felsenmeere.

It has already been suggested (section 2.7.1)

that felsenmeere formation precedes granular disintegration.

It

would seem, therefore, that these basins are merely pockets of

granular disintegration.

This would explain the random

orientation of the boulders in the centre and the greater size
and smaller boulders of the polygons developed on the Carn Ban

Mor massif, since the finer grain size of the Porphyritic Granite
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will be more subject to frost shattering (Waters, 1964, p.79).
This hypothesis also explains the much higher relative

dispersion (77.75) of coarse polygon sizes, compared with that
of fine polygons (54.5%),

the
since according to/weathering

hypotheses, size regularity is not expected (Elton, 1927, p.82).
It is still necessary, however, to explain the sorting.

This

can be explained by the probability that small boulders and
stones will decrease in size as a result of frost shattering

faster than large ones, because of their greater surface area to
volume ratio.

Heaving may also take place, especially in damp

environments, such as that of bare coarse polygons and other

polygons during snow melt.
In section 13.1.1, some coarse polygons with bare centres
The dips of the boulders in the borders of

were described.

these polygons were measured and the distribution plotted in

Figure 70.

The mean dip was found to be 28° and the equation

of the distribution is log y

found to be

95.:

=

1.69- 0.333x + 0.193x2 which was

statistically significantly different from

the logarithmically normal distribution of the dips of the

borders of vegetated polygons.

The topographic position of these

bare polygons, however, suggests that the boulders, in which
they are formed, were probably originally deposited by
solifluction, which might explain their low dip.

Their high

dip relative to patterned ground features other than polygon

borders (it is

93;x','.

statistically significantly higher than

that of coarse stripes), their bare centres and wet environment,
all suggest that heave could now be taking place.
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13.3.3

Stripes

Below are some of the theories put forward to explain
polygon elongation or stripe formation

:-

Melt water - Meyer, 1900, p.149

Solifluction in combination with other processes Nordenskjöld, 1909, p.63

Wind - `Verth, 1912
Differential linear eluviation - Lliboutry, 1955, p.1,793

Spilling over of polygon centre - Holmes and Colton, 1960
Frost heave

+

viscous flowage - Jahn, 1961, p.13

All these hypotheses, except that of wind, seem applicable,
in one form or another, to stripe formation in the Cairngorm

Mountains.
In order to observe their formation,
(SW, 936987) just above the Wells of

the fine stripes

Dee were deranged (two of

the stripes being deranged to 6 in. (15 cm) depth; the other
three being only surficially deranged), sprayed with yellow

paint and photographed.

They were deranged on 10th October 1965,

re- examined on 1st July 1966 and again on 8th October 1966.

There was no visible movement on 1st July 1966 and on 8th

October, /the area had been disturbed by human activity.

The

experiment was, therefore, inconclusive, except that, unlike fine
polygons, there had been no apparent winter movement.

This

might be because the stripes chosen had recently become static
as a result of their present -day dry environment.

stonesin four of the fine stripes (NE, 004025) in
were measured to the nearest deree

(Figure 70).

The dips of
C.

Raibeirt
Twenty -five
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stones were measured from each stripe.

The mean dip is 11°

and the equation of the curve in Figure 70 is log y

0.881x + 0.0574x2.
a

1.77 -

=

This equation has a high constant term and

low coefficient of x, both indicating a high proportion of

stones with a low dip.

Many of the tones are, in fact, roughly

parallel to the slope of the ground, suggesting possibly laminar

downslope movement.

The orientation of stones in the horizontal

plane was also measured (Figure 77).

If the orientation ig

cpmpared with that of a random one (Figure 75), it is found to
be only

75jä

statistically significantly similar.

The only

pattern that seems to exist (if any) in Figure 16 is

a

decrease

from 0 to 25°, a rise between 25° and 80° and a low 800 value.

900

This could possibly be explained by relative downslope

movements of soil and stone stripes.

Assuming that the soil

stripe moves faster down slope than the stone one, there will be
an interaction at the border of the two stripes.

Any stone

projecting out of the stone stripe by more than 25° in an upslope

direction will be affected by the downslope movement of the
soil stripe (although reduced by viscosity) and possibly become

wedged in a new orientation of greater deviation, prevented
from further rotation by other stones in the stone stripe.

Stones projecting at 900 or any orientation in a downslope

direction will be quickly reduced to low angles of deviation.
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Figure 77.

Histogram of the orientation of stones in fine

stripes.
Stone orientations of coarse stripes were also measured

from the four localities mentioned in section 13.1.2, viz: Carn

Ban 7or (S3, 892972)
Carn Ban Beag ridge
(SW, 896997).

,

summit south of Carn_ Ban

(S.V,

Tror (S",

89l964)

,

878977) and the Deal -charn ridge

The dip distribution is shown in Figure 70.

The

mean dip is 21° and the equation of the curve in Figure 70 is
log y

=

1.63 - 0.277x

+

0.00932x2

,

which has a lower constant

term and higher coefficient of x than that of fine stripes

(greater than 99.5% statistically significantly different). This
difference is probably due to the stripe depths and water content
of the two different stripe textures.

Solifluction decreases

with depth and increases with water content.

The larger

ill.

number of terraced fine polygons compared with fine stripes,
is probably because the boulders forming the terraces
are below

the depth of active solifluction.

The orientation of boulders

forming bare coarse stripes is shown in Figure 78, which

distribution is 95 %r;% statistically significantly different
from that of random orientations.

Possibly the orientations of

the smaller boulders are too affected by those of the larger.
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Figure 78.

Histogram of the orientation of stones in bare

coarse stripes.
Stone orientations of vegetated coarse stripes (Figure 79)
were also measured from the same localities as before.

The

percentage strength of downslope orientation is 14.7, which,
according to Curray (1956),

is not

statistically significant.
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It must be remembered, however,

that stripes probably possess

both centripetal as well as downslope movement.
orientation,

as

found by vector analysis, is 40°

downslope direction.

The resultant
4'

from the

The orientation distribution is also

shown in Figure 80.

n

random orientation, calculated from

table of random numbers, is shown in Figure 81.

A

X1

a

test is

not applicable here, because the random orientation shows too

much variation, but a comparison of observed with uniform
orientation, shows that they are only 255 statistically similar.
There are probably too many factors (viz. interaction of small
and large boulders,

downslope movement caused by solifluction

and centripetal movement as a result of heave) to be able to

produce a simple orientation distribution.
is shown in rigure 76.

The dip distribution

The mean dip is 22° and the equation
J

of the curve in Figure 76 is

log;

y

=

1.58 - 0.24Cx + 0.00623x`-,

which has a lower constant term and higher coefficient of x than
that of bare stripes.

The difference is,

however, only 75

significant.

=2
Figure 79.
stripes.

Stone orientation diagram of vegetated coarse
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Figure 80.

Histogram of the orientations of boulders in

vegetated coarse stripes.
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Since the four localities at which measurements were

taken are at different altitudes but the same rock type
(Porpriyritic Granite),

other comparisons could also be made.

It was found that the correlation coefficient between altitude

and width of vegetated coarse stripe is -0.976 which is 95%

statistically significant.

Altitude is most likely inversely

proportional to age or periodicity of movement.

The correlation

coefficient, therefore, supports the hypotheses enunciated in

Section 13.3.1.

The correlation between altitude and width

of bare stripes is - 0.878 which is 90% statistically significant.

This lower level of significance,

compared with that of the

vegetated stripes, suggests that the latter are more affected by
altitude and are, therefore, possibly the principle area of
activity.
The succession from coarse polygons to coarse stripes was

investigated, in detail,

to try to get a better understanding

of the processes involved.
of Carn Ban Mor,

As soon

the following succession was observed.

as the slope exceeds 1 °,

formed.

On the western slope (SW, 893972)

ill -developed elongate polygons are

The cross -slope borders possess a higher proportion of

fines than the downslope ones or those on the summit.

The

polygons also increase in size, becoming about 10 ft. (3 m)
wide and extending as much as 30

downslope direction.

',There

- 40 ft.

(9 - 12 m)

the slope reaches 5 °, the

pattern predominates over that of elongated polygons.

in the

stripe
Where

the slope reaches 10 °, the vegetated stripes tend to have

centres raised to a maximum of 22 ft. (75 cm) above the bare
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stripes /in some places they appear lobate.

At 15 °, the

areas between the bare stripes become distinctly lobate,
the
lobes being elevated about 5 ft.

(l

m) above the bare stripes.

Below this point, there is a sharp change of slope to 20 °, and
a.

large area of scree is found.

(SW,

On the south -eastern slope

896997) of Geal -charn, coarse stripes develop downslope

from altiplanation terraces.

They also die out when the slope

teaches 20 °, although there is no sharp change of slope.
The surf icial nature of stripes precludes any convection

hypothesis.

Eluviation may help maintain the bare coarse and

fine stone stripes, but it does not explain the sorting, which is

probably a result of frost shattering combined with heave.
Vector analysis of forces involved, regardless of the ratio of
gravity to centripetal heave, does not rule out cross -slope
borders.

The only way the elimination of cross -slope borders

can be understood is by envisaging solifluction, which much of
the evidence seems to support.

13.3.4

Wurmerde

The only hypothesis, known to the author, which has been
put forward to explain Wurmerde is that of pipkrake (Troll,1958)

sometimes in combination with the wind and sometimes with
solifluction.

Troll described Wurmerde aligned according to

the dominant wind direction (and not downslope) on both the

Drakensberg plateau of South Africa (p.30) and on Mt. Kenya
(p.36).

In the Cairngorm Mountains,

however, all observed

7urmerde were aligned downslope, although, as has already been

mentioned in section 13.1.6, some were observed at Kebnekaise
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across the slope and aligned according to the dominant wind
direction.

On Mt. Kenya, however, Troll also found Wurmerde

aligned downslope, which he argued, were caused by pipkrake

solifluction.

Pipkrake solifluction envisages elevation of

soil perpendicular to the slope by pipkrake, followed by

vertically downwards movement due to gravity, on thawing.
In order to try and observe Vurmerde formation, some were

disturbed on a 5° slope on the Einich Cairn plateau (SW, 940997)
on 10th October 1965.

One area was dug down to 6 in. (15 cm.)

depth (ABGH in Plate 91), another had the Vurmerde scraped off
the surface (BCFG in Plate 91), and a third was left undisturbed
(CDEF).

When the area

The whole was mapped and photographed.

was revisited on 1st July 1966, the entire area showed no

evidence of üurmerde reformation.

The Wurmerde in the area

CDEF had slight width changes (a few centimetres), apparently due
to aeolian transportation.

In a few places, the

been dissected by feldspathic, grain invasion.

7urmerde had

'When the

area

was visited again on 8th October 1966, there were again slight

changes in Wurmerde width but no major changes or evidence of

Wurmerde reformation.

The Wurmerde measured,

therefore,

although probably formed quite recently, do not appear to be
active at present.

Wurmerde seem to be produced by one cycle of

processes andnot by continuous cycles as is the case with other
types of patterned ground.

Plate 91.

Wurmerde on the Einich Cairn plateau.

area that was disturbed.

ACFH is

Photograph taken on

8th October, 1966.

Wurmerde seem to develop during the melting of snow
patches.

In one area, miniature meltwater channels, of

Wurmerde dimensions, developed downslope from an area where a
snow patch had recently melted (Plate 92).

Pipkrake could

develop in these channels, provided they did not dry up before

freezing, and leave fines deposited by the streams causing the
channels.

Nimbused `Wurmerde may be the result of pipkrake

drawing fines away from stones (Plate 85).
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Plate 92.

13.3.5

Miniature meltwater channels.
Mounds

The author was not able to draw any substantial

conclusions about these features, except that they contain a
large amount of vegetation and only occur in vegetated areas.
However, the loamy core seems to preclude that they are

entirely due to vegetal overgrowth.

They are probably the

result of both frost heaving and vegetal overgrowth as suggested

by Eisenhut (1963).
13.3.5.1

Low -level Circular

Alexander

(1928,,

p.9) suggested that the low -level

circular mounds in the Cairngorm Mountains are merely ant -hills.
The size of the vegetation forming them (Plate 83) suggests

that they could not entirely be due to ants although the latter

-319may be acontributin
13.3.5.2

factor.

Linear

The association of elongated mounds with stripes gives

further support to the suggestion that they are the result of
frost heaving, but it does also suggest that they may be due to

solifluction (Troll, 1944, p.656).

Eisenhut (1963, pp. 19 -20)

argued that the maturity of the soil profile found in the mounds
he investigated in the Seetaler Alpen, the

sharp. horizontal

upper boundary of the B horizon found in mounds,podzolization
and the strong root system, are all against a solifluction

hypothesis.

Although these features were often seen in circular

mounds in the Cairngorm Mountains, they were not seen in linear
mounds.

The strong association of elongated mounds with the

lower parts of Schneeflecken suggests, as does their appearance
in the field, that they are not so much mounds as meltwater

channels.

Eisenhut (1963, p.18) suggested transverse mounds were
caused by circular mounds growing together.

Their association

with gliding boulders and elongated mounds, together with
their sometimes lobate form, suggests, however, that they may
also be caused by solifluction.

They are possibly transverse,

as opposed to elongated, due to subsurface obstruction.

CHA.PTER

XIV

AGE
Erosion channels, rills, avalanches, gliding boulders,

slumping and aeolian action all appear to be active today,

although many operate only under violent weather conditions.
Many of the rills also seem to be inactive, as indicated by

weathering and lichen growth of the boulders in them.

There

seems to be two main ways of assessing the age of periglacial

features: their relationship to glacial deposits and lichenometry.
14.1.

Trimlines
The boundary between glacial and periglacial deposits is

sometimes demarcated by a sharp line, called a trimline.

Sugden (1965, pp. 194 -5) described a "remarkable trimline on
the western flanks

[S71,

undisturbed interglacial

9397) of
(

?)

Einich Cairn separating

gravels [feldspathic soil) from

ice smoothed rock and glacial drift".

The present author

investigated other areas in the Cairngorm Mountains to see if
there are trimlines elsewhere.
On the east -facing slope (HE, 990037) of C. an t- Sneachda
at about 3,000 ft.

(900 m.) and the south-west facing slope

(SE, 959009) of C. Beanaidh at about 3,000 to 3,250 ft.

(900 - 1,000 m.), there is a definite lower limit to scree

deposition.

Another possible trimline, again at about

3,000 ft. (900 m.) can be seen on the western slope (SE, 977991,

Plates 27 and 32) of Ben Macdui.

Here, there is also an

abrupt lower limit to scree deposition and stone- banked lobes
are found above the line and boulder hollows below.

Another
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sharp change of features on a constants% -angle slope,
occurs on
the western slope (SE, 013010, Plates 1 and 63) of Beinn

Mheadhoin at about 3,250 ft. (1, 000 m.).

The line does not

conform, however, with glacial movement.

It seems to separate

an area of scattered outcrops, feldspathic soil and scree above

from a vegetal environment below (Plate 93).

This apparent

trimline seems to be really a structural horizon.
3,500 ft. (1,000

-

At 3,250 -

1,100 m.) on the eastern slope (SE, 020981)

of Derry Cairngorm, there is again a sharp lower limit to

scree, but this line also does not confórm to glacial movement,

unless it represents a nunatak boundary.

Trimlines do not

seem to be so well developed as elsewhere in Scotland (e.g.

Applecross region of Ross and Cromarty (Sissons, personal
communication)), probably because feldspathic soil obscures

trimline boundaries, as a result of late and post -glacial
solifluctional, fluviatile and aeolian transportation.

Plate 95. Fan of feldspathic soil at the base of pseudo trimline (SE, 013010) on the western slope of Beinn Mheadhoin.
Note also mounds in foregrdund.
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14.2.

The author used

a

similar method of measuring lichen to

that advocated by Sugden (1965, p.219).

Sites 20 m. X 20 m.

were chosen, except in the case of stone- banked lobes, where
the whole of one stone garland was investigated.
of every boulder in the

7very facet

site was examined and the sixty largest

diameters of Rhizocarpon ¡;eographicum thalli were recorded to
the nearest

in.

(6 mm.).

Where the thalli were elliptical,

the shorter diameter was measured.

Following Stark (1963), a

mean diameter was calculated from the five largest thalli.

!.s

suggested by Sugden, diameters were compared with those of the

Jostedalsbreen region in southern Norway, since this is the
climate approximating closest to that of the Cairngorm Mountains,
In the former region,

where growth rates have been measured.

Sornfeldt and Osterborg (1958) measured
Per century.

a

growth rate of 45 mm.

The results cannot be considered conclusive

because of the liklihood of overcrowding (see section 2.7.3) and
the possibility that the lichen now seen on boulders may be of

the

-nth generation since the boulders were originally denuded.

Lichenometry must therefore be considered in relation to other
factors.

Solifluction

14.3.

The most prominent solifluction features are stone -banked
lobes.
(ST.1,

t

some high altitudes (e.g. on the western slope

889973) of Carn

13an "for

above 2,900 ft.

appear to be still active (section 6.1.3).

(900 m.)), they

Lichen measurements

-323 of other stone -banked lobes on the
western slope of the

Carn Ban Mor,at 2,600 ft. (800 m.) to 2,750
ft. (840 m.),
massif give dates from 1650 to 1700 A.D.
(Table 12).
Since
they occur only a few hundred
feet downslope (one evén occurs at
Feature

Locality

Altitude
in feet

Mean
Maximal
Lichen
Diameter

Date
(A.D.)

in inches

Boulder -Hollow
Stone -banked lobe
"

Coarse Stripe

Coarse Polygon

S1,859980
NW, 933052
S1,893981
SW, 887977
S1,887977
51,885011
S7,878977
SW, 898997
SE, 953000
SE,981004
SE,991012

1,650
1,800
3,048
2,728
2,616
2,900
2,500
3,150
4,200
3,800
3,650

1.50
2.3

195
4.9
5.75
2.85
3.35
4.15
2.5
2.5
2.65

1880

I.

10
t
1860 ± 20
1700 ± 30
±

14

1650
1800
1780
1740
1830
1830
1820

40

± 90
±
20
±
50
- 60
± 20

Table 12.
Lichen measurements. The degree of accuracy was
calculated from the range of the five largest thalli. The lichen
on the boulders of the boulder hollows could be nth generation.
a higher altitude but a few hundred yards away) from the active

lobes, it is likely that the lichen are first generation.

Stone -banked lobes in the Cairngorm Mountains probably only

move when the ground is supersaturated as a result of permafrost,
sudden and large snow melt or a severe storm.
be activated by intense frost heave.

or angle of slope,

They could also

The lower the altitude

the more extreme the conditions must be,

although vegetation destruction (by burning, for example) lessens
the conditions of climatic severity.

Since there is sporadic

permafrost at the present time in Iceland (Black, 1954), there
may have been permafrost in the Cairngorm Mountains durins the
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period of renewed corrie glaciation, which was claimed by

Sugden (1965) to have taken place at about 1740 A.D.

In

conclusion, stone- banked lobes can only be considered active in
the sense that they move in periods of climatic excess.
It was suggested in section 6.4.2 that vegetation- covered

lobes are older than stone -banked ones.

They do, however,

occur on glacial deposits in the valleys north of the Cairn Gorm
massif, which can be tentatively dated as Zone III (section 2.6).

Their most likely period of activity is during the initial
rapid amelioration of climate in Zone IV when there was excess
water, Possibly permafrost and before they could be stabilised

by vegetation.

Turf -banked lobes seem to be active today

(section 6.1.3).
Coarse stripes on the summit of Carn

'Ban

Mor (SW, 892972)

and o4 the summit (SW, 891964) south of Carn Ban Mor, appear to
since the boulders composing them do not support

be active,

lichen.

Lichen measurements of other coarse stripes are

indicated in Table 12.

They can probably only be considered

active in the same sense as stone -banked lobes.
seem to be active,

Fine stripes

since the boulders composing them do not

support lichen.

14.4

Frost Action.
15 cm.

gelivation fragments are fresh, angular and devoid

of lichen (Plate 11) and are probably still being formed.

60 cm gelivation fragments are weathered, rounded and covered in

lichen and are therefore presumably not being formed today.
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Much of the tor controversy centres aroundtheir age.

Linton considered tors were formed during the Tertiary period.
King ascribed skyline tors to Early Tertiary and sub -skyline to
Late Tertiary or later.
the Quaternary period.

Palmer and Radley attributed them to

Linton pointed out that tors which were

present in glaciated areas, have been removed by glacial erosion
(e.g.

`,Western

Highlands).

King (1958, pp. 290 -1) considered

"tors ... in ... the Western Highlands were destroyed under late

Tertiary rejuvenation even before the glaciation set in ".
Palmer and Radley (1961, p.45) wrote

:

"tors must be on the whole

morerecent than the last ice maximum but earlier than the recent
climatic cycle which destroys existing tors ".

Sugden (1965)

considered there was a thin ice sheet covering the Cairngorm
Mountains in the late

=firm.

Tor formation in the Cairngorm

Mountains should therefore postdate this period.
(p.244),

Sugden

however, argued that most of the tors are on the

northern and eastern sides of the Cairngorm Mountains, which
were in the lee of the ice movement and, therefore, protected
to some extent from erosion, but he also listed several examples
of tors having emerged from ice sheets elsewhere.

The tor

analysis in the present author's Chapter 12 suggests that they
were initially formed in the Tertiary but excavated in the
Qúaternary.
In areas with a high water table, coarse polygons appear
to be active at thepresent time (section 13.1.1) but lichen

measurements from others (table 12) indicate a date of about
1830 A.D.

Although the lichen could be nth generation, their
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consistency suggests they may well have formed at about the
same time as the small corrie glacier in An Garbh Choire
(SW, 9498),

claimed by Sugden (1965)

to.

be early 19th century.

Measurement of movement and their lack of lichen, suggests
that fine polygons are still active.

C

H A P T E R

XV

CONCLUSIONS
It was mentioned at the beginning of the thesis that one
of its objects was to obtain a clearer understanding-of

processes involved in producing periglacial features.
chapter will try to assess these processes.

the

This

It was also

mentioned that five factors were considered of major
importance:

litholorny,

and aspect.

angle of slope, altitude, vegetal cover

In an attempt to see which are the most important

of these five,

stakes were placed in different parts of the

Cairngorm Mountains (as far away as possible from tourists),
using every combination of these five factors.

Eight stakes

were placed at 3,500 ft. (1,050 m.), four of these being placed
on a north -facing slope (northern slope (SE,964017)

of Sron na

Lairig) with different angles of slope and vegetal cover and
four on the southern slope (SW, 898984) of A'Chailleach, also

with different angles of slope and vegetal cover.
placed at 2,500 ft.
schist.

(750 m.):

Sixteen were

eight on granite and eight on

In the granitic area, the four north -facing ones were

placed on the slope (NW, 948028) south of L. Odhar; the four
south -facing ones on the southern slope (SW, 883997) of Meall
Tionail.

In the schistose area

,

four were placed on the

northern (SW,. 869945) and four on the southern slopes
(SW,

869943) of the hill between A. Garbhlach and A.C. Chaoil.

The same type of stake (hollow metal curtain rods 2 in. (1* cm.)
in diameter and 2 ft.

(0.61 m.) long) was used as described in

section 6.3 and the inclination of the stakes was measured in
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The angle of

slope of the ground was measured with an abney level and the

altitude with an altimeter.
a large

The distance of each stake from

boulder was also measured.

All the stakes were

hammered into the ground so that their tops were flush with
the ground surface.

Eiht

other stakes were placed at 3,500 ft.

(1,050 m.) on the northern (arate (SW, 954006) between
C.

Ruadh and C. Beanaidh) and southern (SE, 962996) slopes of

the Braeriach massif in soil of varying depth so that the stakes

projected above the Tround in varying but measured amounts.

It

was hoped that these stakes might show differences in soil

movement with depth.

The latter eight stakes were placed in

the ground on 9th April and others on 29 - 31st May 1965.

stakes were measured again on 11 - 13th October 1966.
them, however,

which projected

The

None of

showed any measurable movement, except one,
34.

in.

(84.

cm.)

out of the ground,

in a

miniature avalanche on a 30° slope on the arête (SW, 954006)

between

C.

Ruadh and

C.

Beanaidh.

(15.8 cm,) and rotated through 32 °.

It had moved 64 in.
It seems,

therefore,

that the present movement of soil in the Cairngorm Mountains
is very small or that the period of measurement did not include

any climatic conditions sufficient to cause movement.
15.1.

Primary Factors
In the following sections, the effects of animals,

exposure, lithology, aspect, angle of slope and altitude will
be considered.

importance.

They are listed roughly in order of increasing

In a regional context,

aridity (low precipitation)

-329has great importance, since it determines, to a large extent,

whether the ground is protected by snow or ;lacier ice.
latitude can be considered roughly equivalent to altitude
since, the snow -line,

for example, decreases in altitude, with

increasing latitude.
15.1.1.

animals

Deer tracks are very common in the Cairngorm Mountains and
herds of red deer numbering between fifty and

frequently seen by the author.

a

hundred were

Very few days went by when

the author did not see some red deer (Plate 94) in whichever

part of the mountains he was.

A

few sheep from the farm

Achlean (873976) also graze on the mountains.
author saw about one person

Carp Ban

or massif.

a

On average, the

day when he was camping on the

He very rarely saw anyone on the

Braeriach massif but usually saw many people in one day on the
Cairn Gorm -Ben Macdui massif although Beinn Mheadhoin (SE, 02C1)
and Derry Cairngorm (SE, 0198) are usually deserted, as is the

Bynack More massif also.
keep to the footpaths.

By far the greater number of people

Footpaths trap snow (Plate 24) and

might therefore initiate nivation hollows but their greatest
erosive effect is the diversion of water.
into channels about 4 ft. (1

Some develop

m.) deep (Plate 95).

Undercutting of the upslope side of footpaths by pipkrake
erosion is also common.

Plate 94.

Red deer in C.

Plate 95.

Fluvially eroded footpath.

"putan

Dear

(S7,0098).
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to a small extent, can initiate terracettes,

miniature slumps, denuded surfaces and low -level circular
mounds, but their greatest effect is the destruction of

vegetation.

Matt and Jones (1948, pp. 288 -9) wrote:

altitudinal limit of tree growth has been depressed by

"the
...

the extensive felling of timber more than a century ago and ...

by the grazing of deer which checks the establishment of self sown pine and other trees ".

Much of the denuded ground may

well be due to animals.
15.1.2.

Exposure

Exposure is effective principally in relation to wind,

precipitation and freeze - thaw oscillations (section 3.2.1).
Exposure to wind is chiefly responsible for the development of
denuded surfaces.

The chemical

action of wind -driven rain

seems to produce tor undercutting.

Wind- driven snow affects

the build up of snow and, therefore the position of nivation

hollows.

_Although there is no noticeable orientation of

avalanches in the Cairngorm Mountains, Tricart (1960, Table 1)
shored that 51% of the snow avalanches in the Guil flood of
June 1957 occurred on the north-eastern slope, which had the

greatest snow precipitation.

The other slopes had:

21% on

the north -west, 145 on the south -east but this was due to heavy

rainfall obliterating the avalanche traces and 155 on the
south-west slope.

Exposure to freeze - thaw oscillations seems to produce
pan -holes in the Cairnform Mountains (section 12.3.6).

-332Although, it was not apparant in the Cairngorm Mountains,
other authors have shown how exposure affects Felsenmeere
(Ives,

1960;

15.1.3.

Roy, 1961;

Nougier, 1964).

Lithology

The effects of lithology are most

involving frost action.

parent in processes

15 cm gelivation was found at altitude

as low as 2,500 ft (750 m) (Plate 12) in the schistose areas,

whereas in the granitic areas, it was not seen below 3,000 ft
(900 m).

The effects of lithology are most apparent in tor

formation (section 12.3.8).

Since most of the Cairngorm

Mountains consists of granite, however, not many lithological
comparisons could be made.

From the observations of other

authors, the following increasing order of susceptibility to
lobe production can be devised: volcanics,

mudstones and

greywacke, schists, dolomites ('Vatson, 1961, p. 12; Galloway,
1961, p.82; Dutkiewicz, 1961, p.288).

As stated in section

6.1.5, most coarse -grained intrusive rocks do not produce

altiplanation terraces because of their massive structure.
Waters (1964, p.79) enunciated the following increasing order
of frost susceptibility

:

coarse -grained granite,

quartz

schal, tourmalinised granite, elvan, diabase, fine -grained

granite, metamorphosed sediments.

Thompson (1950) noticed

that quartz breaks up more easily than gneiss.

Highly

shattered quartz boulders were also observed in the Cairngorm

Mountains, but, as pointed out in section 2.7.1, they may
have been broken up by man.

Dylik (1958, p. 41) showed that

-333phyllitic slates were more rapidly weathered and removed than
dolomites.

Fissured rocks, which are the least susceptible

to frost action,

(e.g. amphibolites,

form felsenmeere

(Rudberg, 1962, p.314).

granites and quartzites)

Rocks which are

more susceptible are usually so weathered that the felsenmeere

phase is only short -lived (e.g. Carn Ban Mor massif).

Rondeau

(1958, p.221) stated that each rock type in Corsica produces
its own boule type.

Cailleux (1962, p. 90) wrote that boules

at McMurdo, Antarctica are formed in coarse grained granite,

gneiss, dolerite and marble.

He found alveolar structure on

granite, gneiss, dolerite,kenyte

and volcanic tuff.

It was

not found on fine grained basalts.

Densely jointed rocks are particularly susceptible to frost

action because of the pressure of the ice built up in the
fissures (Yardley, 1951, p.68).

Permeability, whether or not

caused by dense jointing, increases the chance of slumping,
e.g. boulder hollows.

;Vestoll (1942, p.223)

pointed out that

where oblique "joints dip in the same direction as hill slopes,

erosion by frost action along joint planes is facilitated, and
bare slabby surfaces result."

Structure influences the

position of altiplanation benches and therefore altiplanation
terraces, lobe fronts and transverse snow patches.

The

positions of tors are probably also influenced by joint density.
The greatest influence of lithology,
soil derived from it.

influence soil type.

however, is seen in the

The other primary factors also
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15.1.4.

Aspect

Periglacial features in the Cairngorm Mountains that
face preferential directions are shown in Figure 82.

Transverse

snow patches are strongly influenced by structure (sections

4.2.1 and 15.1.3).

Terracettes and miniature slumps owe their

preferential aspects to snow-lie positions (Chapter 8).

Boulder

hollows are governed by structure and gliding boulders largely

by snow melt.

Fine polygons, which are caused by freeze -thaw

oscillations, are chiefly on south (Figure
slopes.

6)

to east- facing

Daly (1912, p. 593) found protalus ramparts "are best

developed along the southwest and south walls of northerly

facing cirques" but there was no evidence of any preferential
position in the Cairngorm Mountains.

Although Currey (1964)

proved statistically in a region of continuous permafrost
that north -facing valley sides are more frequently steeper than

south -facing ones, there was no evidence of this in the Cairngorm Mountains, possibly partly because of the predominance
of glacial erosion.

The most important effects of aspect

are probably snow distribution and freeze-thaw oscillations.

15.1.5.

Angle of Slope

Angle of slope affects many periglacial features, viz.
erosion channels, rills and avalanches, slumping,subn ival

plucking and solifluction.

Many features are also restricted

to slopes of small angle, e.g. pseudo- raised bogs, deflation

hollows, vegetal atolls and polygons.

The distribution of
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periglacial features in the Cairngorm Mountains with respect
to angle of slope is shown in Figure 83.

of-slope is also important.

The rate of change

Waters (1964, p.85) wrote:

"frost weathering was particularly active at concave breaks of
slope (i.e. at the base of steeper slopes), which

today,

whether they carry vegetation or not, exhibit evidence of
moisture seepage" and Rudberg (1962, p.316) wrote:

"in some

places the most well -developed solifluction tongues seem to
be connected to abrupt changes in inclination,

steepening of the slope.
deeper layers."

flattening or

Here the surface layers overrun the

Vegetation- covered lobes in the Cairngorm

Mountains seem to favour both convex and concave slopes; grassy
depressions and altiplanation terraces are mostly found on
convexeslopes.
15.1.6

Altitude

Figure 84 shows the distribution of periglacial features

with respect to altitude.

The features most dependent

on altitude are those 'associated with frost action viz. felsenmeere, altiplanation benches and terraces and patterned ground.

Vegetal features have an upper altitudinal limit.
of solifluctional features increases with altitude.

The activity

The chief

effect of altitude is low temperature, one of the prerequisites
in Sharp's (1942) periglacial definition.

4nother important

effect of altitude is the increase in wind velocity.
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Secondary Factors
The effects of primary factors are often to produce

secondary factors, which, in themselves, are fundamental to
the formation of periglacial features.

15.2.1

Low Temperature

Steche (1933, p. 203) stated that sizes of sorted polygons

vary directly with increasing climatic severity and availability
of water.

Williams (1961, p.344) wrote:

"a mean annual air

temperature of about +l °C is ...suggested as the rough limit...
for the development of large -scale solifluction features ".
In section 3.1, the annual mean of the year 1964 in the Cairngorm

Mountains was shown to be 4.7°C at 2,500 ft (750 m) and 2.3 °C
at 3,575 ft (1,100 m).

These figures conform with Williams'

suggestion, since practically all the solifluctional features
in the Cairngorm Mountains appear to be inactive,

sporadically active (section 14.3).

or only very

The main consequences of

low temperature are the production of other secondary factors,
namely, permafrost,

vegetation elimination, snow and freeze -thaw

osci_lla lions.

15.2.2

Soil Type

It was mentioned at the end of section 14.1.3, that

probably the most important effect of lithology is seen in the
soil.

The type of soil is important in a number of ways.

Sager (1951, pp. 559 -70) showed, for example, that permafrost
forms more easily in sand than in gravel.

Soil type always
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affects vegetal cover, which, as will be shorn in section 15.2.4
is an important factor in itself.

Rills and avalanches only

develop in unconsolidated materials and soliflucbional movement
is roughly inversely proportional to grain size (Beskow,

Troll,

1958, p.21; Williams, 1959, p.10;

Figure

1;

(Troll,

Holmes and Colton,

1960,

Jahn, 1961, p.21) and proportional to plasticity

1958, p.21).

Evidence in the Cairngorm Mountains

also seems to support this:
(2)

1935;

(1)

lobes contain fine centres;

the association of gliding boulders with Schneeflecken is

partly due to the latter's accumulation of fines, (3) stripes
containing fines move faster than their coarse neighbours
(section 13.3.3).

Patterned ground development also seems to

be inversely proportional to texture, whether it is caused by

frost shattering (section 13.3.2; Dirmhirn, 1952) or heave

(section 13.3.1; Troll, 1958, p.21; Jahn, 1961, pp. 6 and 9).
Docker (1940) has shown that montmorillonite is more susceptible
to frost action than kaolinite.

The rate of movement,

however,

does not seem to vary with stone size (Gradwell, 1957, p.801).

Pipkrake observations in the Cairngorm Mountains showed that
there does not seem to be any correlation between stone size
and height of uplift.

Drew and Tedrow (1962) demonstrated

a relationship between soil type and the type of patterned

ground.

Villiams (1957b, p.47) wrote:

"only soils of certain

grain size composition have the property of forming ice in
layers, crystals or masses larger than pore size.

Other soils,

however the temperature or water relations of the area may vary,
do not show isolated ice when frozen."

Aeolian action also

-341depends on soil type since not only is grain -size transported,

proportional to wind velocity but also wind is only effective on
non- cohesive soils (Troll, 1958).

15.2.3

Permafrost

Permafrost is not found in Scotland today but it was
most probably present in late -glacial times or even the

Little Ice Age (section 14.3).
features in two prominent ways.

Permafrost affects periglacial
It forms an impermeable layer

and thus concentrates water, the consequence of which will be

shown in section 15.2.8 in the active layer above.
pressure is produced in the active layer as

a

Cryostatic

result of

downfreezing from the surface, producing involutions and
possibly patterned ground (Sukach8v,1911).
15.2.4

Vegetation Elimination

The destruction or atrophy of vegetation can have several

repercussions.

showed that lichen

Ives (1960), for example,

woodland protects the gro nd from permafrost.

As in areas

other than periglacial, the destruction of vegetation produces
soil erosion, both fluvial and aeolian.

Rills, avalanches

and solifluction (Galloway, 1961, p.86) are all aided by

vegetation elimination.

Another effect is the exposing of

the ground to frost and freeze -thaw oscillations (sections
3.2.3, 13.1.3;

Hollingworth, 1934, p.186; Williams, 1961, p.345).

Hopkins and Sigafoos (1951, pp.61 -2) wrote:

"at Nome [Alaska,
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following several days with minimum temperatures of 10° to
27.5° F, ice an inch thick formed on open puddles.

At the

same time the ground froze to a depth of more than 6 inches
in bare soil,

3

to 5 inches in living sphagnum, 1 to 4 inches

in vet peat, and 0 to 2 inches in dry peat and turf."

15.2.5

Snow

One of the main consequences of snow in aiding the forma-

tion of periglacial features, is the production of large
quantities of water over short intervals of time during
periods of occasional intense melting.

This process may

keep patterned ground active in areas away from normal fluvial
activity.

Snow accumulation in conjunction with meltwater càúse

subnival plucking (section 8.1.4) which may be the process
responsible for terracettes and nivation hollows.
15.2.6

Freeze -thaw Oscillations

Although the climate must be severe enough for the
temperature to descend to freezing point, Troll (1958, p.31)
found by comparing the Alps with Spitsbergen and Siberia that
the frequency of freeze -thaw oscillations decreases with

increasing latitude, largely due to the blanketing of snow.

Fraser (1959, Figure

1)

found a similar relationship

forty two stations in Canada.

from

Dahl (1955, p.1, 514) also

showed that in two places at about the same latitude (southern
Norway) but different altitudes (225 and 1,828 m), the place
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at the lower altitude had an average of 90 oscillations per

year compared with 73.

I,auscher (1946) found a maximal freeze -

thaw oscillation frequency at 1,400 m in Austria.

As pointed

out by Troll (1958), the frequency of freeze -thaw oscillations
is greatest on mountains in the tropics and lowest in the

Arctic but the amplitude and wave - length are the reverse.

Present day activity in the Cairngorm Mountains can be considered
to occupy an intermediate position, since, although the frequency
is not nearly so great as in the tropics, being restricted

mostly to the equinoxes, it is greater than in the arctic.
Coarse polygons and stripes in the Cairngorm Mountains are of
the arctic type and many of them probably have an even lower

frequency (less than annual) than arctic forms.
Freeze -thaw oscillations cause large amounts of water over
short periods of time rather than small amounts over longer

periods of time.

They may, therefore, contribute to solifluction

especially in stripes.

Frost heave destroys vegetation and

exposes the ground to aeolian erosion (section 9.1).

The

main effect of freeze -thaw oscillations, however, is the
production of all the features associated with frost action.
15.2.7

Snow Elimination

Snow elimination has very similar consequences to

vegetation elimination.
(section 11.2).

The former can also cause the latter

Ives (1960) shoved how areas of snow

accumulation are not affected by permafrost.

Areas denuded

of snow allow Penetration of freeze-thaw oscillations (sections
3.6, 9.1;

Troll, 1958, p.31; Tjlilliams, 1961, p.345; Rudberg,

-3441962, p. 314; Andrews, 1963, p.170).

Snow elimination also

exposes the ground to aeolian action.

15.2.8

Talater

The presence of water, especially large amounts over

short time intervals, is an important factor in the production
of most periglacial features.

eater is primarily responsible

for erosion channels, rills and avalanches, solifluction
(-

?illiams, 1959, p.10; Holmes and Colton,

1960, Figure 1;

Galloay, 1961, p.82; Rudberg, 1962, p.317), slumping and
subnival plucking (section 8.1.4).
essential for frost action.

It is,

of course,

also

Wiman (1963), who subjected

rock specimens to freezing and thawing, found that only those

immersed in water aye weathered.

Patterned ground is often

only found in areas of high water table (section 13.1.3;

nlliams, 1959, p.13).
15.3

Summary and Suggestions for Further Research
All of the

f oreToing

discussion can be summarized in

a diagram (found in the accompanying folder),

from which it

can be seen that the main processes which typify periglaciation
are frost and aeolian action,

plucking.

solifluction and subnival

Evidence of the latter, however, is inconclusive

and its ultimate product (the corrie) belongs more to the

glacial landscape.

Frost action is very extensive and ranges from pipkrake
to massive frost heaving and the productions of tors and
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altiplanation.benches.

Features produced by frost action

are limited in altitude and governed by rock type, as

exemplified by tor analysis, which showed that the mat
conclusive results were the correlation between tor height
and altitude and their preference for coarse grained rocks.

Further research along these lines would probably be profitable.
Lithology, in the form of rock type, boulder size and shape,
amount and plasticity of soil, seems to govern the type of

patterned ground produced.

Different interrelationships of

these lithological factors together with water content seem
to result in the operation of different processes.

By comparing

different lithological areas, it may be possible to produce
formulae which would indicate which processes are operative.

Such a line of investigation could be of great importance to
the science of foundation engineering.

Mass movement seems to be greater in periglacial regions
than in other environments, mostly due to the predominance
of solifluction.

Aeolian,.is also prominent and is responsible

for the large deposits of loess in northern France and central

Germany and other areas peripheral to the quaternary glaciation.
The denudation in the Cairngorm Mountains shows how although

aeolian erosion takes place on only a small scale, the resultant
vegetal destruction can cause extensive soil erosion.

Generally speaking, the quantitative approach in this
thesis was effective and produced results, which were not at
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first expected.

The measurements of movement were not

successful because the period was too short or did not include
any violent weather conditions.

Both quantitative,and

qualitative observations (e.g. photogrammetry), after periods
of excessive melt,

should give expositive results.
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